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1 Getting Started

1.1 About KeepTool

We would like to welcome both users of previous editions and those who may be
discovering KeepTool for the first time to Version 10.

 If you are already familiar with KeepTool, you will find some of the same
functionality, although in some cases, it is now presented differently, and in a way
that we think you will find easier to use.

Since 1996, KeepTool has been developing professional software tools for
Oracle databases—designed to serve not only database administrators and
application programmers, but also end users who may need to view the database,
construct simple queries, and perhaps generate reports.

In addition to Hora, our database management tool, KeepTool offers two
valuable add-ons for designers and developers: ER Diagrammer and PL/SQL
Debugger.

In Hora, you will see major enhancements in the way that the display of data can
be customized, in Reporting, and in Import/Export. You'll also find two new pages: 
Scheduler and XML.

The SQL Editor, and the editing component, wherever it appears in Hora's code
windows, has been given even more functionality.

In many cases, the descriptions of KeepTool 10 contained in this Help file are still
evolving; therefore, some texts may not match exactly what you see, and others may
yet be under development. You can be sure that these descriptions will become
more substantial and hopefully more useful to you.

KeepTool welcomes your comments on any aspect of KeepTool 10. Please
email your comments to support@keeptool.com.

Thanks for your help and suggestions for future enhancements!

 

 

 

mailto:support@keeptool.com
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1.2 System Requirements

Workstation Requirements

KeepTool supports the following Microsoft ™ operating systems:

Windows 7 (32-Bit version)

Windows Vista ™ Service Pack 2 (32-Bit version)

Windows XP ™  Service Pack 3 (32-Bit version)

OS virtualization software such as MS Virtual PC and VWware is not supported.

Microsoft Internet Explorer is required to use the help system.

Database connections can be established by either using 32-Bit Oracle client
software (OCI) or our build-in direct TCP/IP connectivity. Database engines such as
ODBC or BDE are not required. For cross-compatibility of Oracle client software
versions with Oracle server versions, please read the Oracle documentation or look
at metalink.oracle.com. As a rule, your client software version should not be outdated
by the server version.

Unicode support exists for Oracle 8i and later. The use of Unicode string literals
within SQL requires at least OCI 10.2. Otherwise, you have to use :parameters.   

The direct TCP/IP option does not require an Oracle client, but it comes with a
couple of minor limitations.

Server Requirements

KeepTool supports Oracle Server versions from 8 up to 11.2. Additionally,
KeepTool includes limited support down to version 7.3.4. 

Requirements for EXPLAIN PLAN

To display SQL execution plan results, Hora and HoraLight need a table named
PLAN_TABLE. If you want to use this feature, that table should be created manually
by running the following script (as user SYS) and SQL commands:

@ $ORACLE_HOME\rdbms\admin\utlxplan.sql

CREATE PUBLIC SYNONYM PLAN_TABLE FOR PLAN_TABLE;

GRANT SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, DELETE ON PLAN_TABLE TO PUBLIC;

As an alternative, the script can be run within each schema, in which case the
PLAN_TABLE will serve only that schema.
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1.3 Prices

Please refer to the KeepTool web site (www.keeptool.com)  for current ordering
and pricing information. You will find this on the main menu under Ordering.

 

1.4 Installation of KeepTool

You can download KeepTool from http://www.keeptool.com  as a self-extracting
executable, or order the CD-ROM.

 If you have downloaded the archive from our website http://www.keeptool.com ,
you will need to execute the exe file manually by double-clicking on it.

After you press "Next" on the following window, the installation will start.

 

During the installation process, you will be asked a series of questions. Among
these are:

 Whether you accept the license agreement, which you can read by scrolling in
a window. The Next button is disabled until you accept the agreement.

http://www.keeptool.com
http://www.keeptool.com
http://www.keeptool.com
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 Your name, and your company’s name, if any—also, if you have more than one
user defined for your computer, you are asked if KeepTool should be made
available only for you, or for all users.
 Where the software should be installed. By default, this location is C:\Program
Files\KeepTool\KeepTool10. A change button is made available if you do not
want to accept the default.
The type of setup: Typical, Minimal or Custom. This will further refine the
decision that you made earlier about which products to install. Again, if you are
installing the trial version for the first time, we recommend the Typical setup
type.

 
A confirmation window, which asks if you are ready to go ahead with the
installation. If you want to modify some of your choices, this will give you another
chance to use the Back button to modify them.

The installation program will then do the following:
Copy all KeepTool files to the destination directory
Create KeepTool start menu icons
Register an OCX library.

If the installation was successful, you will be asked to click the Finish button.

You will find a new folder called KeepTool10 on the start menu with the following
selectable applications:
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1.5 License Agreement

Free 30-day Trial Period

KeepTool GmbH offers each new user a license to install and use KeepTool
software for a period of exactly 30 days. During this period, you can evaluate all
KeepTool products on your computer free of charge. After 30 days, the program will
automatically be disabled. You must then purchase a license for the unlimited use
of KeepTool as a registered user, or remove the software completely from your
system. However, the online Help file may be distributed to anyone free of charge.
All other files and manuals must be purchased from KeepTool.

License Agreement for Registered Users

After purchasing a KeepTool product, registered users will receive an exclusive,
non-transferable license either for the installation of the program on a single
personal computer, or for the installation of an unlimited number of copies on a
network, providing for a maximum number of concurrent usages.

A registered user may make one copy of the KeepTool software for backup or
archival purposes only. You may not make copies of the software in order to sell,
purchase or rent it. The registered user is permitted to transfer the rights of the
contract to a third party if that third party consents in writing to the terms of this
agreement. In this case, you must give all copies of the KeepTool software to that
third party.

A registered user may download any upgraded KeepTool version free of charge
from our website as long the major release number on our website matches the
release number of the user's license.

KeepTool makes available individual user licenses that are tied to a specific
Windows PC (single licenses), and licenses for use within a network (floating
licenses). Each KeepTool product (Hora, HoraLight, ER Diagrammer, Debugger)
is licensed separately and independently of the others. The price of either type of
license is the same.
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The single workstation license:

The single workstation license is bound to your workstation. A hardware code
required for registration is specifically defined for a single workstation and is
displayed when registering the program. This kind of licensing is suitable for use in
the following situations:

the client software and the database server reside on the same computer
the client software is used to access a remote computer, but is not on a
Windows network
only one license is purchased (the network licensing option is not available for
only one license)

It is not appropriate for Windows Server platforms and virtual machines.

The floating license:

A floating license can be used by several computers within a network. It is issued
for two or more computers. Licensing is linked to the network, rather than to an
individual computer. The licensing information is stored on a network path. The
licensed program can be used simultaneously on as many computers as the
number of licenses ordered.

Offline grace period

When a computer is disconnected from the network, the licensed program can
be used on it, outside the network, for a period of thirty consecutive days. This
feature is particularly beneficial for staff who sometimes work both in the office and
at home, or those who work off-site from time to time for implementations or doing
consulting for other companies. As soon as the off-site computer is reconnected to
its "home" network, it is again counted as one of the users of a floating license. It
can subsequently be removed from the network and again used off-site for another
30 days.

Copyright

KeepTool GmbH is the sole originator and the sole owner of all KeepTool
software, and remains its legal owner. You agree that the grant of a license is not a
sale of the software. The contract does not confer any claim on patents,
duplications, trade secrets, trademarks or other rights. You may not duplicate,
modify, translate, lease, loan, rent or distribute the KeepTool software in its entirety
or any part thereof. You may not transmit the KeepTool software from one computer
to another or over a network.

KeepTool GmbH
Schützallee 118
D - 14169 Berlin
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Phone: +49-700-53378665 (0700-KEEPTOOL)
In North America, Toll Free (866) 700-TOOL (8665)
E-Mail: support@keeptool.com
Internet: http://www.keeptool.com

All rights reserved.

3rd party components

Our products employ runtime libraries from 3rd-party vendors. You may not call
any of these libraries from your own applications. Please contact the vendors
yourself if you wish to obtain a license. You can use these hyperlinks (in the online
version of the help file) to get more information about the following components:

Borland Delphi  (runtime libraries of the development system)
ODAC Net from Devart  (former CrLab company. Oracle direct access
components including direct TCP/IP connectivity)
Copy protection software.
DevExpress  Quantum DB Grid, Flow Chart, Printing System, Bar Manager
FastReports by Fast Reports, Inc.
TextDiff by Angus Johnson (file comparison facility in SQL Workbench and
SQL Editor)
PsFRExportFilters from Pragnaan Software (for saving reports in various
formats).
EControl SyntaxMemo
JAM Shellbrowser component
Scalabium export/import components

Warranty

The KeepTool software and the accompanying documentation are licensed to
you "AS IS", and without any kind of warranty. KeepTool GmbH does not warrant
that the functions of the KeepTool software will meet your requirements, or that its
operation will be error-free, or that any defects will be corrected. KeepTool should
be notified of any defects immediately after they become known and not later than
30 days after licensing. If the software is defective, KeepTool will try to repair or
replace it, even if this requires multiple attempts. If repairs fail, the customer may
request substitution or reimbursement. No repair, advice or inability to repair shall
create a warranty. KeepTool or its agents shall not be liable for the correct
selection, application or usage of the product, or for failure resulting from the use of
inappropriate hardware, or for any damages resulting from the incorrect use or
inability to use the KeepTool software, including damages resulting from
negligence.

The liability of KeepTool shall not exceed the amount of its insurance under any
circumstances. Furthermore, KeepTool is not liable for any unforeseen or unusual
damages.

mailto:support@keeptool.com
http://www.keeptool.com
http://www.borland.com/delphi
http://www.devart.com
http://www.devexpress.com
http://www.fast-report.com/
http://www.users.on.net/johnson/delphi/
http://www.pragnaan.com
http://www.econtrol.ru
http://www.jam-software.com
http://www.scalabium.com
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All warranty claims expire 6 months after delivery of the product.

The license shall be governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany,
and is granted to the licensee as if the transaction had taken place in the Federal
Republic of Germany. You and KeepTool agree that the United Nations agreement
regarding contracts for international sales of goods (1980) is explicitly excluded
from applicability under this contract.

The contract is valid until the year 2040. However, KeepTool reserves the right to
terminate the license agreement immediately if you do not fulfill any of the terms of
the contract.

You agree that you have read and understood the contract. This contract is the
only one between you and KeepTool, and replaces all earlier written, oral or other
agreements between you and KeepTool.

1.6 Registering KeepTool products

The registration dialog can be started from the Help Menu of Hora, HoraLight,
ER Diagrammer, or PL/SQL Debugger. In certain cases, such as when your trial
period has expired, it may also be shown automatically. The following example is
shown when starting Hora, and summarizes the three options: Register, Try it for
Free, and Decline.
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You will then be asked to choose between two licensing options: the floating
network license and the fixed single workstation license:

     If you press the Single workstation button, you will see the following
explanation instead:

  

Registering a single workstation license:

Registering a single-user license is a two-part process.
The first step is to have the software generate a hardware code  based on the
properties of the PC. Please send this to KeepTool, either in the Remarks field
of our online order form (when ordering) or later by email to support@keeptool.
com. You will then receive a registration key from us, normally within two
working days.
Next, complete the registration dialog by entering the registration key in the

mailto:support@keeptool.com
mailto:support@keeptool.com
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lower text box. The software will then be permanently unlocked.

 

 

Registering a floating network license:

Registration of a network license consists of several easy steps.
You first need to choose a location on the network folder where the licensing file
will be installed. Each KeepTool user must have read/write access to this
folder, because it is used to track the number of users. A UNC address
(beginning with "\\") must be assigned to this network location.
Next, enter the registration dialog and enter the UNC address that you have
selected in the first dialog window shown below.
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When you click Register Network, you will then see the next dialog, which
displays the generated network code:
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Please send the network code to KeepTool, either in the Remarks field of our
online order form (when ordering) or later by email to support@keeptool.com.
 You will then receive a registration key from us, normally within two working
days.
When you receive the key, log on to one of the computers where the KeepTool
software is installed, and complete the registration dialog by entering the key in
the lower box. The software will then be permanently unlocked on this computer.
For any subsequent client computer in the network where the KeepTool product
is installed, you need only enter the UNC of the folder that was selected to hold
the licensing file. At that point, the software will automatically be registered for
that machine, and you will no longer see the registration dialog.

Remember that there is no limit to the number of machines on which you install
and register the product—only to the number of concurrent usages.

Please see the Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) section for further questions
and answers.

1.7 The Hora_User Role

Certain users may find most of the pages in the DBA collection to be blocked—
other than the Dictionary page.

This limitation was built into Hora to allow administrators a convenient way either

mailto:support@keeptool.com
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to allow or prevent users from viewing certain information about the database—
most of which comes from the DBA_ Data Dictionary views. The HoraUser.sql
script, located in the folder in which KeepTool was installed, defines the
HORA_USER role and grants it to SYSTEM. The script can be modified to grant
HORA_USER to other users at the same time;  the role can also be granted later
on, on a user-by-user basis.

If a user has been granted either the HORA_USER role or the SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY system privilege, Hora can query the Data Dictionary to determine
whether a transaction has just been completed. At these times, the Commit and
Rollback buttons, located at the top left of all of Hora's pages, are disabled. They
are automatically re-enabled when a new transaction begins.

On the other hand, if a user does not have either HORA_USER or SELECT ANY
DICTIONARY, the buttons are always enabled. This means that a COMMIT or
ROLLBACK statement can be generated at any time—even at times when there is
no work to be committed or rolled back, and the command would have no practical
effect.

The Hora_User role is continually updated as modifications are made to our
software. At times, you will need to drop and create the role again in order to use
certain features of our software. The role should always be kept up-to-date so that
the full functionality of our software is available to you.

1.8 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)

1. Q:  I  upgraded KeepTool from an earlier version. It works fine when
I'm connected as SYSTEM. When I connect as regular user, I get
a "table or view does not exist" error.

 A: KeepTool is shipped with the HORA_USER  role, which contains
SELECT privileges for many of the data dictionary views. Please
make sure that the HoraUser.sql script, which grants the
HORA_USER role, has been executed, and that the HORA_USER
role has been granted to you.

2. Q: I have multiple ORACLE_HOMEs on my client. I can connect to
the server with Oracle tools like SQL*Plus, but KeepTool cannot
connect.

 A: In the Connect dialog of any KeepTool application that requires a
connection to the database, click the Advanced button. Insure that
that the oci.dll entry is located in the correct ORACLE_HOME. The
oci.dll will also determine which tnsnames.ora file is used to locate
your Oracle server.

3. Q: I cannot connect to Oracle, because I get a "cannot resolve TNS
service name" error. Connecting with Oracle tools (SQL*Plus, etc.)
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works fine.

 A: Run Hora and click the Extras | Settings menu item. Check the
oci.dll entry. Depending on this DLL, the Oracle client software uses
different tnsnames.ora  configuration files. Be sure you have
configured both SQL*Net-2 and Net-80 TnsNames. Search your
hard disk for tnsnames.ora files.

4. Q: How can I change the date format in KeepTool displays? I
assume that KeepTool does not use client settings from Oracle.

 A: To display the date and time, KeepTool uses the regional settings
from Windows/NT. You must change the date format in the Windows
control panel.

5. Q: What is the difference between table relations and object
dependencies?

 A: Table Relations shows referential integrity constraints defined by
foreign keys. Dependencies between objects (of different types)
show which objects become invalid after they have been changed.

6. Q: How can I compare two database schemas with each other?

 A:

 

First use the KeepTool Reverse DDL engineer to generate DDL
scripts from both database schemas. Then use the File Comparison
tool on SQL Scratchpad's context menu to browse to the first file.
Next, from inside the File Comparison tool, open the second file,
and hit the Compare button.

7. Q: PL/SQL Debugger "hangs" as soon as I try to start executing my
calling block. What can be done?

 A: Sometimes problems occur within the Oracle-supplied
DBMS_DEBUG package. Often, running the pbload.sql script in
your $ORACLE_HOME\RDBMS\Admin folder will clear these up.

8. Q: Why do I get "Datatype not supported" when trying to view a
TIMESTAMP column in Oracle 9i with a direct TCP/IP
connection?

 A: TIMESTAMP columns are supported only when using an Oracle
OCI to connect—not with direct TCP/IP connections.

9. Q: Why do certain non-ASCII characters appear as question marks
when I connect using a direct TCP/IP connection, but appear
correctly when using the Oracle client?

 A: When using the Oracle client to connect to the database,
KeepTool issues certain ALTER SESSION commands to set the
NLS environment, based on the contents of HKLM/Software/Oracle.
If you connect via direct TCP/IP, this Registry key is not referenced,
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since it may not exist.

10
.

Q: Showing Hora's SQL page and the embedded Windows
Explorer component take a noticeable amount of time on startup.

A: Like Windows Explorer, the embedded component iterates the
logical drives and queries each device for information. If you have
mapped, but unconnected network drives, the appropriate Windows
API function returns with a timeout after approximately a minute. This
remarkable slows down the startup time of Hora as like as Windows
explorer. You may also try to stop the Windows Image Acquisition
(WIA) service. See http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-

US;819017 for further recommendations.

11
.

Q: We have a network license, but can only run one concurrent
application instance at a time. After Hora is started on one
machine, it gives you a licensing error message on the other. My
network operating system is Novell NetwareTM.

A: Please make sure you are using the latest Netware Client version.
Change the advanced setting "File Caching" to false.

12
.

Q: We have a network license that is bound to an UNC path. I want
to register another client, can see the .snl file, but it shows me
another UNC path and another network code. My network
operating system is Novell NetwareTM.

A: Netware allows you to access one directory by two different UNC
paths. You can access it either by following the NDS tree or the
physical server structure. Both paths point to the same physical
directory. The network license is bound to the UNC path name. For
registering you must use again the path you have used when
ordering,

13
.

Q: Where does Hora store recent connections and other settings?

A: Recent connections and editor settings are stored in XML and
Text files below %APPDATA%\KeepTool10\Projects\. 
Other information is saved in the registry below
HKCU\Software\KeepTool\10.

14
.

Q: Which steps are necessary for manually installing KeepTool?

A: Copy all files to the destination folder, e.g. a shared network drive.
Register OCX control by running with Administration privileges

regsvr32.exe C:\Program Files\KeepTool\KeepTool-8\ktadmin.dll
(change path if necessary).

http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;819017
http://support.microsoft.com/default.aspx?scid=kb;EN-US;819017
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Create shortcuts for the exe files as needed.

15
.

Q: Is is necessary to register each client manually with the network
license, or can this be automated?

A: KeepTool is shipped with the command line utility KTReg.exe. It
allows you to perform the registration process non-interactively. You
can embed it into your corporate installation scripts. KTReg.exe
must be run with administration privileges.

Syntax    :  KTReg  [Hora|ErDgr|Debugger|HoraLt]  <Registration
Key>  <Network Path>  <Licensee>

Example:  KTReg.exe  Hora A1B200C3D400  \
\my_server\licenses  MyCompany

16
.

Q: I want to show the contents of a table, but I get an exception like
"data type is not supported". I am using a direct TCP/IP connection.
s

A: Some data types such as OBJECT, ARRAY, REF, XML,
BINARY_DOUBLE, BINARY_FLOAT are not supported in direct
mode. Use a SQL*Net connection. 

17
.

Q: The primary character set of my database is ANSI and the
national character set is Unicode. 

I am trying to use Unicode string literals in SQL WHERE condition
or data contents filter in conjunction with NCHAR columns.
Unfortunately, it returns no data. 

Unicode string literals for NCHAR values used in INSERT and
UPDATE statements are stored as a series of question tags.

A: If your primary character set is ANSI you must use :
PARAMETERs for transferring Unicode values to the database.
Oracle converts all string literals automatically to the primary
character set before passing the SQL to the server. That means,
server-side filtering by Unicode literals on the data contents page
will not work. Use client-side filtering instead or use parameters on
the SQL page. If you are using a Sql*Net connection you will find a
check box in the parameter input dialog that enforces the parameter
to be encoded in national character set.

It is recommended creating the database with Unicode as the
default character set for working with international characters.
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1.9 Offline Grace Period for Networking Licnese

When you use a floating network license, each KeepTool application checks on
startup the availability of the network license. If you are on a business trip, this won't
work.
To handle this, KeepTool allows you to use the products offline for a 30 days grace
period very similar to the trial period. Each time you are connected to your
company's network the offline license gets recharged. This works automatically, if
you are running Windows XP. If you are using Windows Vista or later, it works only if
you run the product explicitly as Administrator ("run as").
As an alternative, you can install the KeepTool network licensing service. This
requires a couple of manual installation tasks:
Please run the Windows command prompt (CMD) as administrator and 

Change to the KeepTool installation directory and run the service by executing
cd "C:\Program Files\KeepTool\KeepTool 10"
ktsrv10.exe /INSTALL 

Please run "services.msc" and change the service account to a user with both 
- Windows administration privileges and 
- read/write privileges on the networking share that hosts the floating license.
start the service.
change the startup type to automatically.

Be sure to uninstall the service  by
  ktsrv10.exe /stop /UNINSTALL 

before installing a newer version of KeepTool.

ktsrv9.exe supports the following additional parameters:
/silent    suppress messages
/start      starts the service
/stop      stops the service 

The service does not give you error messages. Please follow the instructions as
described to circumvent failures.

The offline grace period works if the network path is unavailable. Be sure no file
caching suggests the availability.

1.10 KeepTool Release Notes

Version 10

Version 10.0.0 (28 November 2011)

The Tablespace fragmentation tab is now a detail view below the datafiles grid
view and replaces the former free space subview. It gives you a better overview of
used and free space.
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Significant less memory consumption when creating an Insert or Update script
from data contents view.

The generated Insert or Update script now contains an
ALTER SESSION SET CURSOR_SHARING=FORCE
statement for faster execution of big scripts.

The Index | Index Statistics - Validate Structure context menu item now shows
results from INDEX_HISTOGRAM as diagram view and INDEX_STATS as
data view.

Dialogs for gathering system, database, schema, table and index statistics
show more options matching dbms_stats procedure parameters.

Added new context menu items to lock, unlock and restore schema and table
statistics.

A new tab sheet on the database page shows dbms_stats system statistics.
The context menu allows you to update statistics by calling dbms_stats.
gather_system_stats.

Added a new column group to the tables | columns view. It uses optimizer
statistics to show how frequently the column has been used in different WHERE
predicates and a timestamp of last usage in a WHERE predicate. You can use
the information to decide wether indexing the column would make sense.
You need either HORA_USER or SELECT ANY DICTIONARY role or SELECT
privileges ON sys.col_usage$,  sys.col$, sys.obj$ and sys.user$. 
If you are lacking privileges, the appropriate columns keep null. 

Tables | columns view now shows also the filter row known from the overview
grids.

Support for compound triggers.

New tables | statistics view shows information about table and column
statistics, histograms, statistic history and preferences.

On Windows 7 Hora 10 provides a Jumplist for the Windows Taskbar showing
the most recent connections.

New wrapped columnar layout for record view.

The record view is now printable.

Both grid and record view can show a popup calculator for non-indexed
numeric columns.

Both grid and record view now implement active tooltip hints that provide
context sensitive lookup information from the database and the dictionary:
- For the indicator column in the very left of the data content and SQL result set
grids you will be shown a comma separated list of row values that is called
instant record view. There is a setting that toggles prefixing each value with
column name. 
- For  column headers you can see the SQL datatype of the underlying table
column, the column comment and information about constraints.
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- For data content cell values that reference another table by a foreign key
relation you will see a list of lookup values from the referenced master table.
There is a setting to switch it all off for slow database connections.

Added a slider to the chart view to adjust the number of categories (i.e. x-axis
values) shown per page.

Offline datafiles are displayed grayed, those needing recovery use red font.

SQL Scratchpad remembers last used tree node for each connection.

The SQL editor now sports a check list box showing an item for each SQL file
in the current folder. You can batch execute a selected subset of files and it will
consecutively load a file in the editor and execute it. 

The new Pivot view on both data contents and sql query result set view is very
powerful. You can drag-drop one or more fields to the filter, column, row and
data sections of the cross table grid. After that, the pivot view shows data
including column and row totals.
A chart view below shows the same data. You can select a smaller region of
cells to reduce the amount of data show in the chart. 

DDL creation for profiles.

Omit datafile name from DLL if db_create_file_dest parameter is set.

Roles granted to a user are now displayed hierarchically using a tree view.
Object and system privileges can be shown in the context of the user or any
role from the hierarchy. A checkbox allows you to include privileges granted to
subordinate roles as well.
Roles granted to roles are displayed on the Database page similarly.

Explain plan dialog shows costs with decimal separators.

The Database|Undo (Rollback) segments page shows recommendations for
undo tablespace size and undo retention time based on v$undosta

Show DDL menu item enabled for multi-selection on Synonyms page. This is
especially useful for reverse engineering a bunch of public synonyms.

The dropdown list of the current schema selection box in the lower left of the
main form now shows your login schema, CTXSYS, SYS and PUBLIC using
bold text font.

The database | NLS parameters page shows NLS_LANG client settings from
the Windows registry, environment variable and resulting NLS_LANG.

The Tables | Create table from import source dialog has been redesigned.

The new menu items File | Write to Oracle | Alert log, Trace File, Both allow
administrators to leave a message in the Oracle trace file, alert log file, or both.

New page Data Pump shows information about Oracle datapump export and
import.

The foreign key lookup dialog of the data contents grid now works in the filter
row as well as in data rows. Press Return key to apply selected filter value.
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Using the new File | Open File menu item, the corresponding toolbar button or
Ctrl+O you can open an existing SQL file without navigating the file explorer on
the SQL page. It will open in the PL/SQL editor similar to the "Open in separate
editor" context menu item. 
Another new menu item File | New File and the corresponding toolbar button
open the PL/SQL editor with an empty file.

The "Describe" context submenu item has been moved from "Query" to a new
menu item "Selected Object" right below "Query". There are three additional
submenu items that allow you to expand a selected table name to a full
SELECT, INSERT or UPDATE statement similar to the copy to clipboard
commands on the Tables page. Another new submenu item "Show data"
opens the result grid window showing the data of the selected table or view.

New tab sheet „Feature Usage“ on database page shows statistics about
usage of Oracle features.

Version 9

Version 9.1.5 (01 August 2011)

The Clear Schema procedure now drops jobs and triggers prior to other
database objects.

Version 9.1.4 (21 March 2011)

Added a checkbox above the DBA|Users|Roles grid that includes object
privileges implicitly granted by role. They are marked '~' to distinguish them
from privileges granted to the user (lower case 'x') directly and those besides
grantable (upper case 'X').

On the Sessions | Locks page is a new checkbox "is user" that indicates
wether the lock type takes part in the mechanism of locking sessions against
each other. No-user locks are displayed in gray font. In accordance to this
change the overview page now counts only user locks held and requested.

Temporary Tablespace | Temp/Sort Segment Usage is shown in detail grid.

Version 9.1.3 (08 November 2010)

Using XMLSERIALIZE the data contents grid now shows XMLTYPE columns
as CLOB in read-only mode.
Please remember, you get full read/write support for XMLTYPE columns when
connected with an Oracle client.

The maximum number of dropdown list values for grid column filters is limited
to save grid performance. This limit now can be customized using the Extras|
Settings|Behavior|FilterMaxValueListCount spin edit control. You can change
the value to zero for unlimited dropdown list size but this may result in poor grid
performance for large result sets. 
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Version 9.1.2 (02 September 2010)

The Show DDL command for a selection of multiple users now generates a
common block with distinct ROLE and TABLESPACE create statements for
the selected users.

Network licensing compatibility improvements for less privileged OS users.

The tablespace overview grid now shows a checkbox that is checked for the
default permanent and temporary tablespace. The context menu allows you to
set a tablespace as default.
This requires Oracle 9i for temporary and 10g for permanent default
tablespaces.

The users overview grid has got a new column that shows the number of
objects owned by the user. It keeps blank for users without objects. This allows
you to filter by not null values to show all database objects owners.

There is a new button on the Schema | PL/SQL errors page that allows you to
edit the PL/SQL object and show the error. This is similar to the existing "edit in
a new window" button on the PL/SQL overview page.

Minor improvements for handling temporary tables.

Array fetch size for overview grids is now configurable by settings.

Performance enhancement on tables page.

Load/save template button on data export wizard

A new check box option has been added: Behavior - Disable in-memory mode
for tabbed data grids.
It is recommended to check only if there are tens of thousands of tables in one
schema. This will speed up data grid performance and disable some
enhanced grid options.
The setting does not influence data contents and SQL scratch pad pages since
both always come up without in-memory grid mode. 

Version 9.1.1 (27 July 2010)

Office 2010 compatible skins

New Windows Service Application that keeps network licensing grace period
charged on Windows Vista and later (see installation instructions)

Version 9.1.0 (02 July 2010)

Data export and import dialogs replaced.

Added Granularity and Degree options to the analyze schema, table and index
dialoges (dbms_stats interface), especially for partitioned tables.

Added V$SESSION.SERVER column on sessions page.

Setup routine with improved Windows 7 support
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Version 9.0.3 (04 March 2010)

The modal dialog for analyzing table using dbms_stats now allows you to enter
a estimate percent value. By default it keeps blank as before. Furthermore, if
the table is partitioned, you can select a partition from the combo box. If you
keep the box empty the entire table will be analyzed as before. 
A new context menu item for tables | partitions has been added to give access
to the dialog from the context of a table partition.

Added support for creating users identified globally (LDAP/AD/OID). The
appropriate column EXTERNAL_NAME is shown on the users page. DDL
generation has been changed as well. (10 or higher).

A couple of minor enhancements of create/alter user dialog

Version 9.0.2 (27 February 2010)

New commands Schema | Statistics | Gather Data Dictionary Statistics, Delete
Data Dictionary Statistics, Gather Fixed Objects Statistics, Delete Fixed
Objects Statistics accessible for SYS as SYSDBA covering dbms_stats
package calls.

The connection dialog now shows two OCI DLL settings for global and
individual Oracle home selection:
- The default OCI DLL is used whenever no other OCI DLL is defined in the
complementary box.
- The complementary OCI DLL overrides the default setting for the current
SQL*Net_service. 

Both Create Insert Script and Create Update Script menu actions now allow
you to change the file encoding between ASCII, Unicode, etc. in the file save
dialog.

If the file editor detects a non-ASCII character such as a German umlaut it
suggests switching to Unicode encoding. You can follow or decline the
suggestion. Furthermore, a checkbox allows you to suppress further prompting.
You can get back to being  prompted by checking the box "Ask for change to
Unicode" at Extras|Settings|SQL page. 
BTW, you can switch file encoding anytime using the file editor context menu. 

Inplace bar diagrams on explain plan tree view for better overview of costs.

Multi-select option enabled in data grids. Now you can copy the tab-delimited
content of selected data rows (excluding invisible columns) into the clipboard
by pressing Ctrl+C. Clipboard content fits nicely into MS Excel spreadsheets.

A new option Others | Query GV$-Views on Sessions page (Enable RAC
support) introduces limited RAC support for Oracle 10g and later. If checked,
the sessions  page queries GV$-views instead of V$-views. As a result, it
shows information from other instances as well. 

Modal context menu dialogs now come with full look and feel support for the
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Office 11 visual style.

Both data contents browser and Hora's tables overview remember the last
used table name separately from the last used view name. When switching
from tables to views and back to tables, you will find the last used table name
selected again. When switching to views, you will find the last used view name
selected.

Chart view in data contents view and on SQL page now allows you to show up
to 5 instead of 2 series.
Powerful privileges such as DBA, UNLIMITED TABLESPACE, BECOME
USER, RESTRICTED SESSION, %ANY%, %P_FULL_DATABASE are
highlighted red in appropriate detail grid views of both Users and Roles page. 

Version 9.0.1 (18 January 2010)

UniCode support (UTF-16)

New filter row in data contents, SQL query result set, Overview  grids and
connect dialog grid allows fast filtering

New Diagram View page for Data Contents and SQL Result allows you to
show different chart views of your data.

New Tree View page for Data Contents and SQL Result allows you to show
hierarchical data as tree view.

Connect dialog remembers OCI.DLL for each server and connection. 

Reverse/DDL allows you to select the schema to being reverse engineered

Checkbox on DB object browser (editor component) to change between
alphabetic and logical column order.
Table or column comment for selected node is shown in a new text box below
the tree view.

Users page shows a checkbox column that unveils DBA privilege.
Users with DBA privilege are listed in red font, locked user accounts in gray.

New Oracle 11g related information on Users page:
Default password (such as tiger for scott) according to 
dba_users_with_defpwd  dictionary view
Checkbox for SYS_ASM login privilege
Password versions shows security rules for database users that have been
migrated from 10g to 11g

New Oracle 10g and 11g related information on Tablespace page
Checkbox for Default table compression
Undo tablespace retention 
Checkbox "Big file"
Predicate Evaluation (Host/Storage)
Checkbox "Encrypted"
Compress for (by default for what kind of operations)
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For Oracle 11g database the triggers list on the tables page shows a new
detail grid with firing order definitions.

You can now tab-switch between session and system parameters on the
Database-Parameters page. The context dialog to change parameters shows
valid parameters in a combo box from v$parameter_valid_values as far as it is
accessible regarding database version and privileges.

Support for read only constraints on views added.

Show DDL command for policies on schema page

PLSQL type dependency view similar to PLSQL package/procedure
dependency sheet.

Error messages from import wizard dialog are dumped to dbms_output
window. This allows an unlimited number of errors to be read.

Show DDL and Drop Role context menu operations are now available to a
selection of multiple grid rows.

Tablespaces | Segements page shows pie diagram view of tablespace
utilization by user.

Performance|Disk I/O view now includes tempfiles

Connect dialog shows new custom category for grouping by such as server
location, project name, etc.

Schema | Disabled Constraints page renamed to Not Validated Constraints. It
shows both disabled and not validated constraints. A new column Enabled
allows you to filter either of them

New page Schema | Dependencies shows relations with and dependencies
from other schemes.

The HTML documentation generator now makes use of the modal connect
dialog.

Enhanced data grid printing dialog including optional PDF export.

Columns that display information about database jobs on sessions page are
hidden by default. A checkbox click makes them visible. This results in
significant performance enhancement on later database versions due to
eliminating access to DBA_JOBS dictionary view. 

Version 8

Version 8.1

Version 8.1.8 (26 July 2009)

Added support for multiple (comma separated) aliases in TNSNAMES.ORA

XML field data is displayed in grid views similar to CLOB contents. The option
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"Show CLOB content in grid" has been extended by XML content.

Syntax highlighting for XML field data.  

Version 8.1.7 (07 April 2009)

Added show DDL menu item for PL/SQL types

Visual appearance of database and schema triggers reconciled with table
triggers 

Create foreign key dialog retains referenced table owner for next call

Version 8.1.6 (27 January 2009)

Faster completion in SQL editor

Tablespace and Datafile dialogs now support Oracle Managed Files

Increased (and customizable) array fetch size in Data Contents and SQL
pages for faster data transfer

Enhanced LOB performance

The DB object cache related columns on the PLSQL overview page are now
hidden by default. A check box allows you to show them on demand. This
increases the performance of the PLSQL page, especially if the database
server runs on its limits.

SQL editor now supports SET TIMING and SET FEEDBACK SqlPlus
commands. You can initialize them in the options dialog.
Elapsed time or number of rows processed is written in the dbms_output
window.

Version 8.1.5 (27 November 2008)

Data Contents Browser shows number of rows for tables as of last analyzed
date.

New button on dbms_output window that allows you to switch stay-on-top
property when window is floating.

New option Pre-Query Record count allows you to query the count of rows
before opening the table. It is displayed in the status bar instead of the number
of currently fetched rows.

Version 8.1.4 (16 October 2008)

Password change dialog now adds REPLACE clause for Oracle 9.2 or later.

Version 8.1.3 (06 October 2008)

Significant performance enhancement when executing scripts with tens of
thousands of lines.
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Version 8.1.2 (17 September 2008)

In addition to the existing icon that flags primary key columns in the list of table
columns, a new blue icon has been added to mark foreign key columns. The
primary key icon changed its color from yellow to orange for better visual
appearance.

The constraints manager, i.e. Hora's build-in tool that allows you to enable or
disable all constraints of the schema, now handles the ORA-00955 error. If the
index for a primary key or unique constraint already exists, the enable
constraint command is re-executed without USING INDEX clause.

The Reverse DDL engineer now allows you to generate DDL scripts in batch
mode. Therefore, you have to run a command like

RevDDL.exe  <filename>  <connectstring>
or

RevDDL.exe  C:\Temp\Scott.SQL  SCOTT/TIGER.
Please don't forget to "quote" file names including white space.
If the program is run with at least 2 parameters, error messages are redirected
to a file defined by the first parameter.

In-place editing of table and column comments can be disabled at Extras|
Settings, page "behavior".

Version 8.1.1 (07 July 2008)

Improved performance of switching between pages
Database|Datafiles page now includes both datafiles and tempfiles.
"Create table from import" Wizard now automatically ensures table and column
names match Oracle naming conventions.
Improved tooltip hints in ER Diagrammer 
Data grids allow inplace-editing of table and column comments
Several minor tweaks fixed.

Version 8.1.0 (04 June 2008)

Multi select on Tablespaces page for "Show DDL"
New Pretty-print option available from the context menu of both the embedded
and standalone SQL editor  (excluding HoraLight).
Master/Detail tables diagram can now be zoomed using a slider.
Master/Detail tables diagram now can be copied to clipboard (fully scalable
enhanced metafile format)
Several new skins
New Role Hierarchy diagram on Schema page
New context menu for adding and dropping redo log members
Several improvements on Data Import Dialog
ER-Diagrammer: New menu item for modifying foreign keys
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Performance improvements on several pages
System environment information dialogs shows additional information such as
video card and disk space.

Version 8.0

Version 8.0.1 (15 February 2008)

Microsoft Windows Vista supported 
Support for Oracle 11g virtual columns. The table columns grid shows two new
check boxes: "virtual" and "hidden." Use add/change column context dialogs to
manage virtual columns 
Support for Oracle 11g invisible indexes. The appropriate data grid shows the
property, and context menu permits modifications. 
Invisibility (to optimizer) property of indexes is shown in the grid 
FastReport Designer now allows you to dynamically create new subordinate
SQL queries  (ODAC dataset integration) 
Parameter dialog on the SQL page now lets you set the data type for each
parameter 
New "ping" context menu item for database links 
New  "Create | Table from import" item on "Tables | Overview" context menu.
Creates column types that match the import source. 
The list box items showing column names in the "Add foreign key" dialog now
can be ordered either by name or logically. 
New File Search menu item on SQL page’s embedded Windows Explorer
window. 
Tablespace | Fragmentation view has been redesigned. It lists the tablespace’s
contiguous chunks of segments and free space in reverse order of the way they
are stored in the data file. This means that you will now see segments that
prevent downsizing the tablespace at the top of the list.
The filter box that dynamically appears below a filtered grid can now recall the
last 5 settings using a MRU list
The Explain Plan dialog now auto-commits the EXPLAIN PLAN SQL command
that is executed when the dialog is shown. Thus the lock on PLAN_TABLE is
released. 
Export from data grid to Excel (data contents and SQL scratchpad) now
exports numeric values in numeric instead of string format. Foreign key
columns are still exported in “general” format because of technical limitations.
Use the export wizard on the underlying dataset to get around this 
New Refresh button (shortcut F5) next to Commit/Rollback button refreshes the
currently active page. 
DDL creation for external tables has been improved 
The Query Builder now indicates the type of join (inner, left/right outer) using a
solid/framed circle next to the table column. The join type is initialized according
to the NOT NULL properties of the joined columns. You can change the join
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type using the join’s context menu by right-clicking the line that connects the
joined tables. 
Excel export and grid mode for tables with timestamp columns are now
supported. 
Editor code auto completion (Ctrl+Space code) performance has been
improved. 
Increased width of record view controls with context button on data contents
page 
Improved performance in SQL Scratchpad 
Skinned user interface. The settings dialog allows you to change the visual
appearance of the application.
New FTP Explorer tab sheet on SQL page allows you to execute scripts right
from the server using FTP protocol.
Grant dialog for object privileges has been re-designed.
PL/SQL Procedures/Call interface page now shows authorization method for
procedures and functions (Oracle 9i or later). 
New tab sheet Statistics Preferences on the Tables page for Oracle 11g. The
context allows to change the values 
Scheduler | Global Attributes can now be changed using context menu (10g or
later) 
Explain Plan dialog shows the new 11g optimizer_use_invisible_indexes
session parameter and allows changing.
Support for Oracle 11g read-only tables: Tables overview displays it as check
box. The properties context dialog allows changing. 
Read-only data content is shown in gray font
DDL generation includes the new property. 
SGA page shows values of new initialization parameters like sga_target and
memory_target. 
SGA page now adds a new Oracle 11g result cache tab showing result cache
statistics, result cache objects and result cache-related initialization
parameters. 
Basic SQL support for inherited object fields 
Optimized LOB fetching memory usage 
Query Builder now allows you to save and retrieve a query definition to and from
an XML file. 
Additional parameters are shown for flashback DB (Redo Log page). 
Support for new 11g connect mode AS SYSASM.
Context menu on Schema Privileges page has been improved. It includes now
support for granting and revoking privileges.
Skinned User Interface. You can select between multiple visual appearances by
selecting from Extras|Settings -  Behavior - Skin name.
There are different look and feels available such as Office XP blue, black and
silver and a couple of seasonal skins like Xmas and Valentine's day.
New options Extras|Settings - Data Contents - Long Numbers as String
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(default: True). The option defines how different precisions of Oracle's and
Window's numeric data types are handled. If checked, long Oracle NUMBER
columns are displayed as strings without loosing precision. As a result,
calculated footer totals are not available. If unchecked, long NUMBERs are
mapped to Windows' double data type with 15 significant digits. Totals such as
SUM and AVG are available, but precision may be lost.

Version 7

Version 7.3

Version 7.3.0 (5 October 2007)

New installation program
Auto-selection of single statement on SQL execution (Ctrl+E) 
Minor tweaks in network license handling eliminated
New versions of ODAC, JAM and DevExpress 3rd-party libraries.
Improved handling for users without OS administration privileges
Manifold SQL generation for triggers on views fixed
Conversation error in tablespace quota dialog fixed
Improved display of PLSQL warnings
Recycle bin objects excluded from several grid and list views
Expired password can now be changed in connect dialog
Sidebar bug button response on first click
Registration form changed

Version 7.2

Version 7.2.1 (4 April 2007)

Improved performance of the off-site license usage feature.
Improved performance when working with the floating license and a poor
network connection.
Improved performance for displaying of tables with a large number of columns
in Data Contents, Data Contents Browser, and SQL Scratchpad.
Optimized display on the SGA & Statistics | SQL area tab.

Version 7.2.0 (19 March 2007)

Enhancements to Connect Dialog 
Passwords can be stored in encrypted form 
Connections can be displayed grouped by user or server. Connections can
also be sorted in reverse chronological order
Remarks about connections can be entered and saved using the “Short
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Description” field

SQL Page 
The SQL Repository is now known as the 'Scratchpad'
The File Explorer, which previously allowed navigation among SQL and PL/
SQL files only, now displays all files
Hora’s integrated editor now displays ASCII files with syntax highlighting
and code folding for the most common languages (SQL, PL/SQL, Java, C+
+, Pascal, HTML, XML, etc.)
Elementary lexers for TXT, LOG, as well as .sk, .ksh, .csh 
A binary file, such as a Word document, can be opened directly from the
File Explorer with the related application
File Explorer returns to the last displayed directory for each connection
Statement detection on the SQL code window
New File Explorer navigation buttons on the SQL page
Files can be dragged and dropped from Windows Explorer to File Explorer
A Print Preview window appears before files are printed

Schema page | Invalid Objects tab 
The context menu contains two new entries: “Compile All Invalid” and “Show
DDL” 
Multiple selection is available using the Ctrl key 

PL/SQL Objects page (formerly Packages)”
The former Packages page is now known as “PL/SQL Objects” 
Triggers can now be displayed on the PL/SQL page, in addition to the
Tables page 
The PL/SQL Objects Overview page now contains an additional group, “PL/
SQL Debug” 

Performance improvements to the DB Object Browser
On the Data Contents page, columns with the NOT NULL attribute are
highlighted by underlining the column heading
The context menu on the User Page now makes available the PASSWORD
EXPIRE clause of ALTER USER 
New display of the Tables Overview in Data Contents Browser and Query
Builder through use of high-performance grid components
When SQL Recording is in effect, only successfully executed SQL statements
are now saved
Help is now context-sensitive for each page
The Execution Plan now provides more information. A number of new columns
have been added (including Options, Optimizer, Position, Cost, etc.)

PL/SQL Debugger 
Source code can now be selected via the menu, providing the Debugger
has run for at least one step. After the source code is selected, breakpoints
can immediately be set
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Context-sensitive graying of buttons and menus has been improved
The Debugger now automatically provides the Evaluate/Modify function for
variables through a tooltipVarious bugs corrected

Various bugs corrected
In ER Diagrammer, the hints for connections between tables have been moved
further from the connecting lines to facilitate working with the lines
Line breaks and spaces in SQL Editor are ignored when a selected SQL
statement is being executed. 
New Import/Export Wizard dialogs that allow saving and loading of user-
specific profiles via the Specifications button.
When printing, paper size defaults to either A4 or Letter depending on regional
settings.
The "Optimizer Mode" combo box under Extras | Settings | Session has been
redesigned. The FIRST_ROWS and ALL_ROWS options are no longer
available. The field can be edited so that combinations of options are possible.
A new "PL/SQL Warnings" check box is available under Extras | Settings |
Session. This enables PL/SQL warnings to be enabled or disabled for 10g
databases. - Hora no longer shows package names in red on the Overview
page when only warnings have been generated. They will not be shown in red
unless there are actual errors.
Hora automatically requires a new password when a user's password has
expired.
The Connect dialog has been made larger in size.
Hora issues a warning when the oci.dll file predates the database.
If no file has been selected on the SQL Page's File Explorer, the editor
becomes read-only and has a gray background.
Improvements to the "Best Fit Columns" function:

Double-clicking the border between two columns enables Best Fit for the
column to the left. This is also true for groups of columns.
Best Fit Columns" can be automatically put into effect for a certain number
of columns or groups, using a new option in Extras | Settings | Behavior.

Using the check box in the filter panel below the data grid, you can temporarily
disable the filter.
The Tables and PL/SQL page now offer an "Include Synonyms" check box in
the upper right corner. The Synonyms tab has been removed from the Tables
page.
Hidden files (those whose name begins with a period) can optionally be made
visible or hidden in SQL Scratchpad's File Explorer. The check box to set this
option can be found under Extras > Settings > SQL Page > Hide period-
prefixed files.
The SQL Page now offers the ability to execute a single SQL statement with
Ctrl + E when the cursor is placed on it.
Alphabetic sorting in SQL Scratchpad has been corrected.
Improved performance when switching between tasks.
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Version 7.1

Version 7.1.0 (6 October 2006)

Hora now shows the Oracle version and SID in the main form's title bar
Jobs can now be shown for the current schema or optionally for all schemas
User/Roles: A new detail view shows the users and roles that have been
granted object privileges for the current user
Overview Tables: New Errors column in the Flags group. This is always NULL,
except for Views. Views with errors are also shown in red
Several bug fixes

Version 7.0

Version 7.0.3 (16 September 2006)

Improvements to the Sessions page:
A new group, "Waiting," has been added to the Overview, with columns
"Waiting Since" and "Seconds"
An additional column, "Transaction and Blocking," has been added to the
Status group
Another additional group, "Wait Object and Row," has been added
Information identifying the client application is displayed on the right, in a
non-scrolling section
Only the session causing a lock will now be shown graphically. A session
that holds a lock will only be listed in red when it is blocking another
session. A blocked session will no longer be shown in red. Note: To use
this feature, available starting with Version 7.0.3.2, the HORA_USER role
must be redefined

The Scheduler icon has been redesigned in a different color to differentiate it
from the Jobs icon
Grant Object Privileges dialog now recalls last selected privileges 
Improved accessibility to tables in other schemas: Ctrl+Space enables table
search without the need to specify owner in Current Schema
SQL Query Result Set window does not automatically close when leaving the
SQL page
Corrected problem in Find/Replace in Editor when regular expressions are
specified
New Data Contents Browser context menu item: the Editor opens a modal
dialog for CLOB columns
New Enable/Disable context menu item for the Scheduler
Maximizing and restoring of the DBMS_Output window now possible after
closing the window
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PL/SQL Debugger: context menu allows clearing the DBMS_Output window
ER Diagrammer, DCB and Query Builder show all owners if user has the
SELECT ANY TABLE privilege
ER Diagrammer now clarifies relationships through tool tips
Dependent and independent tables are visually differentiated in ER-
Diagrammer. Non-identifying relationships are now shown as broken lines
Several bug fixes

Version 7.0.2 (24 February 2006)

The Tables context menu allows monitoring for all indexes to be set on or off
The Indexes context menu allows monitoring to be set on or off for individual
indexes
Information from V$OBJECT_USAGE is now displayed for indexes
Improved performance when moving from Overview Tables to the Data
Contents Browse
Enhanced display in SQL Editor's Outline window
Enhanced appearance of SQL Editor's Code Folding feature
Improvements to direct Excel export (Excel file now shows grouping by
columns, when in effect)
Improvements in navigation through Database Roles
Improvements in Data Contents (new Record View, new Text View,
enhancements to the column headings in Grid View, display of BLOB fields
using Windows applications)

Version 7.0.1 (30 January 2006)

A new and easier-to-use interface in all Version 7 products
A powerful new data grid component, with much better performance when
managing query results available through the optional in-memory mode on the
client, for

  Sorting
  Filtering
  Grouping, including multiple levels
  Calculation of sum, average, min, max, count

For details, see www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Grid.html

New SQL Editor with
    Collapsible code
    Text folding

Enhanced capabilities for applying color schemes
For details, see www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Colors.html

Additional Oracle 10g support: Scheduler, XML
Integration of the latest version of the Fast Reports 3 report generator
Explain Plan tree view now presents information about each step in column

http://www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Grid.html
http://www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Colors.html
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form
 Integration of new WYSIWYG printing component
Enhanced performance on Tables page
Improved functionality in PL/SQL Debugger
ER Diagrammer now based on new diagramming component (FlowChart)
For details, see www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Diagrammer.html

Version 7.0.0 (10 November 2005)

Hora 7 pre-release becomes available, with full release of KeepTool 7 to follow.

Version 6

Version 6.2

Version 6.2.7 (2 September 2005)

The standard connection dialog for KeepTool products now provides the Color
Theme drop-down box, which allows users to easily distinguish between
multiple sessions.
The Data Contents Browser has been redesigned. Tables and views may now
be opened by selecting them from a list and double-clicking. A previously
created settings file can now be opened even if some of the tables no longer
exist.
Hora can now be automatically started from the command line with the
specification AS SYSDBA or AS SYSOPER. For details, please refer to the 
Command line parameters topic.

Version 6.2.5 (24 March 2005)

SQL Workbench's default node My SQL is now called Personal SQL. This
change does not affect current users.
The horizontal ruler in SQL Editor may now be toggled on or off through the 
Extras | Additional menu.
The Connect dialog has been enhanced to allow access through the 10g Instant
Client, using a string formatted as host:port/service name.
Reverse DDL now supports the Tablespace clause for LOB's.
A problem with importing dates from Microsoft Excel has been corrected.
In Database | Roles, when System Privileges is selected with the bottom left
tab, only the Grantees bottom tab is enabled on the right.
An Oracle Data Access Components problem that occasionally showed blank
cells in the Tables | Data Contents grid has been corrected.
In Overview Tables, the Case-Sensitive check box in the filter dialog has now
been turned off by default.

Version 6.2.4 (3 November 2004)

http://www.keeptool.com/newsletters/060110/Diagrammer.html
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The Connect Dialog has added a new field that allows optional entry of a tag
whose text will form part of the main window's title bar and the taskbar button for
the session.
Various minor changes to improve efficiency.

Version 6.2.3 (1 October 2004)

Performance of Tables | Data Contents and the Data Contents Browser has
been improved by runtime caching of metadata for subsequent queries.
The DROP TABLESPACE dialog now offers the AND DATAFILES option for
9i and 10g databases.
Hora's startup performance has been enhanced by eliminating automatic calls
to DBMS_JAVA. On the Extras | Settings menu, it is now possible to set Java
Server output on or off separately from DBMS_OUTPUT, and to set the buffer
size. The default is now Java output disabled, and DBMS_OUTPUT enabled,
with a buffer size of 20,000 lines for each.
On Hora's Tables page, it is now possible to create primary and unique keys 
from the Columns | Constraints detail grid, in the same manner as on the
Constraints sheet.
HTML Documentation Generator's connect dialog now offers the possibility of a
direct TCP/IP connection.

Version 6.2.2 (1 September 2004)

A list of the current contents of the Data Contents Browser can now be saved to
a user-specified XML file. On re-entering the Browser, all tables and views can
be brought back into the window via the new Load button.
Hora now offers the ability to cancel long-running queries in the SQL
Workbench, Tables | Data Contents and the Data Contents Browser. A new
checkbox in Extras | Settings asks the user if he wants to cancel the query. It
appears after 2 seconds in Windows XP, or for all queries in earlier versions of
Windows. See the new topic Cancel Query  for details. (This feature is not
available with a TCP/IP connection.)
Enhancements have been made to the customization dialogs for the
standalone SQL Editor and to the built-in editor in Hora's code windows, most
significantly in the Colors dialog. As a result, new default settings are in place.
These may be replaced and saved for future use. Details are available in 
Customizing the Editor.
The Search dialog that can be accessed from the Overview Packages page
(described in the dialog Search PL/SQL Text) now allows for searches within
all categories of PL/SQL object, or just within the category pointed to by the
bottom tab.
Hora's settings now add the option of disabling Windows Ghosting. This option
affects only Windows XP SP1, and prevents situations where windows cannot
be closed after switching between Hora and other Windows applications.
Another new setting determines whether execution time will be shown in the
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DBMS_Output window when using the Execute Query function.
Hora's CREATE VIEW dialog now automatically qualifies the view name with
the current schema name. This prevents an Oracle error message that was
previously generated when the schema selector box was used to manage
another user's schema.

Version 6.2.1 (9 August 2004)

On Tables | Data Contents and in the Data Contents Browser, a new XML
export facility has been added.
On Tables | Triggers, the display of columns affected by triggers has been
enhanced.
The Reports Facility now permits export to an Excel file, and data fields in the
Report Designer include references to variable names.
In the SQL Workbench's Results grid, the reference to AutoCommit in the
window caption has been removed.
The CREATE TABLE dialog, Tables | Columns , and DDL Generation now
allow for input and display of explicit length semantics qualifiers BYTE and
CHAR for CHAR and VARCHAR2 datatypes. This is shown in Reverse DDL
Engineer and HTML Documentation Generator, in addition to Hora.
The redundant fields LAST_SEC, THIS_SEC, NEXT_SEC in Overview Jobs
have been removed.
In Users | SQL Area, buttons for Filter, Find and Flush SQL Area have been
added.
On Hora's Materialized Views overview, additional information regarding
refresh groups has been added to the grid. A new Logging checkbox has been
added to the CREATE MATERIALIZED VIEW dialog. The query that produces
the overview for an 8.1.7 database was modified to prevent the display of
erroneous values in ALL_MVIEWS.COMPILE_STAT.
In Tablespaces | Datafiles, a context menu item to drop a tempfile has been
added.
Hora's Data Contents Browser now shows the current row and the number of
rows fetched in the status bar in the same way as the Tables | Data Contents
page.
In Hora's Packages page, the source code of a PL/SQL unit that is opened in a
separate editor now retains editor settings in the same way as the source code
window. The Find Procedure function in the separate editor window now also
functions in the same way as on the Source Code tab sheet.
Check marks in grids are no longer encased in boxes.

Version 6.2.0 (21 June 2004)

All KeepTool products now support access to the Oracle 10g server via the 10g
client's Oracle Call Interface.
In Hora, a new option has been added to the general options menu that is
available through Extras | Settings. AutoCommit causes inserts, updates, and
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deletes that are made through the grids on Tables | Data Contents and in the
Data Contents Browser to be automatically committed. In previous versions of
Hora, AutoCommit was automatically in effect. This option may now be set off
by unchecking the box.
For Oracle 10g databases, the status of the Flashback Database may now be
viewed through a new tab on the Redo Logs page.
The context menu for Overview Tablespaces now allows renaming of
tablespaces in Database 10g.
On the Overview Tables tab sheet, three new flags have been added:
Dependencies, Compression, and Dropped. The third indicates that a table
has been dropped, but not purged, from an Oracle 10g database, and is in the
Recycle Bin. On Tables | Indexes, a new Dropped flag indicates that an index
has been dropped and is in the Recycle Bin.
The Oracle Data Access Components used by KeepTool now support
Transparent Application Failover (TAF), which automatically re-establishes a
connection to the server when the prior connection fails.

Version 6.1

Version 6.1.1 (28 April 2004)

Hora now supports the Oracle Database 10g Server.
The link to Oracle Reference, SQL Reference, and Error Messages, formerly
on the Help menu, has been replaced by an all-encompassing link to Oracle
Help  from theSearch context menu in all of Hora's code windows and the
standalone SQL Editor.
Support for Merant® Version Manager™ has been added in SQL Workbench's
File Explorer.
Hora's Query Builder now allows adding related tables from a selected table's
context menu.
It is now possible to drop multiple objects in Hora, by holding down the Ctrl key
when selecting objects. A Confirm drop window is displayed and must be
acknowledged before proceeding.
New filtering options have been added to the Data Contents Browser and the
Data Contents sheet of the Tables page. They allow the definition of an ad hoc
relationship between tables.
Both the Data Contents Browser and the Data Contents sheet of the Tables
page now enable the memo editor for columns defined as XMLTYPE, and for
tables defined as TABLE OF XMLTYPE.
In Hora's list-filtering dialogs, reachable via the Data Grid | Filter context menu
item or the Filter button on the Toolbar, two new options are available: case-
sensitive and non-matching records.
The width of columns in all of Hora's grids may now be decreased to allow them
to be narrower than the width of the column headings.
In Hora's Overview Packages, Procedures, Functions sheet, new tabs showing
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information taken from the V$DB_OBJECT_CACHE view that pertains to the
highlighted item is now shown.
The source code windows for PL/SQL objects now automatically include a 
slash (/) at the end, to facilitate execution if they are saved to external files.
Hora's Schema page has been moved from the bottom to the top of the 
Additional collection.
On Hora's Schema page, it is now possible to see DDL for grants of object
privileges made by the schema owner to others.
A new sheet, Schema Triggers, has been added to Hora's Schema page.
The colors of the type and background in Hora's Sidebar are now customizable
from the Startup tab of Extras | Settings.
On Hora's Tablespace page, the Datafiles tab sheet has been enhanced to
include STATUS from V$DATAFILE, showing whether datafiles are online or
offline.
Batch invocation of HTML Documentation Generator adds many new options,
including the ability to generate an HTML file while bypassing the options dialog
completely.

Version 6.1.0 (12 January 2004)

In Hora's SQL Workbench, support has been added for source code
management systems that conform to the Microsoft SCC interface, beginning
with Microsoft Visual SourceSafe.
Hora's Standard Sidebar contains a new item: the Data Contents Browser,
which facilitates viewing and updating of several tables or views at once.  An
option enables automatic filtering to show only rows related to a selected row in
the previously viewed table.
Hora's Data Contents sheet on the Tables page has been enhanced to allow
viewing of any user-selected table along with the related detail tables. Also, the 
Arrange Columns dialog has been enhanced to present two new options for
selecting columns to be displayed: Select All and Unselect All.
The Advanced Button in the Connection Dialog for all three products now gives
the user the ability to choose among existing oci.dll files for all Oracle Homes
using a combo box.
In all of Hora's code windows, and in SQL Editor, a new context menu item has
been added that will comment multi-line selected text with /* */ symbols.
For schemas, tables and indexes, Hora now offers new options for analyzing
statistics.

Version 6.0

Version 6.0.2 (2 December 2003)

The EMS Import and Export facilities on Hora's Table page and on SQL
Results added support for the Microsoft Access (.mdb) format. You must have
ActiveX Data Objects (ADO) installed to enable this option.
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In Hora's Data Contents page, TIMESTAMP columns are now correctly
displayed when using an Oracle 9.2 oci.dll.
The Context menu for table shapes in Hora's Query Builder now offers options
for presenting the order of table columns.
Hora's Query Builder now allows for both tables and views to be incorporated
into the query.
Hora now uses the SELECT ANY DICTIONARY privilege (in place of SELECT
ANY TABLE) with Oracle 9i databases to determine whether Data Dictionary
views should be displayed for users who have not been granted the
HORA_USER role.

Version 6.0.1 (24 October 2003)

A new option has been added to Hora's Extras | Settings menu. It determines
whether a dialog will be presented after each DML statement to enable the user
to choose between a Commit, a Rollback, or continuing the transaction until a
future time. A commit or rollback may now be done via new Toolbar buttons or
via the File Menu.
A new context menu item and Toolbar button has been added to Hora's SQL
Workbench. It allows the contents of the code window to be sent to a SQL*Plus
session for execution and output to be viewed in the DBMS_OUTPUT window.
On Hora's Data Contents tab for Tables, a context menu item now allows
loading BLOBs and CLOBs from files and saving them to files.
On Hora's Schema | Policy tab, new context menu items to add or drop a
security policy have been added.
On Hora's Tables | Columns tab sheet, a new dialog to control the visibility and
order of columns can now be invoked by clicking the area in the upper left
corner of the grid.
Hora's Redo Logs page has added a new sheet to show archived log data.
Hora's Report facility now has the ability to save reports in various formats,
including .pdf and .rtf.
Hora's SQL Query Builder adds a checkbox that allows columns to be used in
WHERE clauses without being SELECTed.
The SQL Editor's customization options (standalone and embedded) now
include a new Additional category, where it is possible to set highlighting of the
current line on or off.
The File Explorer in Hora's SQL Workbench now displays additional file types
such as .sqs and .tab created by Oracle Designer.
Several miscellaneous minor enhancements.

Version 6.0.0 (7 September 2003)

The design of the user interfaces for all of KeepTool's products has been
modified to allow the interface to follow the currently selected Windows XP
design.  In Windows XP, the currently selected tab on all tab sheets is now
outlined in orange. The majority of the icons in all products have been updated
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to show more detail and more color.
Hora: The SQL Query Builder has been replaced by a new version that allows
tables and columns to be shown graphically, with joins for table relationships
being automatically generated. Query Builder now also generates code for
cursor "for" loops, in addition to SELECT, INSERT and UPDATE statements.
The new facility is covered in the SQL Query Builder topic under Modal
Dialogs.
Hora: New Export and Import dialogs have been added to both the Tables |
Data Contents sheet and the Results grid in the SQL Workshop. These
facilities are described under two new topics in the Modal Dialogs: EMS File
Export and EMS File Import.
Hora: A new Report facility has been added to both the Tables | Data Contents
and the Results grid in the SQL Workshop. This facility is described in the
Modal Dialogs under the new topic Reporting.
Hora and SQL Editor: A new File Comparison facility has been added to the
SQL Workbench. It is accessible from both the SQL Repository and File
Explorer tabs, and can be used to compare any two text files. This facility is
also available from the File Menu in the standalone SQL Editor. It is described
in Modal Dialogs under the topic File Comparison.
Hora: Two new buttons have been added to the left end of the Toolbar, and are
available for most operations that allow updates by typing in a data grid:
Commit and Rollback.
Hora and SQL Editor: Both Hora's SQL Workbench and the SQL Editor now
display column numbers in the code window.
Hora: The Execute Script function in SQL Workbench now ignores SQL*Plus
commands. This allows the SQL commands and PL/SQL blocks in scripts to
run without interruption.
Hora: The Execute Script function now shows results from SELECT statements
in the DBMS_OUTPUT window, where they can be further manipulated.
Hora: A new Schema page has been added to the Additional Sidebar. The
page gives information about the status of all objects within the currently
selected schema, without regard to the type of object.
Hora: The Grant System Privileges dialog, found under both Database | Roles
and Users | Roles & Privileges, now uses icons to distinguish between roles
and privileges, and adds a checkbox to facilitate multiple grants.
Hora: The Privileges tab sheet of the Tables page has been redesigned to
show grantees and privileges through a grid.
Hora: All grid columns can now be resized. Double-clicking a column boundary
will set the column size to that of the largest cell. Pressing the Alt key when
selecting a text area with the mouse enables selecting a rectangular block of
text.
Hora: On the Database page, port string, version and compatibility have been
added. All options, whether installed or not, are shown, with unavailable options
in gray.
Hora: The Schema | Clear Schema menu option now gives detailed information
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about objects that cannot be dropped, such as public synonyms.
Reverse DDL Engineer: A filter condition can now be applied when specifying
objects to be included individually.
When creating new foreign-key relationships in ER Diagrammer, new foreign
key names are now shown automatically without the need to update the
diagram.
When ER Diagrammer has been started from a saved .dgr file, a connection
dialog is automatically presented after any attempt to update the diagram.

Version 5

Version 5.3

Version 5.3.0 (released 19 March 2003)

A new facility for exporting the SQL results grid and table contents to a
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet has been added.

Version 5.2

Version 5.2.4 (released 21 February 2003)

A new facility for generating new user connections, and for switching new
connections within Hora, has been added to the menu bar and to the Toolbar.
Syntax highlighting for reserved words in code editing windows now includes
more new 9i words.
The Current Schema combo box in Hora has been expanded in length, and the
schema name, followed by a colon, has been added to Hora's title bar, when a
schema other than the connected user's is being viewed.

Version 5.2.3 (released 26 January 2003)

Enhancements to PL/SQL Debugger to maintain variable watches in triggers
between invocations, and to enable variable watches in global package
variables.
In Reverse DDL, a new option determines whether the check-box list of
database objects should appear checked or not checked when opening the
application.
When executing SQL from either the SQL Workbench's code window or the
standalone Editor, it is now possible to turn off automatic save prior to
execution, through a checkbox in the Extras | Settings menu item.
When updating from the results grid in the SQL Workbench, it is now possible
to select either Commit or Rollback after posting changes.

Version 5.2.2 (released 08 November 2002)

The Grant and Revoke modal dialogs, available on the Privileges tab of certain
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objects, now allow privileges to be granted to or revoked from multiple roles or
users at the same time.
Additional columns pertaining to Object Tables have been added to the
Overview Tables sheet.
The Oracle Online Documentation feature now offers access to all versions of
Oracle 8i and Oracle 9i documentation.
Interface to Resource Manager updated to support new Oracle 9i parameters.
The Database | Roles sheet now allows selection of either Roles or System
Privileges, in order to show grantees of all System Privileges.

Version 5.2.1 (released 02 October 2002)

Automatic Code Completion can be enabled or disabled through the Extras
menu item.
Automatic Code Completion  now completes an unfinished designator after a
pause or Ctrl + space. If Enter is pressed, code completion resumes in the
same case as the previously entered text.
In SQL Workbench, root nodes on a network drive are now shown using a
distinct icon. Items are now sorted alphabetically.

Version 5.2.0 (released 16 September 2002)

Reverse DDL Generator now creates DDL for tablespaces, and is available
through Hora's context menu.
The Overview Tablespaces sheet now includes the tablespace number.
SQL Logging is now called SQL Recording, and can be toggled on or off
through the Extras menu, as well as from the SQL Preview window.
The SQL Repository is now file-based. SQL that was previously stored in the
Windows Registry can now be imported. SQL Recording can designate a
destination file through the new File Explorer tab.
New Code Completion menu item under Query on the SQL Editor context
menu. This feature also appears automatically when entering a table name,
alias name, or package name, followed by a period, in a SQL statement.
The DBMS_Profiler Oracle-supplied package can be invoked through a new
toolbar icon from SQL Workbench.
In the SQL Editor, color-coding now distinguishes between successfully- and
unsuccessfully-executed statements. Problem statements can be corrected in
the editor window, and the code can be re-executed.
SQL Editor automatically creates Bookmark 0 in front of the first statement.
A new MRU (Most Recently Used) tab has been added to the bottom of the
Overview Tables sheet. This limits the view to those objects that were most
recently selected, using one of the tabs at the top.
A new two-part combo box appears for selecting the schema to be viewed. The
top part lists the most recently viewed schemas. The bottom lists all schemas in
the Data Dictionary that are accessible to the current user.
The new Analyze option on the Overview Tables sheet allows the
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DBMS_STATS package to be used for statistics gathering.
The Overview Materialized Views sheet now shows privileges granted and the
relevant initialization parameters.
A new tab, Long Operations, has been added to the Sessions page.
The Triggers and Foreign Keys menu items on the Schema menu have been
replaced by Triggers Global Management and Constraints Global
Management.
Improved error flagging for PL/SQL object and trigger compiles.
New Update Comments column on the Initialization Parameters tab of the
Database page (Oracle 9i only).
New Firing Order and Level columns on the Triggers tab of the Tables page.
Data that violates constraints can now be updated directly in the Show
Exceptions dialog of the Constraints tab of the Tables page.
Views can now be updated directly, using the Data Contents tab of the Tables
and Views page.

Version 5.1

Version 5.1.3 (released 8 March 2002)

Changes to the Tables | Data Contents tab sheet
The Create INSERT Script menu item now prevents all previously hidden
columns from being included. This feature enables partial comparison of
tables belonging to different databases.
The new Create UPDATE Script menu item generates a similar script
containing UPDATE statements.

A new Logging context menu item lets you choose whether tables and indexes
should have logging on or off.
A new Create Export Parameter File menu item has been added to the
Schema menu item of the main form. It allows you to create a parameter file
that controls Oracle's export utility for multi-table exports.
It is now possible to add new partitions to a hash-partitioned table, using the 
Add context menu item of the table partitions grid.
Reverse/DDL now allows you to choose between the following methods of
computing the START WITH value for sequences:

Original start value used to create the sequence.
Last number used: this means that the DDL statement starts with the current
sequence value. This option is very useful once you have run the DDL script
to create the schema structure and used Oracle's import utility to load the
data.
Always one, regardless of the original start value and the last number used.

The Change Current Schema dialog, which used to appear when you clicked
on the schema button to the left of the status bar, has been replaced by a
combo box. Its built-in most-recently-used list eliminates the need for a dialog.
The Tablespaces | Datafiles sheet now shows the high-water mark for each
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datafile. This is the absolute number of bytes used, including the free chunks
between used data blocks. The size of a datafile can be shrunk to at least this
size.
When a table is moved to another tablespace, its indexes must be rebuilt. We
have added a grid to the Moving to another tablespace dialog that displays the
indexes and their tablespaces. You can use the check boxes to select which
ones to rebuild.
Both Reverse/DDL and the DDL generated from the Show DDL menu item on
Hora's Users page now support Resource Manager privileges. A call to the
Resource Manager package is included in the DDL that defines the user if the
current user has the privilege of switching a user from one consumer group to
another.
A new Hora menu item, Tablespaces | Show DDL, has been added.
Added context menus to the watches and breakpoints windows of the PL/SQL
Debugger, along with the appropriate menu commands.
The PL/SQL Debugger now supports server output for Oracle 8i databases.
Whenever the Debugger stops, lines written to dbms_output are displayed in
the new dbms_output window.

Version 5.1.2 (released 10 February 2002)

The new Resource Manager page presents an interface for managing the
hierarchy of resource plans and associating them with consumer groups. You
can define a default consumer group for a user and switch the consumer group
for a session.
The interface to Oracle's auditing facility has also been improved. You can
define audit options for such database objects as tables, procedures and
directories. You can also apply auditing to selected statements and privileges
at the user level. Hora's Auditing page gives you an overview of all audited
objects, statements and privileges in the database.
Some problems with locally managed temporary tablespaces have been
resolved.
The tablespace context menu now allows the status of a tablespace to be
toggled between read-only and read/write.
Added an overview tab to the Performance page. It displays the numeric values
from the other pages.
As is known, Reverse/DDL generates CREATE ROLE statements for the roles
granted to the schema owner. Now it also generates GRANT statements for the
system and role privileges that are granted to the role.
Added an extents grid below the tablespace fragmentation grid that shows all
extents with the selected fragment size.
The PL/SQL call interface sheet now supports PL/SQL record parameters.

Version 5.1.0 (released 15 January 2002))

Added a new  Visible Columns ... context menu item to the data contents grid.
It opens a modal dialog for changing the order and visibility of the columns.
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New  Sessions | Transactions tab sheet.
The headings on some data grids are now displayed and managed
hierarchically. Related columns are now grouped together as subheadings
under major headings. Also, columns that have been repositioned are marked.
 A new context menu item called Data Grid | Revert to default column
positions restores the default column positions.
Some problems with Oracle 9i client software have now been resolved.
The Data Contents tab sheet now remembers changed column positions for
each table until the end of the session.
The display of columns on the Overview Sessions sheet that show information
about a file path, for example the client application name column, has been
enhanced. In earlier versions, the text was truncated on the right when the cell
width was too small to display the full path information. Now Hora preserves the
rightmost part of the path and inserts two dots into the middle of the string. This
allows you to read the file name rather than the less interesting path information.
The new Materialized Views page replaces the Snapshots page for Oracle 8i
databases.
Reverse/DDL now generates Materialized View Logs and Materialized Views
for Oracle 8i databases .
Added the Show DDL context menu item to the Sequences, Synonyms, Jobs,
DB-Links, Materialized Views, Materialized View Logs, Directories, Libraries
and Users pages.

Version 5.0

Version 5.0.7 (released 12 December 2001)

In Hora, you can now right-click on any table to show the corresponding Create
Table statement.
Reverse/DDL now supports partitioned tables.
The representation of table and index partitions in Hora has been improved.
The connect dialog now allows you to choose either normal, sysoper or sysdba
as the connect mode. This is required in order to connect as SYS to an Oracle
9i database.
The ASCII export dialog now remembers the settings of its last use.
The explain plan outline now shows the number of affected rows (cardinality)
and the optimizer costs associated with each node. The tree can be saved to
an ASCII file using the right mouse button's context menu.
The Create Tablespace Dialog now conforms to the SAFE (Simple Algorithm
for Fragmentation Elimination) specification. See Oracle paper #711 on
technet.oracle.com for more information.
The Tablespaces | Segments/Extents sheet now displays statistics about the
number of segments and the amount of data used by each combination of
owner and segment type. The subordinate grid shows only segments of the
selected type.

http://technet.oracle.com/deploy/availability/pdf/defrag.pdf
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The new Tablespaces  | Fragmentation sheet shows statistics about the
number and size of used extents and free chunks in the selected tablespace.
An user's account now can be locked and unlocked. Locked users are
displayed in a grayed font.
Added an incremental search dialog to each MDI child window that has the A..Z
navigation buttons in the left, and  overview and multiple detail panes. This
dialog appears as soon as you press a letter key while the overview grid has
the focus.

Version 5.0.6 (released 20 November 2001)

Added a new Result to Logfile context menu item to each grid. It fetches the
entire result set from the server and dumps the data to the log file.
Added File | Disconnect menu item to Hora and the standalone SQL editor.
The Templates directory (CodeSnip.txt, etc.) is now customizable using the 
Extras | Settings menu item.
Reverse/DDL now supports nested tables.
A new Help | System Environment Information menu Item  shows details
about the configuration of the database server and your workstation. Please
attach the information to any customer support request.
For modifications to table data on the Tables | Contents sheet or in SQL
Workbench, Hora now insures that the record has not been changed by another
user. You can disable this feature through a checkbox in the Extras | Settings
dialog.

Version 5.0.5 (released 9 November 2001)

New DB drag/drop object browser tool window is now available from each
embedded and standalone editor.
Ability to edit different PL/SQL objects in separate editor windows.
Enhanced support for partitioned tables and indexes.
F5 button refreshes current tab sheet from the database.

Version 5.0.4 (released 31 October 2001)

Supports Oracle 9i databases.
Network licensees now can work offline from the network for a maximum period
of 30 days. The license accumulator will be reset as soon as the application
runs in the network environment again.
Support for creation of local (partitioned), bitmap, reverse or function based
indexes.
Fixed some problems with the new licensing procedure affecting certain
hardware.
Some minor ease-of-use enhancements.
SQL Editor now highlights Oracle configuration file syntax (TnsNames.ora,
etc.).
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Version 5.0.3 (released 2 September 2001)

The new Gateway to the Oracle Documentation is now accessible from any
location outside of the Oracle home directory, for example a central directory on
your intranet.
Added a Favorites collection to the Sidebar that is fully customizable by the
user.
Hora now raises an exception if you try to replace a PL/SQL package that has
been changed by another Oracle session.
The detail view of the Roles sheet has been divided into two tab sheets. The
first sheet shows the privileges granted to the role. The second sheet shows the
grantees, i.e. users and roles that have received grants through the role.
A new Text View context menu item for each data grid allows you to select any
subset of rows from the data grid and copy it to another Windows application.

Version 5.0.2 (released 20 August 2001)

HTML documentation generator now supports views
Online help is now context-sensitive
The connect dialog now remembers the most recently used connections
hierarchically. They are ordered first by server names, then by the schemas
accessed.

Version 5.0.1 (released 24 July 2001)

Fixed workstation and floating network licenses
Explain plan dialog displays the current session's optimizer mode.
Tablespaces | Datafiles and Database | Datafiles grids show backup status
New Snapshot Logs page
PL/SQL editor remembers the insertion point location in each PL/SQL object
until the database connection is closed.
LOB detail information tab sheet below Tables | Columns
Gateway to ORACLE online documentation added to the Hora Help menu .
The Database Links Overview tab sheet shows  local settings like
global_names and default domain initialization parameters at the bottom.
ER Diagrammer now can print over multiple pages.

Version 5.0.0 (released 30 June 2001)

General
Data grid menu item within each database grid:

record view
filter
locate
ASCII export (Excel, etc.)
Fixed anchor columns
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Row height (variable number of lines)
Tables page changes

Improved create table and create view dialogs
Create index on FK columns using the FK context menu
Support for partitions and subpartitions
Search column, constraint, index or trigger names
Multiline data contents column captions allow smaller column widths
Filter by selection extended by a query condition preview dialog.
New Access detail page
Deferrable Constraints Support
Set column unused
Disable constraint cascade
Checks if record was changed by another user in data contents
Returning clause used in data contents
Detail subpage in data contents view
Referenced Constraints subdetail page
Move table to another tablespaces
Column histograms

New Java objects page
Summaries page
Jobs & Pipes page

New All Users tab sheet to display all jobs
Tablespace page changes

Sort segments and sort usage subpages
DbLinks page changes

Distributed transactions
Users page changes

Schema triggers
SQL area

Database page changes
Enable/disable restricted session
Control file space totals
Controlfiles can be backed up to trace
Database triggers
Separate instance page
Datafiles page

Session page changes
in statistics page : class info column factored out into a master grid

RedoLog page changes
Changes grouped by hours to show peaks in the log activity.
Log Miner page

SQL Page
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&Macro Macro substitution
Describe and columns drop-down lists now supports synonyms
Stay-on-top option for query resultset window

Reverse/DDL changes
support for database and schema triggers
Deferrable Constraints Support

ER Diagrammer changes
enhanced navigation
copy to clipboard in meta-file format

 

Version 4

Version 4.2

Version 4.2.3 (released 15 November 2000)

Reverse/DDL keeps track of last-used directory.
Bug in the profiles management dialog fixed.

Version 4.2.2 (released 1 November 2000)

Some bug fixes regarding the Oracle 8 object types and tablespace quota
management
In each object window, you can now toggle through the tab sheets with the
SPACE bar while the CTRL key is held down. Hold both CTRL and SHIFT keys
down to toggle between the tabs in reverse order. Also, some improvements
regarding default value calculation in the Tables | Contents view.
New KeepTool company logo

Version 4.2.1 (released 16 October 2000)

ER Diagrammer supports selection of any other schema.

Version 4.2.0 (released 1 September 2000)

Enhanced data grids
New online help
Version is based on ODAC 2.50 database access components
Automatic coloring of top-most important entities in the ER Diagrammer
Enhanced ER diagram subset definition support
Improved ER Diagrammer automatic layout
Several Bug fixes and enhancements
Triggers can now be created on particular columns
The Database | Rollback segments view shows information about transactions/
sessions using the rollback segment

http://www.crlab.com
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Schema prefix eliminated from SQL statements except when current schema
has been changed.
Enhanced synonyms page

Version 4.1

Version 4.1.7 (released 21 August 2000)

The OCI DLL setting (Hora: Extras | Settings) also affects the other tools.

Version 4.1.6 (released 29 July 2000)

ORA-01026 error problem with databases using double-byte character sets
fixed

Version 4.1.5 (released 5 July 2000)

Problem with Debugger and Oracle 8.1.6 client software fixed.

Version 4.1.4 (released 13 April 2000)

Version is based on ODAC 2.20
HEdit: First 80 characters are shown in the status bar

 Version 4.1.3 (released 24 March 2000)

Jobs are cleared with the clear-schema function
Dialog job/properties improved
Generation of PL/SQL call interface improved
Print function for data contents improved
Minor bug fixes
PL/SQL Debugger
Problem with large PL/SQL packages solved
ER Diagrammer
Print function improved
New combo box for search function

 Version 4.1.2 (released 12 March 2000)

Word wrap is activated on the sessions, open cursors, SGA screens
The rebuild index dialog is now part of the properties/alter index dialog
PL/SQL Debugger: The target session will be automatically stopped when the
debug session is finished
ER Diagrammer: Bug fix in print function

Version 4.1.1 (released 26 February 2000)

Some minor bug fixes
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Windows 2000 compliant
New Synonyms page
Redo log page shows special InitOra parameters. These parameters can be
changed
New search modal dialog on PL/SQL page for finding expressions in PL/SQL
packages

Version 4.1.0 (released 11 February 2000)

SQL Query: No auto-commit after execution. After execution, the number of
lines affected is displayed and the commit must be confirmed-otherwise a
rollback will be executed. SqlQuery with live result set still uses auto-commit
SQL Query: Position of syntax error is displayed
Editor: The GotoLine dialog now works with a combo box containing the last-
used line numbers in a drop-down list
Reverse/DDL: IniTrans, PctUsed, PctFree will not be generated as long as
generation of storage parameters is deactivated
Reverse/DDL: Checking a checkbox prevents generation of grants max
CREATE_ANY_TRIGGER statement as part of HoraUser role only as comment
On DB Links page the UserSnapshots view is used instead of AllSnapshots,
StartWith field is displayed
New filter on Table | Contents page: : You may right-click on an item, and when
using Filter By Selection, only the rows that match the selected item are shown
Programming of KeepTool 4 version 4.1 now with Delphi 5
Completely new designed Editor

Version 4.0

Version 4.0.4 (released 19 November 1999)

Several bug fixes on SQL page
Reverse/DDL: Generation of tablespace parameters and storage parameters
can be deactivated
Drop Column is offered now with ALTER TABLE (Oracle 8i only)
New feature: On Delete Set Null
HEdit: All buttons are now context-dependent
PL/SQL Debugger out now! Oracle Server Version 7.3.4 or higher is needed
for the Debugger

Version 4.0.3 (released 2 November 1999)

Tables|Contents: You can enter decimal places in columns of type NUMBER
(without precision/scale)
HEdit: At execution time the character / will be interpreted as end-of-statement
only if it is placed in the first column
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Version 4.0.2 (released October 1999)

 After selection of all Tables/Views the ReverseDDL selects only the
appropriate comments
The ColumnHeaderClick event (which changes the sort order) will not be
triggered after moving columns
EXECUTE SELECTION on the SQL page
Recall buffer for the most recently executed statements on the SQL page

Version 4.0.1 (released 11 October 1999)

New feature: By using the context menu (Properties/Alter/Rename), all
constraints can be renamed and modified. Now it is possible to change a
foreign key to cascading and to change the search condition for a constraint. In
case of error, the existing constraint will be restored. Before renaming a
primary key, dependent foreign keys must not exist.
Bug fix: Color coding on the Tables|Triggers page was corrected. Triggers with
errors are now shown in red, and invalid and disabled triggers in gray.
Bug fix: named constraints are now detected or shown using the reverse.sql
script
After successful compilation of a PL/SQL package, the cursor is now
positioned where it was previously
In all grids sorting is performed by clicking on the title of the grid column
ER Diagrammer: Bug fix: Now the cursor moves in synch with the shape
ER Diagrammer: The default zoom factor can be chosen and auto-zoom can
be deactivated
ER Diagrammer: Snap to grid, grid visibility, and grid size can be adjusted
ER Diagrammer: Bitmaps can be deactivated

Version 4.0.0 (released 28 September 1999)

MDI technique
Direct access to Oracle via the OCI (Oracle Call Interface), no BDE needed
Lower space requirement for installation (5 MB instead of 7 MB)
Better performance
Better support of Oracle 8 features
Light version of the ER Diagrammer is part of Hora 4
Pre-Release of the PL/SQL Debugger is part of Hora 4
Hora 4 contains a light version of the new product ER Diagrammer

Version 3 (released 1998)
Complete application redesign
Multiple object-related pages
View and change most Oracle 7 database properties
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Oracle 8 compatibility patch
Integrated and standalone SQL editor with syntax highlighting
Reverse/DDL Engineer
HTML Documentation generator

Version 2 (released 1997)
Outsourcing to KeepTool is the basis of the first commercial version
Browser for table definitions, PL/SQL source code, and some related
information
Simple SQL interface for making modifications

Version 1 (released 1996)
Tool used internally by a big German software company
Non-commercial version provides a graphical interface for frequently used SQL
scripts
SQL*Net access via Borland Database Engine (Native Oracle SQL Links)
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2 Hora and HoraLight

2.1 About Hora

Our Flagship Tool

Hora is KeepTool's flagship product for viewing and manipulating Oracle
databases, serving a variety of users. Primarily designed for both DBA's and
developers, it can also make the end user's life easier when executing queries or
producing reports. Thanks to its intuitive interface and the ability to preview SQL
before execution, Hora requires little or no training before becoming productive.

Hora's object-oriented navigation system takes you to any database function
within a few clicks.

Hora is compact. Everything you need to work with the database is in a single
tool. Start-up time and resource usage are minimal.

Import/Export Facility

Added as part of the upgrade from Version 5 to Version 6, the Import and Export
Wizards permit users to import from such formats as Microsoft Excel, DBF, XML,
and text; and to export to these formats and to Microsoft Word, PDF, and HTML—
just to name a few.

In other words, there is no more need to create comma-delimited files as an
intermediate step when moving data into or out of the database in order to interface
with end users.

Reporting Facility

Hora now offers a reporting tool that lets you choose between applying default
formatting to tables, views, and query results, or calling on a designer that lets you
specify precise formatting and positioning on the page. You can save the format for
use at a later time, and you can save the actual report in a variety of formats,
including PDF and HTML.

MDI

MDI techniques make Hora easier than ever to use. The window that you choose
from the Sidebar can appear alone, or can be tiled with others. For example, you
can execute PL/SQL in one window while looking at table contents in another. You
can also cascade windows to enable fast switching.

Oracle 11g support
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Hora includes support for 11g features such as virtual columns.
We will develop more interfaces for new Oracle 11g features in the near future. 

SQL Scratchpad

For each individual user or workgroup, Hora maintains a list of frequently used
SQL commands in the Windows file system. These can be arranged by topic, using
a tree structure, and selected for execution at any time. The parser can interpret
both SQL commands and PL/SQL blocks. The output window can be used to
display an updatable query results grid, an execution plan, or DBMS_OUTPUT.
The SQL Query Builder can automatically generate SELECT statements from
multiple tables or views with the appropriate joins.

An Efficient SQL editor

The integrated SQL editor shows syntax through color coding and allows the user
to create professional-looking code. Functions such as indentation and
commenting of code are built into the editor.

SQL Preview, SQL Recording

Hora generates SQL code for every proposed change to the database. By
activating SQL Preview, you can examine the SQL statement and modify it before
execution. These SQL instructions can be recorded  in a log file. In this way, all
changes to database objects can be replicated in another database.

PL/SQL Development

Hora supports the development of packages, procedures, functions,  and trigger
code. Compiles can be started directly from the editor, and if syntax errors occur,
the exact location will be highlighted.

Color-coding of status

Status information in Hora windows is color-coded, with black denoting a normal
state. An object that is not available, or disabled items, are shown in gray. Red
indicates an error, or something that demands attention.

Performance monitor

Inadequate database performance is often caused by improper memory
management. Hora shows you several critical cache ratios as well as
otherimportant system information in graphical form, with a horizontal line indicating
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the threshold that Oracle has defined as critical.

You should make sure that current and average values do not exceed Oracle's 
recommended limits.

User, roles and profiles

You can create and drop users, and assign profiles, roles and privileges to them.

Database administration

Hora shows the current state of redo log files, SGA, initialization parameters and
library, row and database caches. The percentage of tablespace use is shown
graphically. With Hora, you can create and drop tablespaces and datafiles, start
and stop jobs, start and stop auditing, and define and assign consumer groups.

Lock and session manager

You can use Hora to display all sessions in an instance, their current status, locks
that have been requested and acquired, the current SQL instruction, and much
more. The lock-wait graph shows you the hierarchy of individual sessions that may
be waiting on each other, so that you can easily determine which session may be
tying up the database  and kill it if necessary.

Dictionary browser

The Data Dictionary browser gives you both a tabular and single-record display
of the entire data dictionary's structure and  contents.

Displaying and updating data

Hora shows you the selected table or view's data in both tabular and record-
oriented format. With a single mouse click, data can be sorted by any defined
index. You can update, delete, or insert rows. Hora  offers an integrated table look-
up function using defined relationships,  a row-duplication function, and a memo
field editor for VARCHAR2 columns greater than 255 bytes, LOB's and RAW
columns.

Referential integrity

Hora gives you a relational overview of your database. Diagrams show you the
parent | child relationships between tables. Automatic access to lookup tables
referenced through foreign keys is available during data entry and afterwards. The
SQL Query Builder automatically creates join clauses. Foreign-key relationships
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can be created or dropped through a graphic interface.

Management of database objects

Virtually all required database objects (tables, views, procedures, sequences,
triggers, etc.) can be displayed, created, updated or dropped. You can also
rename or drop table columns.

HTML-based Documentation

Using Hora's built-in HTML Documentation Generator, you can generate a
description that describes all objects, including PL/SQL objects, in the database.
References between objects are shown as hyperlinks. You can link Hora's
documentation to other project documentation on your intranet.

Generating DDL scripts

Hora generates SQL scripts containing all the DDL needed to create your
database, or any object within it.

2.2 Hora and HoraLight's working environment

2.2.1 Connecting to the database

When starting any KeepTool application the first thing you see is the Connect
dialog. It allows you to establish a connection to your Oracle databases. It is also
displayed when you change the connection using the File | Connect menu item or
the Connect button and when choosing New Connection from the drop-down list
next to the Connect button.

Some input controls such as the Connect Mode and Color Scheme combo
boxes appear only in the full version.

Establishing an Oracle database connection
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The left side of the dialog contains a grid view with recently used connections. On
first start the grid is empty. It fills with each successful connection by one connection
item. The tabs below the grid allow you to group and sort the list by 3 different ways:

History shows the items ungrouped and sorted by last usage time.

Server shows the list grouped by server, i.e. Oracle net service name or direct
TCP/IP connection string

User shows the list grouped by user name.

Custom Category shows the list with user defined filters.

In each view you can click the column headers for changing the sort order.

A single click on an item copies the values of the grid row in the appropriate
fields on the right side. A double click includes clicking the OK button as well. The
latter will only work if you decided to store the password.

The input controls on the right side of the form allow you to parameterize your
connection;

User name: Oracle user name. Please verify character case on Oracle 11g and
later.
The drop-down list initially contains the users SYS, SYSTEM and the user's
operating system user name
HoraLight does not allow user names SYS or SYSTEM.
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Password. The password for each connection can be saved in encrypted form
if you select the Save Password check box.
The green button in the top-right corner allows you to copy the user name into
the password box for development systems with basic security rules.

Database Connection string, i.e Oracle Net service name or direct TCP/IP
connection string (see below for details about direct TCP/IP connectivity).
The drop-down list of the combo box contains TNS aliases from the tnsnames.
ora file of the used Oracle Home.

Connect mode can be either NORMAL, AS SYSOPER, AS SYSDBA, or AS
SYSASM. This box does only appear in the full version. Please remember the
SYS user can only connect AS SYSOPER or SYSDBA to Oracle 9i and later.

An optional color scheme that shows up as a horizontal bar in the color of your
choice in the top region of the form. It allows you to easily distinguish multiple
Hora instances from each other.
The color scheme box does only appear in the full version.

An optional logo file name. You can enter a bitmap file name, e.g. a customer's
logo, for showing up on the right side of the color scheme bar.

An optional short verbal description for the connection that shows up in the
main form title.

When you press the OK button, KeepTool will try to establish the connection to the
database server.

The user name drop-down list initially contains the users SYS, SYSTEM and the
user's operating system user name. For SYS and SYSTEM, the well-known default
passwords supplied by Oracle are the default values. For all other users (including
SCOTT), the password field defaults to the user name. The button below the user
name combo box can be used to copy the user name into the password box.

(HoraLight does not permit logging on as SYS or SYSTEM.)
The Oracle Net Service Name combo box drop-down list contains all the items

from the tnsnames.ora file associated with the active oci.dll file.

Direct TCP/IP connectivity

The direct TCP/IP connection option is very similar to a JSP connection. This
feature is leveraged by 3rd-party ODAC database access components from
DevArt.com. It eliminates the need of an Oracle client and is defined by a
connection string as follows:
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HOSTNAME:PORT:SID     ,where

HOSTNAME is the host name or IP address of the database server

PORT is the IP port number, usually 1521

SID is the Oracle SID, for example ORCL.

You can lookup the information from either
$ORACLE_HOME\Network\Admin\TnsNames.Ora file or running Oracle's tnsping
command on a machine with Oracle client.

The direct connection mode comes with a couple of limitations that are

TCP/IP is the only supported protocol

The whole variety of SQL*Net options including advanced security is not
available

Some types such as OBJECT, ARRAY, REF, XML, BINARY_DOUBLE,
BINARY_FLOAT are unsupported

Certain problems may occur when using firewalls. 

NLS conversion on client side is not supported

Transparent Application Failover is not supported. 

Statement caching is not available. 

OS authentication and changing expired passwords features are not available. 

No national character set support in parameterized queries

Minor compatibility issues on server platforms other that Windows and Linux.

Oracle Home Selection

The Oracle Home Selection button expands the connect dialog. It expands the
window to expose two additional fields at the bottom:
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KeepTool connects to the database server using the Oracle Call Interface (OCI).
In order to do this, an oci.dll from a bin file within an ORACLE_HOME must be
loaded into memory. The name of this DLL may vary, depending on the version of
the installed Oracle client software. On the first start up, KeepTool examines your
Oracle client software installation and inserts the first oci.dll  that it finds into the
default field. You can change this setting by browsing for the file here, using the
drop-down box to find a previously used file, or by using the Extras | Settings menu
item. If you have multiple ORACLE_HOMEs on your computer, be sure to select the
correct oci.dll.

OCI DLL: Optional, Oracle home that will be used for all OCI connections to this
server.

Default OCI DLL: Oracle home that will be used everytime the optional field is
empty. 

 

 

 

2.2.2 Main window

Once the connect dialog has completed, the main window is displayed. This is an
MDI frame window, i.e. a container for multiple MDI child windows.textmenu

The application can be controlled by
the Main Menu
Toolbar buttons
Sidebar buttons and
right-click context menus.

The Main Menu lets you control the entire application. The entire application
could be run without buttons or context menus, because every function can be
reached from a  main menu item. You could set the Toolbar off, using the View
menu item, to obtain more space for the application.

Some menu items are found only in the full version of Hora, and not in HoraLight.
These are shown here on a gray background.
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The Main Menu has the following structure:

File Connect Shows the connect dialog

  Disconnect Closes the connection to the database.

  Active
Connections

Allows a new connection to the database, thus creating a new instance of
Hora or HoraLight; also allows switching between currently activated
instances.

 Commit Issues a Commit command

 Rollback Issues a Rollback command

New File Creates a new File in the editor

Open File Opens a new File in the editor

  Printer setup Shows the printer setup dialog.

Hardcopy Sends a copy of the application window to the printer.

  Exit Closes the main window and the application.

View  Standard Presents a dropdown list of items on the Standard page.

  Additional Presents a dropdown list of items on the  Additional page. (Full version
only)

  DBA Presents a dropdown list of items on the DBA page. (Full version only)

  Toolbar Toggles visibility of the Toolbar (button bar).

Window list

  Sidebar Toggles Sidebar settings between Normal, Small and Hidden.

  Navigation Bar Toggles visibility of the [A..Z] navigation buttons of each MDI child
window.

  Statusbar Toggles visibility of the status bar.

 DBMS Output
window

Reserves an area of the screen for the DBMS Output window.

Sche
ma

 Statistics Analyzes the schema and computes or estimates statistics (Full version
only)

  Compile Recompiles the entire schema (Full version only)

  Constraints
Manager

Invokes a modal dialog for enabling or disabling constraints, with the
option of specifying a constraint type. (Full version only)

  Trigger Manager Invokes a modal dialog for enabling, disabling or recompiling all triggers in
the current schema. (Full version only)

  Clear schema
(Drop all
objects)

Drops all objects from the schema. (Full version only)

  Truncate all
tables

Deletes all rows from all tables.

  Create Grant
script

Interactive creation of a script file with grants and public synonyms for
objects of the schema. (Full version only)

  Create Export
parameter file

Allows individual parameters for exporting the current schema to be set. 
(Full version only)
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  Change
Password

Shows a modal dialog for changing the user's password.

Tool
s

ER Diagrammer Runs the external tool ER Diagrammer (Full version only)

PL/SQL
Debugger

Runs the external tool PL/SQL Debugger (Full version only)

Hypertext
Documentation
Generator

Runs the external tool HTML Documentation Generator (Full version
only)

Reverse
Database
Engineer

Runs the external tool Reverse DDL Engineer (Full version only)

SQL Editor Runs the external tool SQL Editor (Full version only)

Extra
s

 SQL preview Toggles the SQL Preview option. When enabled, each SQL (except select)
statement can be previewed and modified before it is executed. (Full
version only)

  SQL Recording Allows query results to be stored in the selected file. (Full version only)

 Auto refresh Toggles auto-refresh option. When active, the current MDI child window
will be periodically refreshed. (Full version only)

 PL/SQL
Debugging

Determines whether all PL/SQL objects will automatically be compiled with
the DEBUG option. (Full version only)

  Settings Allows setting of various Hora features. (Full version only)

  Customize
Favorites

Shows a dialog for customizing the Favorites page of the Sidebar. (Full
version only)

Wind
ow

 Tile Horizontally Tiles MDI child windows horizontally

  Tile Vertically Tiles MDI child windows vertically

  Cascade
Windows

Cascades MDI child windows

  Close All Closes all MDI child windows.

  Arrange Icons Arranges MDI child window icons.

Help  Contents Displays the contents of the online help.

  ORACLE online
documentation

 

  Lookup Oracle
Error Message...

 

  Registration Displays a modal dialog that displays license information and allows you to
register or change the number of concurrent licenses.

  License Info Displays the type of license currently in effect

  System
Environment
Information

Displays a modal dialog with information about the client and server
configuration. It allows you to copy the data to the Windows clipboard.
Please provide this information if you contact Customer Support.

  About Displays the About dialog with version information.
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On the Toolbar located under the Main Menu, you will find:
a Connect button with a drop-down menu. Clicking on the Connect button
causes a new Connect dialog to be started. The drop-down menu lists all active
connections, allowing the user to switch to any one of them, as well as to open a
new connection.
a Commit button that commits the current transaction.
a Rollback button that rolls back the current transaction.
Before the vertical separator, a down arrow opens a dialog that allows the user
to customize the toolbars.
Following the separator, there appear one or more dynamically generated
collections of buttons corresponding to the current selection from the Sidebar. If
these are tiled or cascaded, the buttons belonging the window that has the
focus are shown. These generally correspond to the context menu items of the
MDI child windows.

If more than one grid is displayed, each with its own context menu, the Toolbar
will be subdivided, grouping the items for each grid.

Navigating with the Sidebar in Hora

The Sidebar along the left side of the screen allows you to control the visibility of
the MDI child windows. In Hora, it is organized into four collections:

Favorites
Standard
Additional
DBA

Within each of the above categories, you will find a series of icons, each enabling
you to view a type of database object. Clicking a Sidebar button opens or redisplays
the corresponding MDI child window.

While the contents of the other Sidebar collections have been predetermined, the
Favorites collection is fully customizable. With the Favorites collection selected, you
can right-click on the background and then click the Customize button to add or
remove buttons in the Favorites collection.

The colors of the type and the background in the Sidebar are now customizable,
using the Extras | Settings menu item.

Navigating with the Sidebar in HoraLight

Since HoraLight's Sidebar contains only two items, the SQL Scratchpad and the
Data Contents Browser, there is no need for different categories, as in the full
version of Hora.
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The Schema Selector and Status Bar in Hora and
HoraLight

At the bottom left of the page, the Schema Selector combo box appears. This
lists both the most recently viewed schemas and the complete list of schemas that
the current user is allowed to view.

The Status Bar at the bottom of the window displays the following information
(features on a gray background are Full version only):

 Current Schema Combo box to change the schema being viewed

DBMS Output Window Reserves an area of the screen for the DBMS Output window.

PL/SQL debug Button toggles PL/SQL compilation with debug information. (Full
version only)

Auto Refresh Button toggles automatic refresh of data grids(Full version only)

SQL Recording Button toggles the SQL Recording feature on and off (Full version
only)

 Caps State of CAPS_LOCK

 Num State of NUM_LOCK

 Scroll State of SCROLL_LOCK

 Overwrite State of insert/overwrite mode

 Encoding Shows the current type of character encoding

Row/Position Shows the current position

2.2.3 Object windows

Hora's main window can contain multiple child windows. Each child window
displays information about one and only one special object type (for example,
tables or tablespaces) After you press an object window button in the main form or
click the View |[ObjectWindow] menu item, the corresponding MDI child window is
created (if necessary) and activated.

Most of these MDI child windows display master/detail data. Multiple tabs in the
top of the window determine which detail data is displayed.

The first, or Overview tab shows only information about the master object, for
example Tables and Views. You will see one data grid filling the complete
client area of the window.

Each other tab shows limited information from the master view on the left and
specific additional detail information on the right. This enables you to scroll
through the list of master objects on the left, and see the corresponding detail
data on the right. For example, you can browse a list of table names, and see
the selected table's column definitions on the right.
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Click the chosen tab a second time to refresh the display.

You can also toggle through the tab sheets with the TAB key while holding
down the CTRL key. Hold the CTRL and SHIFT keys down together to toggle
between the tabs in reverse order.

Many of the object windows have a set of 26 alphabetic navigation buttons at the
bottom or on the side, which serve to locate the first object name in the overview
that starts with the chosen character.  The alphabetic navigation buttons to the left of
the grid can be toggled on or off by selecting View | Navigation Bar from the menu.

From the Overview page, you can just type a letter on the keyboard. The cursor
navigates to the first object in the list that starts with this letter. Every succeeding
letter that you type will bring you closer to the object whose name you are entering.

You can also use the following keys to navigate within the list:

Home

Page up

Cursor up

Cursor down

Page down

End

Most windows allow you to select several objects simultaneously. For example, if
you want to drop several tables at the same time, you can select their names
with the mouse while holding down the Ctrl key. Then, when you click the Drop
button, all the selected tables will be dropped. 

Some object windows provide the Grid View item on their context menu. This will
then show the following submenu, or portions of it:
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Print Prints the contents of the grid.

Show group by
box

Displays a grouping panel at the top of the grid (for more information, see 
manipulating the data grid)

Show group
footer

Displays a footer panel for each group  (for more information, see 
manipulating the data grid)

Show footer Displays a footer for the grid as a whole  (for more information, see 
manipulating the data grid)

Expand Groups Expand all groups

Collapse Groups Closes all groups

Expand
subviews

Expand all subordinate groups

Collapse
subviews

Closes all subordinate groups

Data Export
Wizard

Opens the Export Wizard.

Result to logfile Fetches the entire result set from the server and dumps the data to the log
file

Refresh Refreshes the grid

Best fit columns Adjust the column widths to fit the size of the data

Some data grid cells that contain percentages display miniature bar graphs
below the characters. The percentages are underlined with small red- and green-
colored gauges.

You can use the Close button, the Enter key or the Escape key to close the
dialog.

2.2.4 Right-click menus

Each data grid shows information about a specific database object. When you
right-click on the grid, a context menu appears. Usually, each context menu item
applies to the currently selected row in the grid. For example, you can click on a
column definition and drop the column from the table.

(In some cases, as in the case of the Create context menu item, there is no
reference being made to the current row in the grid.)

The context menu is also made available from the Object main menu. In either
case, the choices depend on the type of information currently being displayed in the
grid.

You can also access a subset of context operations (those with icons)from the
Toolbar. Hora dynamically generates the appropriate buttons for the current display.
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Many of the context menus contain a Data Grid item. See the topic entitled
manipulating the data grid for more information.

Some object windows provide the Grid View item on their context menu. See the
topic entitled object window for more information.

2.2.5 Manipulating the data grid

Most information in Hora's grids is represented in a tabular layout. It is possible
to change this view to focus on just one table row.

The View tabs

 On some of Hora's tabbed sheets, it is possible to switch back and forth
between

Grid View

Record View

Text View

Chart View

Tree View

Pivot View

using a set of tabs at the top of the grid. 

Shown below is a selection of USER_TAB_COLUMNS for the HR sample
schema, with the Grid View in effect.
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Clicking on Record View results in an up-close look at the current row.

Text View allows the raw data to be captured with the mouse and pasted into a
text editor.

Chart View presents the data in a highly customizable graphical chart. A slider
on the right side lets you adjust the number of categories (i.e. x-axis values) shown
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per page.

The Tree View can show data from a relational database in a hierarchical way.

The Key field name combo box is automatically populated with the table's
primary key, in this case EMPNO. Since employee rows are related throught the
MGR column, enter this in the Parent field name combo box, and the following
presentation appears:
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The employee named KING has the JOB title of PRESIDENT. He appears in the
first row, since he has no manager (MGR is null). The employees JONES, BLAKE
and CLARK have KING's employee number in their MGR column. They each have
the title of MANAGER, and Hora shows them at the second level of the hierarchy.
This makes navigating through the hierarchy easy. Each level can either be
expanded by clicking the plus sign, or collapsed by clicking the minus sign.  You
can even sort the rows in Tree View, and the hierarchy will be maintained. 

As is the case for Diagram View, Tree View is not limited to the Data Contents
page. This powerful presentation is available for all views. You can even apply it to
the results of a SQL query.

The Pivot View allows you to view and analyze your data with the help of pivot
tables (or Cross Tables).

Start to create your own customized Pivot Table by dragging the appropriate items
from the list into the three different fields. 

The example below shows an example pivot view of the ORDERS table that you can
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find in Oracle's OE (Order Entry) sample schema.

In-Memory Mode

 On grids such as these, the In-Memory Mode check box causes the grid
contents to be downloaded to your PC, where they can be further arranged in ways
that are not available when queries are sent to the database.

You'll see the following popup window the first time that you check the box:

It's worth reading this message at least once—then you can turn it off. You might
not want to use this mode with a huge table, but in the example above, the
overhead is relatively light.

If you bring the contents of USER_TAB_COLUMNS into memory, you can then
see the effects of the advanced grouping, sorting and filtering options that have
become available starting with Hora 7:

Grouping

You can group the contents of the grid by dragging a column header to the dark
blue bar at the top of the grid:
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Here, JOB_ID has been removed from the grid and been used to group the
remaining columns, so that you see all the columns of a particular table grouped
together. Now, you can open each of the groups to see the columns associated
with a particular table.

Now, if you also drag DEPARTMENT_ID to the grouping bar, it is removed from
the main grid, and two levels of grouping are the result:

Here, columns are grouped first by TABLE_NAME, then by NULLABLE.

Since NULLABLE was placed to the right of TABLE_NAME, it becomes the
subordinate group. You can reverse the order by dragging NULLABLE to the left.

Sorting

In the illustration above, both TABLE_NAME and NULLABLE  are sorted in
ascending order, as indicated by the triangles to the right of the column names. Just
click on the column name to reverse the direction of the sort.

(This applies to the columns in the grid as well as those in the grouping bar.)

You can also sort on as many columns as you like. All you need to do is click the
primary sort column heading once, then shift-click the column headings for the
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secondary sort keys, in order. 

Filtering

To see some meaningful examples of filtering at work, we can look at the contents
of HR.EMPLOYEES. Clicking on the pull-down box to the right of a column name
causes the Filtering dialog to appear.  To select all employees with a job title of
IT_PROG with a salary of more than 6000, click the pull-down arrow for JOB_ID, then
select Customize. When you fill in the fields, filtering takes place, and the result is
displayed in a bar at the bottom of the grid.

You can even add an additional filter at a later time. The illustration shows the
specification of the second filter underway:

At the end of the specification, the revised contents are shown, as is the revised
filter.

Applying aggregations

Using the In-Memory mode when grouping is in effect, it is possible to apply
aggregations to numeric columns by right-clicking in the footer bar under a group
and selecting a aggregation function from the popup menu.
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Here, Average has been applied to the SALARY column, and COUNT to ID. It is
also possible to click the footer for the entire table to specify functions there.

Options on other grids

You will also find it quite easy to take advantage of various display possibilities on
some of Hora's other grids. If you are familiar with previous versions of Hora, you will
see that some of the sheets that were formerly divided into a main grid and one or
more subgrids now use a system of expanding and collapsing views instead. An
example would be the Columns sheet of the Tables page:

When you click the plus sign to the left of each column name, information about
constraints applicable to the column are shown by default. As you open more
columns, you see any available constraint data for those, as well. Note that the 
Constraints left tab is slightly longer than the others, showing that it is active. When
you click another tab, the display changes for all selected column names.
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It's worth noting that the information about the columns has been grouped for you
by column name by default. You can override the grouping by right-clicking on the
grid, choosing Grid View from the context menu, then Show Group By Box, then
dragging first Data Type,  then Name to the Group By bar.

Other grid-related functions

In addition to grouping, sorting and filtering, the following functions are also
available in most of Hora's grids, using the mouse:

You can drag the column headings to change the order of appearance.
You can click the tab at the top of the grid to refresh the view.
You can drag the border between columns to increase or decrease the column
width.

 

2.2.6 Command line parameters

Hora and HoraLight can both be invoked using command line parameters. The
parameters "user", "password" and "connect string," and optionally, AS SYSDBA
or AS SYSOPER are entered in the command line after "Hora.exe."

In the following example, Hora is started with the user SCOTT and password
TIGER using net service tcp_loopback. As when connecting via SQL*Plus, user
and password are separated by a forward slash. Also note that because the path to
the program contains a space, the executable name must be enclosed in double
quotes.

"C:\Program Files\KeepTool\KeepTool 10\Hora.exe" SCOTT/
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TIGER@Tcp_loopback

Alternatively, you may navigate to the proper folder and enter only Hora.exe in
place of the full path.

The above method of invocation is also possible for HoraLight, using the
executable name HoraLt.exe.

When using Hora, a user who has the SYSDBA or SYSOPER special system
privileges may specify one of these at the end of the connect parameters, for
example:

"C:\Program Files\KeepTool\KeepTool 10\Hora.exe" "SYS/
CHANGE_ON_INSTALL@Tcp_loopback AS SYSDBA"

Note that both of these strings, since they contain spaces, must be enclosed in
double quotes.

If the same database is used frequently and password security is not critical, you
can simply place a shortcut for the complete command line on the desktop.

2.2.7 SQL editor component

In the full version of Hora, the SQL Editor component is present in both the
standalone SQL Editor and various Hora forms, such as the code window of the
SQL Scratchpad and the Source Code tab of the PL/SQL Objects page.

In HoraLight, the SQL Editor is available on the SQL Scratchpad's code window.

The following menu is always available to the SQL editor component, i.e. in both
the embedded and standalone file editor:

Edit in new
window

Opens a new window, where the code window is expanded into the space
normally occupied by the SQL Scratchpad and the File Explorer

File New Clears editor window to create a new file (Separate SQL editor only)

 Open Opens a file

 Save Saves the contents as a file

  Save as Saves editor contents to another file

 Compare Opens the File Comparison tool

 Send
Email

Opens the email client and attaches the file

  Close Only visible in the standalone editor-closes the window 

 Print Prints the contents of the editor

Query Execute
Query

Executes selection as a single SQL statement or anonymous PL/SQL
block. You can browse (and under some circumstances modify) the result
set.

 Execute
script

Executes multiple SQL statements or PL/SQL blocks.
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 Execute
with
SQL*Plus

Sends the contents of the code window to SQL*Plus for execution

 Explain
Plan

Shows execution plan for the selected statement

  Reset
backgroun
d colors

Removes the shaded background used to highlight code that
encountered errors.

 SQL
Query
Builder

Runs the SQL query builder, which generates insert, update or delete
statements. Column information is retrieved from the Oracle Data
Dictionary.

 Profiler Runs the DBMS_PROFILER modal dialog.

 DB Object
Browser

Shows a tool window that allows you to drag/drop information about
database objects into the editor.

 Code
Snippets

Shows a tool window with SQL code snippets. You can drag the syntax
into the code window.

 Describe
selected
object

Shows structure information about the selected table, procedure or
function in the result set window. Please select both the owner and
package name prefix if they are used in code (For example SCOTT.EMP,
MYPACKAGE.MYFUNCTION).

 Code
completio
n

Displays the columns of the selected table or the procedures or functions
of a package in a combo box. If the object comes from another schema, it
must be preceded by the schema name and a period. An example for a
table follows:

You can double-click on an item to add it, or select multiple items and
drag them as a comma-separated list to the editor window.

Code completion is an optional feature that can be set on or off from  the
Extras menu item.

Note: this feature is also made available by placing the insertion pointer
on the object name and pressing ctrl + space.

 Recall
command
from SQL
history

Displays previously issued SQL in the left pane. Any statement may then
be selected, bringing it into the SQL Editor in the right pane.

  Show SQL
result
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Edit Undo Undoes the last action

 Redo Repeats the last action

 Cut Cuts the selected text and moves it to the Windows clipboard.

 Copy Copies the selected text to the Windows clipboard.

 Paste Replaces the current selection with the contents of the Windows
clipboard.

  Select all Selects the entire contents of the editor.

Search  Oracle
Help

Sends selected string to Oracle' search facility.

 Find Finds text

  Search
Again

Repeats the last search

 Replace Replaces text

 Goto Line
number

Goto line number

 Toggle
bookmark
0

Toggle bookmark 0 at current line

  Toggle
bookmark
s 1..9

Opens additional menu to toggle a bookmark between 1 and 9

 Goto
bookmark
0

Go to bookmark 0

  Goto
bookmark
1..9

Opens additional menu to toggle a bookmark between 1 and 9

 Clear all
bookmark
s

Clears all bookmarks.

Format Pretty-
Print

Shows a modal dialog with several options for code formatting.

Indent Indents selected block by inserting a tab as first character of each
selected line.

 Unindent Removes tab indent from current selection

 Quote
block

Comments selected block by inserting '--' as first characters of each line.

 Unquote
block

Removes '--' at the beginning of each line from the selected block

  Comment
out

Inserts /* at the beginning of selected text, and */ at the end.
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selected
text

 Upper
case

Converts selected characters to upper case.

 Capitalize Converts selected characters to lower case, except that the first character
of each word will be converted to upper case.

 Lower
Case

Converts selected characters to lower case.

Extras  Properties Displays a properties dialog for customizing the editor.

2.2.8 Customizing the editor

The SQL editor is fully customizable. Customization options may be reached
from any code window, by right-clicking on Options. The following four menus then
become available:

Editor options
Syntax highlighting
Lexer properties
Key mapping.

Editor Options
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You will find that certain options are selected by default. Some of the more useful
options are explained below:

Insert Mode Causes new text to be inserted inside existing text. If insert mode is off, and you type
within existing text, characters will be overlaid. You can use the Insert key on the
keyboard to override the setting.

Auto indent mode After text is positioned using multiple tabs, tabbing at the beginning of the following
line will align the insertion point below the first visible character of the line above it.

Backspace
Unindents

Backspacing before a character at a tab stop moves the text one tab stop to the left. If
off, backspacing moves the text one character to the left.

Persistent Blocks Keeps a block selected, even if you move the cursor out of it

Overwrite Blocks Replaces a selected block with what is typed next

Copy to clipboard
as RTF

Allows copying of selected text with formatting applied

Group undo When you press Alt + Backspace, undoes all previous editing changes of the same
type
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Disable Selection Prevents selecting text with the mouse (should normally be off)

Gutter visible This option must be selected for line numbers to appear. Gutter width should be at
least 20.

Double Click Line Causes a line that is double-clicked to be selected. Useful for executing a single
command.

 

Syntax highlighting

When you click a syntax item from the list at the left, you can then customize the
attributes of that syntax element. Default values are illustrated in the dialog's code
window.
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Lexer Properties

A lexer scans text with the intent of identifying tokens that will be manipulated
according to preset rules. KeepTool's editor makes available different lexers for
PL/SQL and Java. The Common tab below shows the file extensions that will
treated with the PL/SQL lexer. This lexer will be selected by default in most code
windows.

When you click the Styles tab, you will see the default treatment of text by the
currently selected lexer. You can then modify the appearance of text elements. In the
example below, the Java Builder lexer has been selected from the code window in
Hora's Java Source Code tab. In the dialog's code window you can see the effect
of selecting red for Java reserved words. (This is the same type of modification that
is made available through Syntax Highlighting.):
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Key mapping

This dialog lets you map keystroke combinations to specific actions in the Editor.
Some options are selected by default. These are often the same as in most
Windows applications:
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2.2.9 Capturing server output

Oracle is shipped with the DBMS_OUTPUT package. This provides an easy way
to generate text output from your PL/SQL code. Although this output is normally
disabled in production, you can display it within development systems. For
example, Oracle SQL*Plus displays these outputs after you SET
SERVEROUTPUT ON.

KeepTool captures this information, too. You can check the View | DbmsOutput
window main menu item to toggle visibility of the DBMS_OUTPUT window. You can
capture server output from any PL/SQL code that you run within Hora, for example:

From an anonymous PL/SQL block or stored procedure that you run in the SQL
Scratchpad. For HoraLight, this is the only way to send output to the window.
From the automatically generated PL/SQL call interface (Hora only).
From the standalone SQL Editor (Hora only).
From any trigger that fires after inserting, updating or deleting data. (Hora only).
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In addition, this window is used to display result sets from SELECT statements
executed when using the Execute Script command or button. The results will then
be in the form of text that you can copy and paste elsewhere.

You can drag the DBMS_OUTPUT window away from the main form if you want
to make it a "flying window," as in the above illustration. When you drag it over the
bottom of the main window, it will dock to the bottom of the window.

There are six buttons at the top of the window:
The Get dbms_output button fetches the server output and appends it to
existing lines in the window.
The Discard dbms_output button clears the output buffer on the server without
fetching the output.
The Clear window button removes all lines from the window.
The Save to file.. button lets you save the contents of the window to a file.
The Copy to clipboard button saves selected text to the clipboard.
The Select all button selects the entire contents of the window for a subsequent
copy.

You can change the size of the server output buffer using the SQL Page tab of
the Extras | Settings menu item.

2.3 The "Standard" page

2.3.1 SQL

2.3.1.1 Introduction

SQL Scratchpad lets you organize, edit and run SQL statements, anonymous
blocks, and scripts, by entering and modifying code in the code window. You can
see your query results displayed in the results window, and you can store and
retrieve your code, using the Scratchpad / File interface . The DBMS_OUTPUT
window is automatically generated when needed. Shown below are the results of a
simple SELECT statement executed with the Execute Query button.
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2.3.1.2 Scratchpad/File Interface

The left side of the page organizes your SQL code in one of two hierarchies,
selectable by a tab: either the Scratchpad or the file system.

The Scratchpad

 When you first install Hora, the folders Personal SQL and Team SQL appear
under the Scratchpad tab. By default, both of these represent real folders and files
within your My Documents folder, but they can, if desired, be equated to other
locations in the file system. You can keep these predefined root nodes, delete
them, or add others to organize your personal SQL queries. If you are sharing a
node on a network drive with other team members, you may use the Refresh
subtree context menu item to obtain a current view.

It is important to note that for each entry in the tree structure, both a file and a
folder are created in the Windows file system. However, you should not use
Windows Explorer to add or delete nodes in the Scratchpad structure. Instead, just
right-click on a folder to add a new subsidiary item or to remove the selected item.

To change the physical location of a root node in the Scratchpad, as you might
want to do in order to move a node from a local drive to a network drive, just do the
following:

1. Create a file folder for the new location, if one does not already exist.
2. Use the Configure context-menu item to create a new root-level node. Use the

same Logical Root Item Name as before. The dialog asks you to choose a
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new physical location for the node.
3. In File Explorer, use the Explorer context-menu item to copy the corresponding

physical file structure to the new location. You can also invoke Windows
Explorer or My Computer directly, if you prefer.

4. Highlighting the new node, select Refresh Subtree  from the Scratchpad
context menu to verify that the items may now be accessed in their new
location.

5. Use the Explorer context-menu item to delete the physical files at the old
location.

6. Use the Remove context-menu item to delete the old node from the logical
view. Note: this will also remove the physical folders and files.

When you work with the Scratchpad, your code is automatically saved if you
navigate out of the node. Anything that you type in the code window will replace the
previous contents of the current Scratchpad node.

 Each node of the tree can contain one or more SQL statements or anonymous
PL/SQL blocks. The following features are available when right-clicking under the
SQL Scratchpad tab:

Add item Creates a new, empty, item under the current location.

Remove item Removes the current item and any subitems that it might have from the logical
structure of the Scratchpad. It does not remove any Windows folders or  physical
files.

Refresh
subtree

Refreshes the portion of the tree that is dependent on the current node.

Run
Windows
Explorer

Opens a Windows Explorer window with the current location as the top level.

Cut Removes the current item from its location and copies it to the clipboard.

Copy Copies the current item to the clipboard.

Paste Places the item on the clipboard underneath the current location.

Copy file
name

Copies the name of the selected file, including the full path, to the clipboard

 Add new root  Selects a new root directory for the current tree

The File Explorer
Clicking on the File Explorer creates a classic Windows Explorer-like view of the

folders (at the top left) and files (at the bottom left).

A binary file, such as a Word document, can be opened directly from the File
Explorer by clicking on it. Not only SQL and PL/SQL, but all ASCII files can be
displayed in the integrated editor. The most common languages can be displayed
with syntax highlighting and code folding  (for more information, see code window)
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When you open Windows Explorer, you can drag and drop folders or files from
Windows Explorer to the File Explorer. 

When you close Hora, the File Explorer notes the last directory that it displayed. If
you log in to the database again with Hora, it will automatically display that directory
again.

It is also possible to manipulate source code that is stored in version control
systems that conform to the Microsoft Source Code Control (SCC) interface.
Currently, Hora has been tested with both Microsoft Visual SourceSafe or Serena®
Version Manager™(formerly PVCS). We will incorporate support for other SCC
products in the near future.

Note that the view displayed in the File Explorer includes your entire computer
(including accessible network locations), and will not necessarily show the folders
matching the Scratchpad nodes when you first open the File Explorer. This allows
you to select folders within the file system that contain SQL and PL/SQL code,
other than those represented in the Scratchpad.

The File Explorer's (upper) Folder Window has its own context menu, with the
following features:

New Folder Creates a new folder under the current location.

Delete Folder Physically deletes the highlighted item.

Go Up Shows the next higher level of the hierarchy.

Search Opens a search dialog.

Run
Windows
Explorer

Opens a Windows Explorer window with the current location as the top level.

 Copy
Directory
Name

Copies the path to the directory to the clipboard

 

The File Explorer's (lower) File Window has the following context menu:

New Folder Creates a new folder.

New SQL File  Creates a new file at the current level.

Delete  Deletes the highlighted file.

 
Shell open  Opens the file in the standalone SQL Editor

 Version
Control >

Connect Enables access to a project within the source code control (SCC)
system. Details are dependent on the particular system.

  Get Creates a local copy of a file from the SCC database, which remains
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unchanged.

  Checkout Creates a local copy of a file from the SCC database, and prevents
others from checking out the same file until it is checked in.

  Checkin Updates the SCC system with a new version of a file that had been
previously checked out.

  Undo
Checkout

Reverses the effect of a previous checkout. The file that had been
checked out is again made available, in its previous state.

  Add Allows the addition of a new file to the SCC database from a local file.

  Remove Removes a file from the SCC database.

Compare File
with

 Opens the File Comparison Tool

Cut  Removes the file from the current location and places it on the
clipboard.

Copy  Places the file on the clipboard.

Paste  Inserts the file on the clipboard at the current location.

Properties  Shows file properties

SQL
Recording

 You can designate any of the .sql files that appear in the file window
of the File Explorer as the log file for the current session. This allows
you to copy the results of a query to this file, as well as any DML
statements executed from the Execute Query command and DDL
statements executed from context menus.

Include
Windows
context menu
item

Opens the Windows Explorer context menu

 

Note that SQL Recording may also be set on or off from the Extras menu, as well
as by clicking on the pencil icon on the status bar.

 

2.3.1.3 Code Window

The code window in the upper right area of SQL Scratchpad permits entry of
SQL and PL/SQL statements. If the Code Window contains a single SQL
statement or a single PL/SQL block, you can use the Execute Query button (a
green arrow with a table) that appears on both the toolbar and the context menu.
For SELECT statements, a results window will appear. For DML statements, you
have the option of seeing a dialog that will ask whether you want to commit,
rollback, or continue without committing or rolling back. This option is toggled on or
off through the Extras | Settings | SQL Page menu item.

It is important to know that no commit takes place unless you either explicitly
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execute a Commit statement, press the Commit button near the left end of the
Toolbar, or end your session normally. If you end your Hora session by clicking on
the X button or by Alt + F4, a commit is issued for you.

If your session ends abnormally (for example, your session is killed, or Hora is
ended through the Task Manager), your DML statements will not be committed. You
may also press the Rollback button, next to the Commit button, to effect a rollback.

Note that if you explicitly commit or rollback, the Commit and Rollback buttons
are both grayed out until another transaction is underway.

You can also enter a series of SQL statements or PL/SQL blocks and execute
them using the Execute Script button (a green fast-forward symbol). In this case, no
results grid or confirmation dialog will appear. For successful execution, a
message will appear in the status line. Error messages will appear in a popup
window. 

In a SQL script consisting of several SQL statements, you can execute a single
statement by placing your cursor on it and and pressing the Execute Query button.
Only the highlighted statement will be executed.

Statements containing errors are highlighted in color. You can then correct them
and re-execute the contents of the entire editor window, or you can select just a
portion of the code and execute that.

The following error message will also appear:

Choosing Yes will start an attempt to execute the rest of the script. The script will
halt, however, if further errors are found. Pressing All will cause the script to
continue without stopping, even if further errors are encountered.

The choices that are available from the right mouse button's context menu are
determined by the SQL editor, and are shown in the discussion of the SQL Editor
Component, under Hora's Work Environment.

Another option is to send the contents of the Code Window to a new SQL*Plus
session for execution. This session runs independently of Hora and automatically
terminates when the code has been executed. All output from SQL*Plus will be
shown in the DBMS_OUTPUT window.
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Click the SQL*Plus icon   on the Toolbar, or choose Query | Execute with
SQL*Plus from the context menu to get started.

The integrated editor features syntax highlighting and codefolding for the most
commonly used languages, such as SQL, PL/SQL, Java; C++, Pascal , and even
HTML und XML. This makes it easier to navigate within a script on the SQL page
or the PL/SQL Objects’ Outline window. If you want to edit a specific procedure in
the Outline window, you need only click on its name, and the cursor will bring it into
the Code window. 

When you select a block of code, you see the Sync Range icon   appear on
the left edge of the window. This button allows simultaneous editing within the
selected text. For example, if you want to change the name of a variable within a
block of code, just select the desired area and click the Create Sync Range button.
As soon as you click on a variable name,  all occurrences of the name are
highlighted. When you change the variable name in one location, it is changed for all
occurrences within the block.

2.3.1.4 Viewing and modifying the result set

When you execute a SELECT statement with Execute Query, the server
produces a result set. Hora shows you the data in a spreadsheet-like form, like the
one on the Introduction to SQL Scratchpad. At first, only the first 25 rows are
fetched. Every time you scroll to the bottom of the data grid, another 25 rows are

fetched. Please note that all the rows will be fetched if you push the  Last record
 button. This might take a while, and it requires considerable memory for very large
result sets. That's why it is always a good idea to keep result sets small by adding
restrictive where conditions to the SQL.

You can make each query updatable in order to edit data within the grid. The only
restrictions are

The grid must contain all columns of  the primary key, or of a unique key, or the
ROWID.
For a view, you can update only one table's columns at a time.
The view's column names must be the same as the base table's column names.

To get a live result set, you must tell Hora the name of the table to be updated
and the key fields for unique record identification. You can select both of them from
combo boxes at the top of the tool window. Multiple field names belonging to a
composite key should be separated by semicolons. When you press the Apply and
request live result set button, the result set becomes updatable.

The changes you make are posted to the server when you navigate out of the cell
or press the check mark icon shown in the grid below. You may then commit or roll
back the changes by using the orange Commit and Rollback buttons in the main
window.  Of course, you may also commit or rollback by entering an explicit
command in the SQL code window. If you press the Rollback button, you will see
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the changes being backed out.

The right mouse button's context menu allows the following operations, some of
which are also available from the toolbar above the results grid:

First record Navigates to the first record.

Prior record Navigates to the prior record.

Next record Navigates to the next record.

Last record Navigates to the last record.

Insert blank
row

Inserts an empty record and switches into edit mode.

Insert copy Inserts a copy of the current record and switches into edit mode.

Delete Deletes the current record.

Edit Switches the current record into edit mode.

Post Posts the changed record to the database server.

Cancel Cancels changes made to the current record.

Report Shows the entire result set in an editor window. This will enable you to copy a TAB
separated multi-column list to the Windows clipboard.

Excel
Export

Opens the one-click Excel Export Facility

 Export
Wizard

Opens the Export Wizard.

Import
Wizard

Opens the Import Wizard.

Grid View For more information, see object window

Initially, the results window is located at the bottom of the page. If you drag its left
border away from the form, it becomes a flying tool window that can be moved
around the screen and resized. To dock it back to its host window, narrow the
window vertically, and drag it towards the bottom of the page until you see a
rectangular shadow; then let go of the mouse.

You can also execute SELECT statements using the Execute Script button. In
this case, the output is displayed in the DBMS_OUTPUT window. A "no rows
selected" message appears if no rows are selected.
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2.3.2 Tables and Views

2.3.2.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for understanding and managing the tables,
views and synonyms of the currently selected schema. It consists of multiple
overlapping sheets, controlled by a set of tabs:

Overview Tables and Views
Columns
Constraints
Indexes
Triggers
Partitions
Privileges
Synonyms
Master/Detail Relations
Object Dependencies
Data Contents
Access
Auditing

2.3.2.2 Overview Tables and Views

Overview Tables is the default sheet that is displayed when you click on the
Tables icon in the navigation window. It shows you a list of all the tables and views
in the current schema. The icon in front of each object name indicates the type of
object. Use the tab register below the grid to select which type of object to view. 
Invalid objects are displayed in gray.
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To improve performance, the display of the relevant synonyms can be turned off by
clearing the Show Synonyms check box in the upper right corner of the window.
Hora saves the option that you choose and remembers it the next time that you use
the same database connection. 

If you have selected the Views tab and the check box is selected, both views and
synonyms of views in the current schema will be displayed. Synonyms can be
distinguished from views by their icon. This applies to the All and Tables tabs, as
well.

Synonyms of views or tables that are outside the current database are not
displayed on this page for performance reasons. To see these synonyms, click the 
Synonyms icon in the Sidebar.

 

The list contains the following columns
Name of the table, view or synonym
Comments on the object
Timestamp for the creation of the object
Timestamp for the last DDL change (including GRANT and REVOKE) to the
object
Timestamp for the last table analyze 
Flags
Statistics
Storage parameters
Buffer pools
Freelists
Space usage
Transactions
Parallelism
Data pertaining to index-organized tables
Data pertaining to object tables

The following context operations are available from the Overview Tables and
Views grid. Some of them can also be found on the Toolbar :

 Create Table Shows a modal dialog for creating a new table

  View Creates a new view

 

  

 

Synonym

 

Creates a synonym for a local table

   Snapshot Log

 

Creates a snapshot log for the selected table
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Table from
Import Source...

Opens the Data Import Wizard

Drop   Drops the selected table(s).

 Truncate   Truncates table, i.e. deletes the entire table contents
using the TRUNCATE statement.

 Delete   Deletes all rows of the table using the DELETE
statement.

Move
tablespace

 

  Shows a modal dialog for moving the table to another
tablespace

Compile   Recompiles the selected view.

 Logging   Allows logging to be turned on or off.

Table
Monitoring

Allows Tabl monitoring to be turned on or off.

Index
Monitoring

Allows Index monitoring to be turned on or off.

 Allocate Extent

 

  Allocates a new extent for the table.

 Copy to
clipboard

SELECT
statement

Creates a formatted SQL statement "SELECT col1, ...,

coln FROM table" and copies it into the Windows

clipboard.

 Table Statistics  Gather table
statistics

Executes DBMS_STATS. gather_table_stats against
the table, and optionally, through the Cascade check
box, against its associated indexes.

   Delete table
statistics

Executes DBMS_STATS. delete_table_stats against the
table.

Lock table
statistics

Unlock table
statistics

Restore table
statistics

   Validate
Structure

Analyzes the table and validates its structure.

   List chained
rows

Analyzes the table and lists chained rows.

Analyze
(deprecated)

Allows computing, estimating and deleting of table
statistics.

Estimate Space   Estimates disk space required for the table.

Properties/
Alter/Rename

  Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying table
properties, storage parameters, and table comments and
for renaming the table, or for changing the definition or
comments of a view or a synonym.
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Show DDL   Shows the DDL statements to create the table including
comments, constraints, indexes and triggers.

 Data Contents
Browser

  Adds the selected table or view to the Data Browser,
and makes the Browser visible.

 Search  Column Names/
comments

Searches for the specified string within all column
names/comments of the objects in the overview

   Constraint
names

Searches for the specified string within all constraint
names of the objects in the overview

   Index names Searches for the specified string within all index names
of the objects in the overview

   Trigger names Searches for the specified string within all trigger names
of the objects in the overview

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.2.3 Columns

This form shows information about the columns of tables or views.
Column ID: Sequence number of the column as created
Column name
Data type
Default value for the column
Comments
Column usage in WHERE predicates
Statistics

The icon in front of the column id indicates the data type. In addition, the table
comment is displayed at the top of the sheet.

 

Using the plus signs to the left of the column list, you can bring up a detailed sub-
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grid. It shows
constraints,
indexes,
triggers,
privileges
histograms
LOB information
Updatability

In the example above, information about constraints for column ID is shown.

The following context operations are available:

Add column ... Shows a modal dialog for adding a new column to the table.

Drop column ... Drops a table column. KeepTool uses the ALTER TABLE DROP statement for
ORACLE 8i servers. For earlier versions, KeepTool does this work for you by
creating a series of SQL statements that you can run or save to a file.

 Set unused ... Marks the columns as unused (Requires Oracle 8i)

 Rename column ... Similar to dropping columns. KeepTool generates a series of SQL statements
that you can run or save to a file.

 Change column
order..

Lets you drop and re-create the table with the columns appearing in a different
order.

Properties/Alter ... Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying column properties or
comments.

Column name to
clipboard

Copies the column name to the Windows clipboard.

SELECT statement
to clipboard

Copies the SELECT statement for the column to the Windows Clipboard

 Create
Sequence ...

Shows a modal dialog for creating a sequence that will insert a series of
consecutive numbers into the selected column. Both sequence name and
maximum sequence value are based on the table name (expanded with a '_SEQ'
suffix) and the data precision of the column.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.2.4 Constraints

This sheet shows the constraints on various table columns. Clicking on the plus
sign to the left of the constraint name brings up a popup window with additional
information.

The grid shows the following:
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Constraint name
DDL-Definition of the primary key, unique, foreign-key or check constraint
Is the constraint deferrable?
Is the constraint immediately deferrable?
Object status (ENABLED, DISABLED)
Was this constraint system-validated?
Constraint name corresponding to an index. Reminder: Oracle recommends
that you create an index on foreign key columns, since this should prevent a full
table lock of the detail table after a row of the referenced master table is
updated.
Last change time stamp, i.e. the date when this constraint was last enabled or
disabled.

 

In the example above, two plus signs have been clicked—one for a foreign key,
with Referenced constraints selected, and one for a check constraint, with
Columns selected.

The following context operations are available from the grid:

Add Primary Key,
Unique

Shows a modal dialog for adding the new primary key or a new unique
constraint to the table.

Add Foreign Key Shows a modal dialog for adding a foreign key to another table.

Add check Shows a modal dialog for adding a check constraint to the table.

Properties/Alter/
Rename

Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying the primary key/unique
key , foreign key or check constraint definition. KeepTool drops and re-
creates the constraint to perform changes in the constraint definition. If an
exception occurs, KeepTool re-creates the constraint with the saved old
definition.

Drop Drops the selected constraint(s).

 Create index on FK
columns ...

Shows the Create index dialog for creating an index on the foreign key
columns.

Enable Enables a disabled constraint.
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Disable Disables a constraint.

Show Exceptions Shows all rows not conforming to a disabled or non-validated constraint.

 Copy to clipboard Shows a submenu to copy either the constraint name or a generated
WHERE col1 = :col1 ... AND coln = :coln condition condition to the

Windows clipboard.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.3.2.5 Indexes and Index Partitions

When it opens, the sheet shows basic information related to indexes for the
currently selected table, such as:

Index name
Uniqueness
Index type (Normal, Bitmapped)
Status (Is the Index valid?)
Visibility
Tablespace
Storage information ( Partitioned?, Compressed? % Free?)
Timestamp of creation
Timestamp of last DLL change
Timestamp for the last table analyze
Flags
Cache
Statistics
Parallel
Temporary
Domain index
Freelists
Statistics
IOT
Transactions
Extent Size (K)
Number of extents
Index Type
Usage Monitoring
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The following context operations are available:

Create index  Shows a modal dialog for creating a new index on the table.

 Rename  Renames the index. KeepTool drops the index and re-creates
it with the new name.

Drop  Drops an existing index.

Properties/Alter/
Rebuild

 Shows a modal dialog for viewing or changing storage
parameters or for rebuilding the index in another tablespace.

 Index statistics Gather Index
Statistics

Uses dbms_stats.gather_index_stats to gather index
statistics.

  Delete Index
Statistics

Uses dbms_stats.delete_index_stats to delete index
statistics.

  Validate Structure Analyzes index and validates structure.

Analyze
(deprecated)

Allows computing, estimating and deleting of table
statistics.

 Logging  Allows logging for the index to be turned on or off.

Monitoring
usage

Allows monitoring to be turned on or off.

Estimate space  Estimates disk space requirement for the index.

 Copy to
clipboard

Index name Copies the index name to the clipboard

  Where condition Generates a WHERE col1 = :col1 ... AND coln = :coln
condition about all indexed columns and copies it to the
Windows clipboard.

Grid View  For more information, see object window

Indexed Columns

Further information about the columns associated with an index becomes
available by clicking on the plus sign to the left of the index name, such as:
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Column name
Nullable, i.e. does the column allow NULL values?
Data type of the column.

 

2.3.2.6 Triggers

The grid lists triggers for the selected table, including:
Firing order—the lower the number, the sooner the trigger fires. The relative
firing order of triggers with the same number is unpredictable.
Trigger name
Trigger type, i.e. when the trigger fires - BEFORE or AFTER the event
Level: STMT or ROW (= for each row)
Event
Valid (check box)
Enabled (check box)
Time stamps of creation and last DDL time
Trigger Owner

Using the plus sign to the left of the trigger list opens a sub-view which shows
detailed information concering columns, dependencies and orderding used in the
selected trigger. In the lower part the trigger code is presented in an editor window.
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New in Hora 10 there is support for Compound Triggers. These are especially
useful to avoid the mutating table error. 

Right-Click-> Create... brings up the "Create Trigger" dialog.
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The following context operations are available:

Edit in new
window

Opens the trigger body code in a new editor window.

Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new trigger. You can specify when the trigger
should fire. The body will initially be empty (NULL); you can change it in the editor
window.

Drop Drops the selected trigger.

Compile Compiles the trigger.

 Compile
debug

Compiles the trigger with debug options

Enable Enables the highlighted trigger.

 Enable all Enables all the triggers for the table.

Disable Disables the highlighted trigger.

 Disable all Disables all the triggers for the table.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

The trigger body code is displayed below the grid. The code  can be modified in
this window and recompiled by pressing F9, or Create or Replace from the Toolbar
or the context menu.

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the trigger name produces the following
additional information about the selected trigger:

Columns referenced by the trigger
Objects on which the trigger depends
Firing order definitions

 

2.3.2.7 Table Partitions

The upper part of the window shows the partition type and detail information
about each partition of the current table:

Partition number
Partition name
Tablespace
High Value
High value length
% Free
% Used
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Ini Trans
Max Trans
Initial Extent
Next Extent
Min Extent
Max Extent
%Increase
Freelists
Freelist Groups
Logging
Num Rows
Blocks
Empty Blocks
Avg Space
Chn Count
Avg Row Len
Sample Size
Last Analyzed
Buffer Pool

The following context operations are available:

Copy to
clipboard

Copies partition name to the clipboard

 Add Adds a new partition to the table.

Drop Drops the partition.
Attention: this means that all data in the partition will be deleted.

 Truncate Truncates partition, i.e. deletes the entire partition contents using the TRUNCATE
statement.

 Rename Allows you to rename the partition.

Analyze Gathers statistics

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.3.2.8 Privileges

The grid shows all privileges that have been granted on the table, with grantees
down the left side and privileges across the top. A capital X shows a privilege that
has been granted with the grant option; otherwise a lowercase x is used.

Clicking on the plus sign displays table privileges that have been specified by
column. The fact that SCOTT has the UPDATE privilege only on specified columns
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of the table is shown by the ellipsis, and the popup shows the columns for which it
has been granted.

 

 

The Toolbar and the context menu allow the following operations:

 Grant Shows a modal dialog for granting privileges on the current table to users or roles..

 Revoke Revokes grants made on the current table. This may be either for all privileges
previously granted (by selecting one or more grantees) or for a selected individual
privilege (if the row itself is not selected).

 

2.3.2.9 Synonyms

This tab shows a list of all private and public synonyms of the current table or
view, including the:

Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

The following context operations are available:

Create Synonym Shows a modal dialog for creating a synonym.

Drop Drops a synonym.

Properties/Alter Changes synonym properties

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

2.3.2.10 Master/Detail Relations

The form displays master/detail relations between the current table and other
tables. The diagram shows all immediate parents and children defined by
referential integrity constraints. To the left of the current table, you can see all of its
parent tables, while the children are displayed on the right. A red line shows that the
child table row will be deleted when its parent table row is deleted - in other words
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all COMPONENT_PRICE rows will be deleted with their associated COMPONENT
row.

By double-clicking on any table, you can update the diagram to show the parents
and children of that table.

 

 

The following context operations are available:

Find selected
table

Updates the diagram to focus on the selected table and its related tables; also updates
the currently selected table in the overview list.

Previous diagram Updates the diagram to focus on the previously selected table, and points to it in the
overview list.

Copy Copies the diagram to the Windows Clipboard.

Print

2.3.2.11 Object Dependencies

The Oracle database contains various kinds of database objects, where objects
are by definition dependent on the status of other object(s). If an object with
dependencies changes or becomes invalid, all other objects depending on the
object also become invalid.

The Dependencies tab shows the dependencies between the currently selected
table or view and other database objects, in both directions, as shown in the
illustration below.

Clicking on the "Referenced by" plus sign produces a list of all the objects that
refer to the selected table—in this case, a procedure and some triggers.

"References" shows objects that are referred to in the table's DDL, such as the
user-defined type of one of the table's columns.
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2.3.2.12 Data Contents

 It is possible to switch back and forth between Grid View, Record View ,Text
View, Chart View, Tree View and Cross Table View using a set of tabs at the top of
the grid.

The basic views are:

Grid view shows the data in spreadsheet form. You can change the order of the
columns by dragging the column header with the mouse. Each column can be
resized by dragging the column header divider. You can scroll up and down to
see additional table rows.
Record View shows the table as a series of cards, with the columns listed
vertically. You can scroll to the left and the right to see additional table rows.

In both the grid and record views, you can update data by overtyping, once the
current contents have been selected. You can also copy, cut, and paste using the
standard Windows key combinations Ctrl + c, Ctrl + x, Ctrl + v.

The Data Contents page comes with an automatic master-detail view. If a
master-detail relationship is defined through a foreign key, you can see tabs for
detail tables below the master table. Use the tabs at the bottom to switch between 
No details and any table that has a foreign-key relationship to the current table. In
the example below, the HISTORY table's tab has been selected, so that HISTORY
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records for CUSTOMER 342 are automatically shown.

An additional tab to the right of the detail-table tabs, Open New Table..., allows
any other table to appear in this window. You have the option of specifying a filter
when clicking this tab, to specify a subset of the table. This comes in handy when
there is a relationship with the master table that is not defined with a foreign-key
constraint. You can specify such a relationship with the syntax parent_id = :id,
where :id represents the column name in the new table, and parent_id is the
matching column in the parent table.

This illustration below also depicts Hora's lookup function. By clicking on the
ellipsis in the EMPLOYEE column, the DEPARTMENT table has been brought up
in a popup window.

From the Grid view, you can also replace the current grid with one representing a
master or detail table. Hora does this using the defined referential integrity
constraints. Use the context menu items Goto master table and Goto detail table to
move to the selected master or detail table, and the related rows of the selected
table are displayed. A filter is implicitly set. You can clear it to see the entire table.

The font style of the column header tells more about the table column properties:
Underlined columns are required (non-nullable).

The Record View below shows how dates can be shown on a calendar, and time
on a clock.
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Clicking on a non-indexed numeric columns in the grid or record view brings up a
calculator.

Some enhanced features simplify the entering of data into the table:
When a new record is being inserted, default values are automatically
displayed.
The row copy function allows you to insert test data by copying a master record
and modifying only primary key and unique key columns.
You can update the contents of any view column that is not marked as non-
updatable through graying. This is possible as long as the row in the view
points to a unique row in the underlying table.
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For BLOBs and CLOBs, you can click on the ellipsis to open the memo editor.
The memo editor lets you specify a file from which to load data. It also lets you
edit character data, and save the contents to a file.

In Grid View, you can change the order in which rows are displayed by clicking
on the column header and dragging it to the left or right. In addition, using the
context menu, you can order the rows by any combination of columns contained in
an index.

You can enter any valid SQL expression in the filter combo box. The drop-down
list contains all recently used filters. Click the Filter Active button to apply the filter.
Release the button to clear or change the filter.

More information and examples for the other views can be found in the 
Manipulating the data grid section.

The following context operations are available:

First Navigates to the first record.

Prior Navigates to the prior record.

Next Navigates to the next record.

Last Navigates to the last record.

Insert Inserts an empty record and switches into edit mode.

Insert Copy Inserts a copy of the current record and switches to edit mode.

Delete Deletes the current record.

Edit Switches the current record into edit mode.

Post Posts the changed record to the database server, causing the update to be
committed.

Cancel Cancels changes made to the current record.

Filter by selection Filters the result set to rows containing the selected cell value in the current
column.

 Goto master table The menu displays a submenu that shows the names of all master tables of the
current table. The foreign-key name in [braces] allows you to choose between
multiple master tables.
The data grid will change to display the contents of the selected table. A filter
is generated that ensures that you see only data matching the selected row of
the current table. You will see only the master record referenced by the foreign
key..

 Goto detail table The menu displays a submenu that shows the names of all detail tables of the
current table. The foreign-key name in [braces] lets you choose between
multiple detail tables.
The data grid will change to display the contents of the selected table. A filter
is generated that ensures that you see only data matching the selected row of
the current table. You will see only detail records referenced by the foreign key.
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 Number as MS
windows color

Sometimes MS-Windows colors are stored in the database as their numerical
representations. The menu item shows the windows color dialog to let you
choose any Windows color and store its numerical representation in the
selected field.

Report Invokes the Reporting facility.

Excel export Automatically exports the table to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

XML Export Invokes the XML Export dialog.

 Export Wizard Invokes the Export Wizard facility.

 Import Wizard Invokes the Import Wizard facility.

Create INSERT
script

Creates a series of INSERT statements from the current result set. This
simplifies data transfer to other applications, version management of basic
stock data and data comparison between different databases.

 Create UPDATE
script

Creates a series of UPDATE statements from the current result set. Editing this
script would allow selected columns and rows to be updated with new values.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.2.13 Access

The access page shows which sessions are currently accessing the table. The
following information is displayed:

SID (Session identifier)
AudSID (Auditing session identifier, which is unique during the lifetime of the
database)
Machine
OS User
Process
Program
Serial number
Status
Terminal
Username

2.3.2.14 Audit

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any of the following
statements for the currently selected object:

ALTER, AUDIT, COMMENT, DELETE, EXECUTE, GRANT, INDEX, INSERT,
LOCK, REFERENCES, RENAME, SELECT, UPDATE.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
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executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.

For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected table.

No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected table.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

2.3.2.15 Statistics

The statistics view shows information about table and column statistics, histograms,
statistic history and preferences.

The top part of the window shows the last statistics updates on the left and the number of
table modifications and table size statistics in the middle view. In the right part of the top
window you can change the way the statistics are beeing shown by entering your own
preferences.

The lower part of the window shows statistics of the tables columns and a frequency
histogram.
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2.3.3 Data Browser

2.3.3.1 Introduction

The Data Contents Browser facilitates the viewing and editing of several tables
or views at the same time. The contents display can easily be tailored to bring in
only related rows from other tables. Navigation from one table or view to another is
a simple as clicking on a tab. The Data Contents Browser permits updating,
inserting, deleting, and copying of rows.

For simplicity, we will refer here to both tables and views here as "tables."

The Data Contents Browser does not have Overview or drill-down tabs. Instead,
its tabs represent the tables that have been brought into the Browser. A list of all
tables and views in the schema is always available on the left side of the display.

The Data Contents Browser is part of both Hora and HoraLight.

Opening and Populating the Browser

The Data Contents Browser may be opened by clicking on its icon on the
Sidebar.

Alternatively, you can open it from the Overview sheet of Hora's Tables page. In
this case, the Data Contents Browser will open with the contents of the current table
on the Tables page.

You may also bring into the Browser, via the Load Button on the Toolbar, or
Object | Workset | Load on the menu, any selection of tables and filters as they
appeared in a previous Hora session, if you previously saved your settings.
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When opened from the Sidebar, the Data Browser needs to have one or more
tables or views brought into it manually. You will see a list of all tables in the schema
and a checkbox that lets you add the schema's views to the list.

You can bring a table into view either by double-clicking on it, or selecting it and
pressing the Open Table/View button. Using the button will give you the opportunity
to specify a filter before loading the table.

It will also give you the option of selecting a table from another schema, using a
schema selector.

Once a table is selected, its contents will appear in the Browser, with a new tab
representing it.

A third way of bring new tables into the Data Contents Browser is through the
Browser's own context menu, where the Goto master table and Goto detail table
menu items appear. This will automatically engage a filter that will bring in only rows
from the master or detail table that are related to the row at which the cursor is
placed in the current table.

Removing Tables or Views from the Display

You can remove a table and its tab by clearing the check box on its tab; or by
right-clicking its tab, then Close.

Before closing the Data Contents Browser, you have the ability to save the list of
currently open tables and filters in effect by pressing the Save button on the
Toolbar, or by using the menu items Object | Workset | Save. You will be prompted
to specify a location where the table list will be saved as an XML file.
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2.3.3.2 Displaying and Filtering Tables and Views

The display formats used by in the Data Contents Browser are the same as on
the Data Contents sheet of the Tables Page in the full version of Hora.

The same views are available: the grid (or spreadsheet) view appears by default.
Different views can be selected with the tabs on the top of the grid.

The Data Contents Browser also lets you view the table ordered by the contents
of a particular column if you drag that column to the dark blue bar at the top.

The context menu for the data grid is very similar to that of the Data Contents
sheet of the Tables page, and is reproduced here for reference. The buttons also
appear on the Toolbar.

First Navigates to the first record.

Prior Navigates to the prior record.

Next Navigates to the next record.

Last Navigates to the last record.

Insert Inserts an empty record and switches into edit mode.

Insert Copy Inserts a copy of the current record and switches to edit mode.

Delete Deletes the current record.

Edit Switches the current record into edit mode.

Post Posts the changed record to the database server, causing the update to be
committed.
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Cancel Cancels changes made to the current record.

Filter by selection Filters the result set to rows containing the selected cell value in the current
column.

 Goto master table The menu displays a submenu that shows the names of all master tables of the
current table. The foreign-key name in [braces] allows you to choose between
multiple master tables.
The data grid will change to display the contents of the selected table. A filter
is generated that ensures that you see only data matching the selected row of
the current table. You will see only the master record referenced by the foreign
key..

 Goto detail table The menu displays a submenu that shows the names of all detail tables of the
current table. The foreign-key name in [braces] lets you choose between
multiple detail tables.
The data grid will change to display the contents of the selected table. A filter
is generated that ensures that you see only data matching the selected row of
the current table. You will see only detail records referenced by the foreign key.

 Number as MS
windows color

Sometimes MS-Windows colors are stored in the database as their numerical
representations. The menu item shows the windows color dialog to let you
choose any Windows color and store its numerical representation in the
selected field.

Report Invokes the Reporting facility.

Excel export Automatically exports the table to a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet

XML Export Invokes the XML Export dialog.

 Export Wizard Invokes the Export Wizard facility.

 Import Wizard Invokes the Import Wizard facility.

Create INSERT
script

Creates a series of INSERT statements from the current result set. This
simplifies data transfer to other applications, version management of basic
stock data and data comparison between different databases.

 Create UPDATE
script

Creates a series of UPDATE statements from the current result set. Editing this
script would allow selected columns and rows to be updated with new values.

Grid View For more information, see object window

Filtering

If you bring a table into the browser using the Go to master table or Go to detail
table context menu items, a filter based on the current row of the current table will
be automatically applied.

In this case, as in other cases where filtered data is being viewed, the filter can
be turned off, and the grid repopulated by clicking on Clear Filter.

If you bring a table into the Data Contents Browser by clicking on its Open New
Table tab, you are also given the opportunity to apply a filter before displaying any
rows.

Previously used filters are available from the Filter field's drop-down box.
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When viewing either an entire table or a filtered table, you have the option of
applying another filter either by coding it in the Filter field, or by invoking the graphic
filter builder.

To create a new filter graphically, you will need to open the Where condition
dialog by clicking on the button with the ellipsis. This will open a dialog that lets you
select a column, then apply a condition to it. The condition may be built either by
clicking on buttons, or may be entered directly into the Condition field. In this
example, one filter condition has already been created (COUNTRY_ID= 'US').

Once we click the Add to Filter button, the Filter field will be updated, and the
filter will automatically be applied, as seen here:
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Clicking Replace Filter will also cause the grid to be immediately updated with
the new filter condition.

If you select a filter from the drop-down box, you will need to click the Apply Filter
button at the top of the Data Contents Browser window.

The Clear Filter button automatically updates the grid with the entire contents of
the table.

 

 

2.3.3.3 Saving and Loading Configurations

The Data Contents Browser allows the saving and reloading of the current
configuration. This means that information regarding which tables or views are
currently in the display, including filter settings and changes to the default column
display, can be stored in an XML file using the Save button on the Toolbar, or via
the Object menu.

A suggested file name is composed of the user name and connect string.
However, a given user may override this file name and save multiple configurations
under different names.

After reopening the Browser, a user can use the Load button to designate the
configuration to be opened. After you select a configuration, tables will then be re-
queried, and the (filtered) results will appear automatically. An error message will
be displayed if one or more tables in the saved configuration no longer exist, but all
other tables will be displayed.

2.3.4 Sequences

2.3.4.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing sequences in the
current schema. It consists of multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs organizes
information about sequences into the following categories:
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2.3.4.2 Overview Sequences

Overview Sequences is the default sheet. It shows the following information about
the current user's sequences:

Sequence name
Minimum value of the sequence
Maximum value of the sequence
Increment By, i.e. value by which sequence is incremented
Cycle, i.e. does sequence wrap around on reaching the limit?
Order, i.e. are sequence numbers generated in order?
Cache size, i.e. number of sequence numbers to cache
Last number, i.e. last sequence number written to disk. The next reference to
SEQUENCE.NEXTVAL will return a number between LAST_NUMBER-
CACHE_SIZE+1 AND LAST_NUMBER+1..
Progress, i.e. position of last_number in the range of min_value and
max_value, expressed as a percentage
Time stamp of creation
Last DDL time
Status

The following context operations are available:

Create Creates a new sequence.

Drop Drops a sequence.

Properties/Alter Views and modifies sequence properties.

Increment Increments the sequence to a higher number.

Copy to clipboard Creates a "SELECT sequence.CURRVAL FROM DUAL" statement and copies
it into the Windows clipboard.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the sequence to a file

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.4.3 Privileges

The Privileges tab displays all privileges granted for the selected sequence:

The root entries of the outline show the grantees of any privilege for the
sequence. The child nodes show which privileges have been granted.

The following context operations are available:

Grant Grants privileges on the sequence to a user or a role.

Revoke Revokes privileges on the sequence from a user or a role.
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2.3.4.4 Synonyms

This tab shows a list of all private and public synonyms of the sequence:
Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

The following context operations are available:

Create Synonym Creates a private or public synonym for the sequence.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Properties/Alter Changes the synonym.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.3.4.5 Object Dependencies

The Oracle database contains various kinds of database objects, where objects
are by definition dependent on the status of other object(s). If an object with
dependencies changes or becomes invalid, all other objects depending on the
object also become invalid. The form shows the dependencies between the current
sequence and other database objects. Clicking on the plus sign produces a list of
objects that reference the sequence—typically triggers.

 

2.3.4.6 Audit (Sequences)

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any relevant
statements for the currently selected object.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.

For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
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Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected sequence.

No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected sequence.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

 

2.3.5 PL/SQL Objects

2.3.5.1 Introduction

The PL/SQL Objects page provides an environment for developing and
maintaining packages, procedures, functions and trigger.

 

 

2.3.5.2 Overview PL/SQL Objects

Overview PL/SQL Objects is the default sheet. It presents a list of all packages,
package bodies, procedures, functions and triggers in the selected schema. 

The information contained on this page is classified by the following groups:

PL/SQL object
Status / Timestamps
DB Object Cache (Disabled by default)
PL / SQL Debug

Use the tabs below the data grid to switch between
Packages
Package bodies
Procedures
Functions
Trigger

To improve performance, the display of the relevant synonyms can be turned off by
clearing the Include Synonyms check box in the upper right corner of the window.
Hora saves the option that you choose and remembers it the next time that you use
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the same database connection. 

 If you have selected the Packages tab and the check box is selected, the display
will include both packages in the current schema and all synonyms of packages in
the current database. Synonyms can be distinguished from packages by their icon.
This applies to the Package Bodies, Procedures, and all other tabs, as well. 

 
Synonyms of PL/SQL objects that are outside the current database are not

displayed for performance reasons. To see these synonyms, click the Synonyms
icon in the Sidebar.

The icons beneath the PL/SQL object name in the first grid column also indicate
the PL/SQL object type. Invalid objects are grayed. Objects with errors are
displayed in red.

The following context operations are available:

Edit in new
window

Opens a separate editor window.

Create Creates a new, empty PL/SQL package, package body, procedure or function
(depending on the tab selected from the bottom) from a template. You will be
prompted to enter a name and the source code.

Create
Wrapped

Drop Drops the current PL/SQL object.

Properties Shows properties of the current PL/SQL object.

 Replace Replaces the source code with the contents of the source code editor. This menu
item is only enabled if the source code page is active too.

Compile Compiles the current PL/SQL object.

 Compile Debug Compiles the current PL/SQL object with debugging information. This enables PL/
SQL Debugger to evaluate and modify values of local variables when the Debugger
has stopped within the PL/SQL object.

Copy to
clipboard

Pin to SGA
(keep)

Pins the current PL/SQL object to the SGA. It will always be kept in memory.

Unpin from
SGA (unkeep)

Unpins the current PL/SQL object from the SGA. Now it can be swapped out of
memory.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Search Searches for a string within all PL/SQL objects of the current schema. You can see a
list of all hits.

Grid View For more information, see object window
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The Overview shows the status of the object (valid or invalid), and the creation
and last DDL timestamps.

It also shows statistics about the object's status in the SGA, taken from the
V$DB_OBJECT_CACHE view. For objects that have been swapped out of
memory, this information may be populated by compiling the object from the context
menu.

2.3.5.3 Source Code

The left side of the window shows the object names from the Overview sheet,
while the right side allows editing of the PL/SQL code.

The Most Recently Viewed combo box above the code window lists all PL/SQL
objects viewed in the current session.

The Goto Proc. combo box to the immediate right allows rapid navigation
between procedures and functions within a package specification or body.

To the right is a button with a >> sign. This allows a repeat find for either a
highlighted procedure or function, or for any string that searched for once.

 The code window incorporates the integrated editor features that are described
separately here. You can also use the following features

Create or replace (F9) Replaces the source code on the server with the contents of the source code
editor.

to apply the editor changes to the server. Hora raises an exception if you try to
replace a PL/SQL package that has been changed by another Oracle session.

If a compile error occurs, an alert box describing the error appears. Any lines with
errors remain highlighted until the error is corrected.

2.3.5.4 Call Interface

The page allows generation of an anonymous PL/SQL block for running any
procedure or function within a package. Select any procedure or function of the
current package from the upper list. The editor below the list shows an
automatically generated anonymous PL/SQL block that gives you a skeleton for
calling the procedure or function including:

Parameter declaration
Initialization of input parameters
Procedure/function call
Server output showing output parameters

Modify the input parameter initialization and run the PL/SQL block by right
clicking on Query | Execute or by using the corresponding context bar button.
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2.3.5.5 Privileges

The list displays all privileges granted for the selected PL/SQL object.

The root entries of the outline show the grantees of any privilege on the PL/SQL
object. The child nodes show which privileges have been granted.

The following context operations are available:

Grant Grants privileges for the PL/SQL object to a user or a role.

Revoke Revokes privileges for the PL/SQL object from a user or a role.

2.3.5.6 Synonyms

This displays a list of all private and public synonyms of the PL/SQL object:
Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

The following context operations are available:

Create
Synonym

Creates a private or public synonym for the PL/SQL object.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Properties/
Alter

Changes the synonym.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.5.7 Dependencies

The Oracle database contains various kinds of database objects, where objects
are by definition dependent on the status of other objects. If an object with
dependencies changes or becomes invalid, all other objects depending on the
object also become invalid. The form shows the dependencies between the
selected PL/SQL object and other database objects.

 

2.3.5.8 Auditing

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any of the following
statements for the currently selected object:

ALTER, AUDIT, COMMENT, DELETE, EXECUTE, GRANT, INDEX, INSERT,
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LOCK, REFERENCES, RENAME, SELECT, UPDATE.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.

For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected object.

No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected object.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

 

2.3.6 Synonyms

2.3.6.1 Introduction

This page gives an overview of synonyms for objects of various types for the
current schema.

 

 

2.3.6.2 Overview Synonyms

Overview Synonyms is the default sheet. This shows a list of all synonyms
accessible to the current schema, regardless of the type of synonym. The object
being referred to can be in the current schema, in the current database, or even in
another database. 

The following information is displayed:

Synonym name
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Synonym status
Time stamp of synonym creation
Last DDL Time stamp
Type of the referenced object
Owner of the referenced object
Name of the referenced object
Database link to the referenced object

Note that the owner of the referenced object may be different from the current
schema (the one selected in the schema selector box in the lower left corner of the
screen.

At any one time, only synonyms owned by a particular schema are visible. To see
public synonyms, you must select PUBLIC from the schema selector box.

The following context operations are available:

Create Synonym Provides a modal dialog for creating a new synonym.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Properties/Alter Changes the synonym.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.6.3 Privileges

The list displays all privileges granted on the current synonym.

The root entries of the outline show the grantees of any privilege on the synonym.
The child nodes show to whom the privileges have been granted.

Clicking on the plus sign before the grantee will bring up a popup showing grants
on individual columns.

The following context operations are available:

Grant Grants privileges on the synonym to a user or a role.

Revoke Revokes privileges on the synonym from a user or a role.

 

2.3.6.4 Synonyms

This shows a list of all private and public synonyms of the synonym:
Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

The following context operations are available:
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Create
Synonym

Creates a private or public synonym for the synonym.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Properties/
Alter

Changes the synonym.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.3.7 Jobs

2.3.7.1 Introduction (Jobs)

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing jobs associated with
the current schema or current user.

 

2.3.7.2 Overview Jobs

This page currently contains two tabs: the Overview Jobs tab and the Refresh
Group tab. At the bottom of the grid are two more tabs. One shows jobs of the
current user, and the other jobs of all users.

Depending on which tab is selected below the grid, you see a list of all jobs
either

owned by the current schema or
that the connected user is allowed to see.

The grid shows the following columns:
Job identifier. Neither import/export nor repeated executions change it.
What body of anonymous PL/SQL this job executes
Log User, i.e. USER who was logged in when the job was submitted
Priv User, i.e. USER whose default privileges apply to this job
Schema User, i.e. which schema will be applied to object references without a
prefix
Last Date, i.e. date that this job was last successfully executed
Last Sec. i.e. same as Last Date. This is when the job was last successfully
executed
This Date: Date that this job started executing (usually null if not executing)
This Sec: Same as This Date. This is when the job started executing
Next Date: Date that this job will next be executed
Next Sec: Same as Next Date. The job becomes due for execution at this time.
Total Time: Total wall clock time spent by the system on this job, in seconds
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Broken: If Y, no attempt is being made to run this job.
Interval: A date function, evaluated at the start of execution, becomes next
NEXT_DATE
Failures: How many times has this job started and failed since it last
succeeded?

The following context operations are available:

Submit new job   Shows a modal dialog to submit a new job.

Remove   Removes an existing job.

Change   Changes an existing job

 Set Broken True Suspends execution of the job.

  False Continuous execution of the job.

Run   Runs the job immediately.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Grid View   For more information, see object window

A group box below the grid displays the following job-related initialization
parameters:

Job queue processes
Job queue interval

2.3.8 Scheduler

2.3.8.1 Introduction

The Scheduler page offers a graphic interface to Database 10g's
DBMS_SCHEDULER package, which offers a great deal more flexibility and
options for creating and scheduling jobs.

Jobs defined to with this package execute programs. These programs may be
stored procedures, PL/SQL blocks, or executable programs defined to the
operating system.

The Scheduler interface consists tabs for the following subjects:
Jobs
Programs
Schedules
Job classes
Windows
Window Groups
Global Attributes
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2.3.8.2 Jobs tab

The Jobs tab lists all jobs visible to the user, taken from DBA/
ALL_SCHEDULER_JOBS. Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the job name
results in the display of additional information about the selected job, from DBA/
ALL_SCHEDULER_JOB_RUN_DETAILS and DBA/
ALL_SCHEDULER_JOB_LOG.

2.3.8.3 Programs tab

Generally speaking, a job will execute a program, which can be either a PL/SQL
block, a stored procedure, or an operating system executable. The programs tab
displays information from DBA/ALL_SCHEDULER_PROGRAMS.

In the above example, the user SYS owns programs that execute Oracle-defined
packages and other programs with       an anonymous block, whose code you can
see by hovering over the Action column.

By right-clicking on the grid, you can define or drop a program.
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In this example, the program would be an anonymous block. If you wanted to
execute a stored procedure instead, program action would be the procedure's
name, optionally including the owner and package name.

For an executable file, you would enclose the full path to the executable in quotes.

2.3.8.4 Schedules tab

Looking back at the Jobs tab for a moment, we can see examples of three
different ways of defining when a job should run:

The first entry, PURGE_LOG, runs according to a defined schedule.
DRA_REEVALUATE_OPEN_FAILURES is assigned to a window group that
consists of two windows: WEEKNIGHT_WINDOW and WEEKEND_WINDOW.
These windows define different parts of the week, within which jobs run at a
predetermined frequency.

The third example, RSE$CLEAN_RECOVERABLE_SCRIPT, has its frequency
defined as part of the job definition.

The Schedules tab shows information about existing schedules, from DBA/
ALL_SCHEDULER_SCHEDULES:

By right-clicking on the Schedules grid, you can build a new schedule, such as
this one, which will set up a job to run hourly for the next seven days:
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You will find some new terms for specifying the repeat interval in the PL/SQL
Packages and Types documentation—such as "minutely" and "secondly." You can
also go so far as to specify the exact day and time when a job is to run.

2.3.9 Pipes

2.3.9.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing pipes in the current
schema. It currently consists of only one sheet:  Overview Pipes.

2.3.9.2 Pipes

The page displays a list of all pipes in the database.
Owner
Pipe name
Size

The following context operations are available:

Create pipe ... Creates a new pipe. You will be prompted to enter a name.

Remove ... Removes the pipe.

Send message ... Shows a modal dialog to send a message into the pipe.

Receive message ... Shows a modal dialog to receive and view a message from the pipe.

Purge ... Purges the pipe.

Grid View For more information, see object window
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2.3.10 Database Links

2.3.10.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing links to other
databases. It consists of multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs controls the
behavior of the form by activating the corresponding sheet.

2.3.10.2 Overview Database Links

Overview Database Links is the default sheet. You see a list of all of the current
schema's database links, including:

Database link name
Remote user name
Host name, i.e. Oracle Net service name that will be used to establish the
connection to the remote server.
Creation time of the database link

The following context operations are available:

Create ... Creates a new database link.

Drop Drops the selected database link(s).

 Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

 
Copy name
to
clipboard

Copies the name of the database link to the Windows clipboard.

Ping Sends a Ping-Command to the database link.

Properties/
Alter...

Allows the user to change properties of an existing database link.

Grid View For more information, see object window

The group box below the grid displays local database settings:
Global database name. Use the ellipsis button to rename the database.
Global names usage. Use the ellipsis button to alter the system parameter.
Number of open links per session. Oracle's default is four.
Number of open links per instance. Oracle's default is four.

Please check these settings if you are planning a link from a remote database to
the local one. If the value of the "global_names" initialization parameter is TRUE,
the name of each database link pointing to the local database must be the same as
its global database name.
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2.3.10.3 Synonyms

The list displays all synonyms owned by the currently selected schema for
schema objects in the remote database. Public synonyms, being owned by
PUBLIC, are shown when PUBLIC is selected in the schema selector box.:

Owner
Synonym name
Table (or view) owner
Table (or view) name

The following context operations are available:

Create Creates a new local synonym for a remote object.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.3.10.4 Snapshots

The upper list displays all snapshots that use the current database link:
Snapshot owner
Snapshot name, i.e. the view used by users and applications for viewing the
snapshot
Table name, i.e. table the snapshot is stored in
Master view, i.e. view of the master table, owned by the snapshot owner, used
for refreshes
Master table owner
Next, i.e. date function used to determine the next refresh date
Master, i.e. name of the master table that this snapshot is a copy of
Master link, i.e. name of the database link to the master site
Start with, i.e. the date function used to compute next refresh dates
Query, i.e. the original query that this snapshot is an instantiation of
Refresh method, i.e. the values used to drive a fast refresh of the snapshot

The following context operations are available:

Create ... Shows a modal dialog for creating a new snapshot through a database link.

Drop ... Drops the snapshot.

 Grid
View

For more information, see object window

The editor below the grid displays the query defining the selected snapshot.
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2.3.10.5 Transactions

The upper list shows information about incoming and outgoing connections for
pending transactions that use the current database link:

Local Transaction ID
In/out
DB-User owner
Interface
DB-ID
Session number
Branch

The second list shows information about distributed transactions awaiting
recovery:

Global transaction ID
State
Mixed
Advice
Transaction comment
Fail time
Force time
Retry time
OS user
Host
DB user
Commit number

2.3.11 Materialized Views (Snapshots)

2.3.11.1 Introduction (Materialized Views)

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing materialized views
(snapshots) in the current schema. Materialized views combine columns from
database tables into actual database objects, and can be updated as the contents
of the underlying tables change.

Hora's interface consists of the following overlapping sheets:
Overview Materialized Views
Query
Shows the query used to construct the view.

Detail Relations
Shows the detail tables associated with the view, from
ALL_MVIEW_DETAIL_RELATIONS.

Joins
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Shows the columns and operators used to join the tables.

Keys
Lists the columns in the materialized view, if any.

Aggregates
Lists the aggregates in the materialized view, if any.

Audit
Shows the current state of auditing against the materialized view.

2.3.11.2 Overview Materialized Views/Snapshots

Overview Materialized views is the default sheet. It presents a list of all
materialized views (snapshots) owned by the current schema. Major columns are:

Name
Status
Last Refresh
Next Refresh
Refresh Group

The following operations are available from the context menu.

Create ... Shows a modal dialog for creating a new snapshot or materialized view..

Compile Opens an SQL window with a compile statement.

Drop ... Drops the snapshot or materialized view.

Refresh Refreshes the selected materialized view.

Refresh
all

Refrehes all materialized views.

 Show
DDL

Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

 Grid
View

For more information, see object window

Below the grid, the privileges that were in effect at the time that the materialized
view was created are shown.

Below that are the initialization parameters that concern materialized views.

 

2.3.12 Materialized View Logs

2.3.12.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing snapshot logs in the
current schema. It consists of two overlapping sheets. Use the tabs to select a
sheet.
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2.3.12.2 Overview Materialized View Logs

Overview Materialized View Logs is the default sheet. It shows a list of all
snapshot logs owned by the current schema:

Log table
Log trigger
Master
Filter columns
Primary key
RowIDs

 Create ... Shows a modal dialog for creating a new snapshot log.

Drop ... Drops the snapshot log.

Show
DDL

Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Grid
View

For more information, see object window

 

 

2.3.12.3 Registered Snapshots

The page shows snapshots from remote databases that are registered in the
current snapshot log. The upper part of the window shows a data grid with the
following information:

Owner of the snapshot
Snapshot name
Refresh method
Current snapshots
Can use log?
Snapshot site
Updatable?
Version

The bottom part of the page shows the SQL query that defines the snapshot in
an editor window.
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2.4 The "Additional" page

2.4.1 Schema

2.4.1.1 Introduction

The new Schema page contains information regarding the status of all objects in
the currently selected schema.

 

Click on any of the following links for information about the various tabs on this
page:

Privileges
Role Hierarchy
Schema dependencies
Policies
Invalid Objects
PL/SQL Errors
Not validated Constraints
Disabled Triggers
Schema Triggers
Recycle Bin

2.4.1.2 Privileges

This page shows a cross table with all objects of the currently selected schema
and role grantees. Granted privileges are indicated by a sequence of characters,
where each  is a placeholder symbol for the appropriate privilege.

S Select

I Insert

U Update

D Delete

E Execute

The following context menu operations are available from the data grid:

Report Invokes the Reports dialog

Excel Automatically exports the grid to an Excel file, and opens the file.

Show DDL Shows the DDL for any grants that the schema owner has made on the object.
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2.4.1.3 Role Hierarchy

The page shows a diagram of granted roles that are related to the current schema
and its dependencies. On the left it shows all roles that have received grants on
objects of the current schema. To the right it shows more complex roles that have
received grants on the basic roles, whereas each grant is represented by a line that
connects the roles.

2.4.1.4 Schema dependencies

This page shows relations with and dependencies from other schemes.

2.4.1.5 Policies

The Policies page contains information about security policies that are in effect
on objects in the current schema. These policies are put into effect with the
DBMS_RLS.ADD_POLICY procedure, when it refers to a specific type of DML,
schema, and object. An associated function defines an implied view that restricts
access to the table, view or synonym.

 

Data shown on the Policies page has its origin in the ALL_POLICIES dictionary
view. The following fields are shown:

 
Object owner
Object name
Policy function owner
Package containing the policy function
Name of the policy function
Types of DML for which the policy is in effect
Whether the check option is enforced for the policy
Whether the policy is enabled

The following context menu operations are available from the data grid. Please
note that to create a new policy, the function must first have been defined:

 Add policy Invokes the sys.dbms_rls.drop_policy procedure to add a new policy.

Drop policy Invokes the sys.dbms_rls.drop_policy procedure to drop the selected policy.

Show DLL... Generates DDL for the selected object to a file.

Grid View For more information, see object window.
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2.4.1.6 Invalid Objects

This page shows all objects with a status of INVALID belonging to the currently
selected schema, as well as their creation and last DDL time. The types of objects
are all those that can be subjected to an ALTER...COMPILE command.

The context menu allows the following operation:

Compile Recompiles the highlighted object

Compile all
invalid

Compiles all invalid objects

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.4.1.7 PL/SQL Errors

This page shows the contents of USER_ERRORS. The display is sorted so that
all errors for a given object are presented in sequence. In addition, for errors
incurred in compiling PL/SQL or Java code, the line number and position are given.

2.4.1.8 Not validated Constraints

This page shows disabled constraints belonging to the currently selected
schema. The display is ordered by table name, and includes the type of constraint
and for check constraints, the condition being checked for.

The context menu allows the following operations:

Enable Enables the highlighted trigger

Show
Exceptions

Lists table rows that do not conform to the constraint.

Grid View For more information, see object window.

 

2.4.1.9 Disabled Triggers

This page lists disabled triggers, grouped by the table they refer to. The type of
trigger is shown, as are the creation and last DDL dates, and both the object status
(VALID or INVALID) and the trigger status (DISABLED).

The context menu allows the following operations:
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Enable Enables the highlighted trigger

 

2.4.1.10 Schema Triggers

This sheet lists schema triggers for the current schema—those listed in the Data
Dictionary's ALL TRIGGERS view with BASE_OBJECT_TYPE equal to
'SCHEMA'. These triggers fire on either a DDL event or a database event
occurring within a particular schema.

This is essentially the same information presented on the Schema Triggers sheet
of the Users page. It is made available here for users who do not have access to
Hora's DBA functions to see their own schema triggers or those for which they have
been granted privileges by another user.

The following context menu operations are available from the grid:

Create Shows the Create Trigger dialog

Drop ... Drops the highlighted trigger

 Compile Compiles the highlighted trigger

 Compile Debug Compiles the highlighted trigger with the Debug option

Enable Enables the highlighted trigger

Disable Disables the highlighted trigger

 

2.4.1.11 Recycle Bin

The Recycle Bin tab sheet shows objects that have been dropped, but not
purged, from an Oracle 10g database. This data is taken from the
USER_RECYCLEBIN dictionary view. The context menu makes it possible to
purge the recycle bin for objects that have been dropped by the current schema.

2.4.2 Java

2.4.2.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing Java classes in the
current schema. It consists of multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you
select a sheet.
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2.4.2.2 Overview Java

Overview Java views is the default sheet. It shows a tree view of the package
structure of Java objects owned by the current schema. The tabs at the bottom of
the page indicate whether each leaf node represents a

Java class
Java resource
Java source or a
Java data object.

 

The following context menu operations are available from the main grid:

 Create Java ... Shows the "Create Java" dialog, which provides a skeleton for creating
Java source.

Drop ... Drops the Java object

 Load Java ... Shows the Load Java dialog for loading a java object from a file.

Search ... The Search dialog allows you to search Java objects for a given substring
without regard to package affiliation.

 Expand subtree Expands the selected tree node.

 Collapse subtree Collapses the selected tree node.

 

 

The grid below the outline shows various detail information about the selected
(leaf) node, depending on which tab is selected. For example, for the Class tab, the
following is displayed:

Time of creation
Last DDL time
Time stamp
Validity of the Java object
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Resolver

2.4.2.3 Source Code

The left side of the window shows the Java package structure from the overview
sheet, while the right part of the window allows editing of the Java source code.

The integrated editor is described separately. You can also use

Create or replace (F9) Replaces the source code on the server with the contents of the source code
editor.

to apply the editor changes to the server.

 

 

2.4.2.4 Privileges

This list displays all privileges granted on the current Java object.

The root entries of the outline show the grantees of privileges on the Java object.
The child nodes show which privileges have been granted.

The following context operations are available:
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Grant Grants privileges on the Java object to a user or a role.

Revoke Revokes privileges on the Java object from a user or a role.

 

2.4.2.5 Synonyms

This shows a list of all private and public synonyms of the Java object:
Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

The following context operations are available:

Create
Synonym

Creates a private or public synonym for the Java object.

Drop Drops the synonym.

Properties/
Alter

Changes the synonym.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.4.2.6 Dependencies

The Oracle database contains various kinds of database objects, where objects
are by definition dependent on the status of other object(s). If an object with
dependencies changes or becomes invalid, all other objects depending on the
object also become invalid. The form shows the dependencies between the current
Java object and other database objects. The left side of the tree shows all objects
that the current Java object depends on. The right side of the tree shows the objects
that depend on the current Java object.

 

2.4.3 Types

2.4.3.1 Introduction

This page gives a complete environment for creating and maintaining user-
defined types. It consists of multiple overlapping sheets, accessible through a set of
tabs.
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2.4.3.2 Overview Types

Overview Types is the default sheet. It presents a list of all PL/SQL types owned
by the current schema:

Type name
Type
Time stamps of creation and last DDL time
Status

Below the grid is another set of tabs that lets you switch between
Collection Types
Object Types
Object Type Bodies
Incomplete Types (where Oracle cannot specify the kind of type because of a
syntax error.)

Invalid objects are grayed. Objects with errors are shown in red.

The following context operations are available:

 Create Creates a new type.

Drop Drops a type.

Show DLL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

 Grid View For more information, see object window

.

2.4.3.3 Source Code

The left side of the window shows the type names from the overview sheet, while
the right side allows editing of the PL/SQL code that defines either the type or the
type body.

The integrated SQL editor is described separately. Additionally, you can use

Create or replace F9 Searches a member of the list of PL/SQL objects for a string.

to apply the editor changes to the server.

If any compile errors occur, an error list box appears below the editor. Click on
any error message to highlight its location in the editor.
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2.4.3.4 Attributes

The list shows the following properties of each type attribute:
Attribute Name
Mode
Type Owner
Type Name
Length
Precision
Scale
Character Set.

2.4.3.5 Methods

The main grid shows properties of each type method:
Method Name
Number
Type
Parameters
Results

A popup window made available by clicking on a particular method displays the
parameter list for the selected method:

Parameter Name
Parameter Number
Parameter Mode
Parameter Type Mode
Parameter Type Owner
Parameter Type Name
Character Set Name

2.4.3.6 Privileges

The main grid displays all privileges granted on the current type:
Privilege
Grantee, i.e. name of the user to whom access was granted
Is the privilege grantable?
Grantor, i.e. name of the user who performed the grant

A popup window makes available information about grants on specific columns
of an object type.
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2.4.3.7 Synonyms

This sheet lists all private and public synonyms of the type:
Owner of the synonym
Synonym name

 The context menu for the Synonyms sheet allows the following operations:

Create Synonym Shows a modal dialog for creating a synonym.

Drop Drops a synonym.

Properties/Alter Changes synonym properties

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

2.4.3.8 Dependencies

2.4.3.9 Auditing (Types)

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any of the following
statements for the currently selected object:

ALTER, AUDIT, EXECUTE, GRANT.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.

For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected type.
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No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected type.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

 

2.4.4 Operators

2.4.4.1 Introduction (Operators)

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing operators. It consists
of two overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you  choose one of the sheets.

2.4.4.2 Overview Operators

Overview Operators is the default sheet. You see a list of all operators in the
current schema:

Operator name
Number of binds
Time of Creation
Last DDL Time
Validity

The following context operations are available:

Create operator ... Creates a new operator

Drop Drops the operator

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.4.4.3 Bindings

The upper list displays bindings of the operator:
Binding Number
Function name
Implementation type schema
Implementation type
Return schema
Return type
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The second grid shows the arguments of the current binding:
Position
Argument type

2.4.5 Indextypes

2.4.5.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing indextypes. It consists
of two overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you choose one of the sheets.

2.4.5.2 Overview Indextypes

Overview Index Types is the default sheet. It shows a list of all indextypes in the
current schema:

Indextype name
Implementation schema
Implementation name
Implementation version
Number of operators
Time of Creation
Last DDL Time
Status (Validity)

The following context operations are available:

Create index type Shows a modal dialog for creating a new indextype.

Drop Drops the indextype

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.4.5.3 Operators

The grid shows the operators used by the indextype:
Binding number
Operator.
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2.4.6 Dimensions

2.4.6.1 Introduction

Dimensions are used in data warehouses to provide meaningful ways to analyze
data stored in fact tables. This requires dimension tables that define the limits of
the various criteria to be used for analysis.

Hora's Dimensions Page consists of three overlapping sheets.
Overview Dimensions
Levels
Hierarchies

For more information, please consult the Dimensions chapter of the Data
Warehousing Guide for your version of Oracle.

2.4.6.2 Overview Dimensions

Overview Dimensions is the default sheet. It shows you a list of all dimensions in
the current schema, and is based on the Data Dictionary view
USER_DIMENSIONS:

Dimension name
Validity
Revision
Time of Creation
Last DDL Time
Status (Validity)

The following context operations are available:

 Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new dimension.

Drop Drops the dimension.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

2.4.6.3 Levels

In a Data Warehousing star schema, the data that defines what a particular
dimension consist of is stored in one or more dimension tables. Columns within the
dimension table(s) are grouped into levels. Information about levels is stored in the
USER_DIM_LEVELS and related Data Dictionary views. These relate the level to
both the dimension and the dimension table.

A good example is provided by Hora's display of the PROMOTIONS_DIM
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dimension in Oracle's SH sample schema. Here, the levels of PROMOTIONS_DIM
are shown at the top of the tree view, with the table and column names below them.
For level PROMO, PROMOTIONS.PROMO_ID is the level key, and the remaining
columns are indented below it.

 

Levels are used to define hierarchies within a dimension.  

2.4.6.4 Hierarchies

In a Data Warehousing environment, hierarchies are used to show which levels
make up higher levels within the dimension. In the example below, from the Oracle
sample schema SH, the PROMO_ROLLUP hierarchy identifies the level PROMO
as a "child" of SUBCATEGORY, and SUBCATEGORY as a child of CATEGORY.

 

For more information about the role of hierarchies and levels in dimensions, see
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the syntax of the CREATE DIMENSION statement for your version of Oracle.

2.4.7 Outlines

2.4.7.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing stored outlines, which
are execution plans for particular statements. They may be created automatically,
through an ALTER SESSION SET CREATE_STORED_OUTLINES statement, or
through the CREATE OUTLINE statement. The Outlines page  consists of two
overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you choose a sheet.

2.4.7.2 Overview Outlines

Overview Outlines is the default sheet. It shows you a list of all outlines in the
current schema:

Category
Outline name
Time stamp
Used
Version

Use the tabs below the grid to switch among the outline categories.

The following context operations are available:

Create outline Opens a modal dialog for creating a new outline.

Drop Drops the outline.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.4.7.3 SQL Text

The editor window shows the SQL text associated with the current outline in the
overview.

2.4.8 Directories

2.4.8.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing directories. It consists
of two overlapping sheets. A set of tabs allows you to choose either the Overview
Directories or the Audit sheet.
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2.4.8.2 Overview Directories

This page presents a list of directories owned by the current schema:
Directory name
Directory path name on the server
Time of Creation
Last DDL Time
Status (Validity).

The following context operations are available:

 Create ... Shows a modal dialog for creating a new directory.

Drop ... Drops the directory.

Properties/
Alter ...

Shows a modal dialog for changing properties of the directory.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file.

Gride View For more information, see object window

2.4.8.3 Privileges

The list displays all privileges granted on the current directory.

Clicking on the plus sign before the grantee will bring up a popup showing grants
on individual columns.

The following context operations are available:

Grant Grants privileges on the directory to a user or a role.

Revoke Revokes privileges on the directory from a user or a role.

2.4.8.4 Auditing

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any of the following
statements for the currently selected directory:

GRANT, READ.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.
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For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected directory.

No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected directory.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

 

2.4.9 Libraries

2.4.9.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing libraries. It consists of
two overlapping sheets. A set of tabs allows you to choose either the Overview
Libraries or the Audit sheet.

2.4.9.2 Overview Libraries

This page contains a list of libraries owned by the current schema:
Library name
Operating system file specification of the library
Dynamically loadable?
Time of Creation
Last DDL Time
Status (Validity).

The following context operations are available:

 Create ... Shows a modal dialog for creating a new library.

Drop ... Drops the library.

Properties/
Replace ...

Shows a modal dialog for changing properties of the library.

Show DDL Generates DDL for the selected object to a file

Grid View For more information, see object window
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.

2.4.9.3 Auditing

The auditing page allows you to see if auditing is in effect for any relevant
statements pertaining to the selected library.

Auditing may be in effect by default for the statement, or it may have been
applied specifically to the object.

In the right window, Hora shows whether auditing is in effect by session or by
access for each statement, and whether it is in effect for successful or unsuccessful
executions, or for both.

If you have the appropriate privileges, the Audit page also lets you turn auditing
on or off for the selected object, by right-clicking on a cell to enter the Audit Objects
modal dialog.

For more information about Oracle's auditing feature, see the following topics:
Auditing: Introduction
Auditing: By Session and By Access Options
Auditing: Audited Objects
Auditing: Default Audit Objects

The context menu for the Audit sheet allows the following operations:

Audit Sets auditing on for the selected library.

No-Audit Sets auditing off for the selected library.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

 

2.4.10 XML

2.4.10.1 Introduction

This page, introduced with Hora 7, presents information about XML objects in the
database. It is divided into the following tabs:

Overview XML Schemas
XSD
XML Tables
XML Views.
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2.4.10.2 Overview XML Schemas

The information presented in this grid is taken from ALL_XML_SCHEMAS,
which lists schemas registered with Oracle XML DB. Note that the URL's do not
necessarily refer to URL's on the Web that are accessible through a browser. You
can select a schema from the Overview, then press the XSD tab to see its source
code.

2.4.10.3 XSD

The XSD tab presents the source code of the XML schema, taken from the
Schema column of ALL_XML_SCHEMAS for the current schema in the Overview
at the left. A hierarchical view of the schema's elements and attributes is presented
in a separate window at the right.

2.4.10.4 XML Tables

2.4.10.5 XML Views
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2.5 The "DBA" page

2.5.1 Tablespaces

2.5.1.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for monitoring and managing the tablespaces of
the database. It consists of multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you
choose one of the sheets.

2.5.1.2 Overview Tablespaces

Overview Tablespaces is the default sheet, and lists all the tablespaces in the
database by:

Tablespace name
Tablespace number
Status

Whether ONLINE, OFFLINE, or READ ONLY
Type of Extent Management
Type of Space Management
Allocation type (System, User)
Whether Permanent or Temporary
Whether logging is in effect

Statistics
Largest Next Extent
Largest Free Chunk
Number of Segments
Maximum Extent per Segment

Default Storage Parameters
Initial Extent Size
Next Extent Size
Increase Percentage
Minimum Extents
Maximum Extents
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Offline tablespaces are grayed. In any of the following situations, the tablespace
name is displayed in red:

Any next extent is greater than the largest free chunk
The number of free blocks is less than 100
The number of extents is less than MAX_EXTENTS - 5
The usage is more than 90%

A chart diagram shows the size and free space of the tablespaces by users.

The following context operations are available:

Create ...   Creates a new tablespace.

Drop   Drops the selected tablespace(s). Be sure you really don't
need the selected tablespace(s).

Properties/
Alter ...

  Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties
of the tablespace.

 Rename   Allows renaming of the tablespace. A check box allows for
optionally backing up the control file to a trace file (starting
with Oracle 10g).

Logging Allows logging to be turned on or off.

 Backup Begin Indicates to the server that you are going to backup the
tablespace.

  End Indicates to the server that the backup of the tablespace has
been finished.

 Change status Online Switches the tablespace online.
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  Offline
normal

Switches the tablespace offline.

   Offline
temporary

Switches the tablespace temporarily offline.

   Offline
immediate

Switches the tablespace immediately offline.

 Coalesce ...   Coalesces free space in the tablespace.

Show DDL   Generates DDL for the selected object to a file.

 Grid View   For more information, see object window

2.5.1.3 Datafiles and Fragmentation

The leftmost portion of the page shows a portion of the Overview Tablespaces
page. The right side displays information about datafiles associated with the
currently selected tablespace.

File information
ID number of the datafile
File name
Status from V$DATAFILE: ONLINE, OFFLINE, SYSTEM, RECOVER, or
SYSOFF
Status  from DBA_DATA_FILES: INVALID or AVAILABLE
Total Size in MBytes
Highwater in MBytes

Auto-extensibility data
Whether auto-extensible
Auto-extension increment in Kbytes
Maximum size in Kbytes

Free space fragmentation
Number of chunks
Minimum size
Maximum size

The following context operations are available:

Add Datafile   Shows a modal dialog for adding a new data file to the tablespace, or
in the case of a temporary tablespace, for adding a new tempfile.

Offline Drop   Executes the ALTER TABLESPACE xxx OFFLINE DROP. Attention:
This does not drop the datafile. You must run media recovery after
executing this command! See Oracle documentation for further
details.

 Change Status Online  Switches the datafile online.

  Offline Switches the datafile offline.
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Drop   For tempfiles, drops the tempfile, using ALTER DATABASE
TEMPFILE.

Rename   Renames the datafile.

Properties/
Resize

  Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties of the
datafile or tempfile. You can also resize the datafile or tempfile.

Grid View   For more information, see object window

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the datafile name shows information about
free space fragmentation and segments in the selected datafile:

2.5.1.4 Segments, Extents

The Overview Owners tab shows a pie diagram view of tablespace utilization by
user:
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In the Segments tab the grid shows the owners of extents (i.e. objects) stored in
the current tablespace:

Owner of the segments
Segments type (Table, Index, ...)
Number of Segments
Usage in KBytes

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of a particular segment type shows
information about each of the segments.

Segment Name
Type of segment ( TABLE, CLUSTER, INDEX, ROLLBACK,DEFERRED, etc.)
Size of the segment in KBytes
Next-segment size, in Kbytes
Increase (%)
Number of extents allocated to the segment
Allocable (extents)

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operations:

Move tablespace Shows a modal dialog for moving a segment to another tablespace

Properties/Alter/
Rebuild

Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties of the selected
object. The type of object determines which dialog will be displayed.

Grid View For more information, see object window
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2.5.1.5 Quota

The list displays a user's quota on the current tablespace:
User Name
Quota (Kbytes)
Charged (Kbytes)
Usage (% Kbytes)

The following context operations are available:

 New quota ... Shows a modal dialog for adding a new quota.

Properties/Alter ... Shows a modal dialog for viewing and changing quota properties.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

2.5.1.6 Clusters

The upper list displays clusters stored in the current tablespace:
Cluster Name
Owner
Key size, i.e. estimated size of cluster key plus associated rows
Cluster type
Number of hash keys, if a hash cluster
Hash expression

The following context operations are available:

 Drop ... Drops the selected cluster(s).

 Truncate ... Truncates the cluster, i.e. deletes all rows.

 Properties/
Alter ...

Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying cluster properties.

 Allocate Extent... Allocates a new extent to the cluster.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the cluster name displays the tables
associated with the cluster:

Table name
Comments

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operation:

Grid For more information, see object window
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View

 

2.5.1.7 Sort Segment Usage

The page shows the sort segments and their usage for a temporary tablespace.
The grid remains empty for permanent tablespaces. The following information is
available:

Segment file
Segment block
Extent size
Current users
Total extents
Total blocks
Used extents
Used blocks
Free extents
Free blocks
Added extents
Extent hits
Freed extents
Free requests
Max size
Max blocks
Max used size
Max used blocks
Max sort size
Max sort blocks

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the segment causes additional information
to be displayed:

User
Session address
Session number
SQL address
SQL hash
Contents
Segment file number
Segment block number
Extents
Blocks
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Segrfno

2.5.1.8 Tablespace Fragmentation

The Tablespace Fragmentation page shows statistics about the number and size
of used extents and free chunks within the tablespace:

Extent size (KBytes)
Absolute number of extents with the appropriate size.
Space occupied by these extents
Number of used extents or free chunks with the appropriate size.

Free chunks are grayed. Extents whose sizes differ from their tablespace default
initial_extent value are displayed in red.

2.5.2 Users

2.5.2.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing users. It consists of
several overlapping tabbed sheets.

 

2.5.2.2 Overview Users

Overview Users is the default sheet. It displays a list of all users in the database:
User name
User ID
Time stamp of creation
Default tablespace name
Temporary tablespace name
Resource profile name
Can the user connect with SYSDBA privileges ?
Can the user connect with SYSOPER privileges ?
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The following context operations are available:

Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new user. It appears with defaults
gathered from the currently selected user.

Drop Drops the selected user(s). You can check the Cascade option in the modal
dialog to drop a user and all of his objects.

Properties/Alter Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties of the user,
including password, tablespaces, and profile.

 Initial Consumer
Group

Shows the Switch Consumer Group dialog, which allows switching the user
to another Consumer Group,assuming that the connected user has this
privilege.

Change Password Shows a modal dialog for changing the password of the selected account.

Expire Password Forces users to choose a new password the first time that they log in

 Show DDL Shows DDL to create this user with current privileges.

Lock account Locks the selected account.

Unlock account Unlocks the selected account.

 Grid View For more information, see object window

2.5.2.3 Privileges

The Privileges grid offers a structured view of:

Roles
Users and roles that have had roles granted to them
Assigned object privileges
Assigned system privileges.

The display on the Privileges tab presents information about the selected users
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privileges in four portions of the window:

In the upper left corner, the position of the selected role in the hierarchy
Upper right: the users and roles to whom this role has been granted
Lower left: Object privileges of the selected role
Lower right: System privileges of the selected role

In this example SYSTEM's privileges are displayed. The hierarchy of roles is
presented in a tree view.Expanding the root node adds all of its subordinate roles to the
view. This process of expansion can be repeated as many times as a role consists of
other roles. The end result is a tree view comprising all of the roles that have been
granted to the selected user or to the selected role. The DBA role is shown in red type.

The following context operations are available:

In the upper left part:

Manage Role
Privileges ...

Opens a dialog to grant/remove privileges and roles to the selected user.

Default Roles ... Opens a dialog to alter the default role for the selected user.

    In the lower left part:

Grant object privilege ... Opens a dialog that lets you grant privileges on the current object to
another user or a role.

Revoke object Revokes the selected privilege.
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privilege ...

Grid View ... For more information, see object window

    In the lower right part:

Manage System
privileges ...

Opens a dialog to grant/remove privileges and roles to the selected user.

Grid View ... For more information, see object window

2.5.2.4 Tablespace Quotas

The list displays tablespace quotas for the current schema:
Tablespace Name
Charged Kbytes
Quota Kbytes
Usage % Kbytes
Charged Blocks
Quota Blocks
Usage % Blocks

The following context operations are available:

 New ... Shows a modal dialog for adding new quota

Properties/Alter .... Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying tablespace quota

 

2.5.2.5 Objects

The grid shows all objects owned by the current schema. You can use the set of
tabs below the grid to select the type of object to be displayed.

Object Name
Object ID
Time stamp of Creation
Time stamp of last DDL
Time stamp
Status
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The following context operations are available:

Pin to SGA Pins the current object to the SGA. It will always be kept in memory.

Unpin from SGA Unpins the current object from the SGA. It can now be swapped out of memory.

2.5.2.6 Tablespace Usage

The list displays tablespace usage for the current schema:
Tablespace Name
KBytes
Blocks

 

 

2.5.2.7 Schema Triggers

The upper part of the window contains a list of all schema triggers:
Trigger name
Trigger Type, i.e. when the trigger fires - BEFORE/AFTER
Event
Status (Enabled/Disabled)
Time stamps of creation and last DDL time
Trigger Owner

The following context operations are available:

Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new trigger. You can specify when the trigger
should fire. The body will be empty (NULL) and can be changed in the editor window.

Drop Drops the selected trigger.

Compile Compiles the trigger.

 Compile
debug

Compiles the trigger with debug options

Enable Enables the trigger.

Disable Disables the trigger.

There are two detail views below the list of triggers that can be selected.
The first tab displays the trigger body. You can modify and compile the text.
Syntax errors will be displayed below the editor.
The second tab displays a list of objects depending on the trigger.
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2.5.2.8 SQL Area

The grid shows SQL statements belonging to the current schema in the SGA:
SQL text
Executions
Rows processed
Disk reads
Sorts
Optimizer mode
Sharable memory
Persistent memory
Runtime memory
Parse calls
Buffer gets
Version count
Loaded versions
Open versions
Users opening
Users executing
Loads
First load time
Invalidations
Command type
Kept versions
Module
Action
Parsing schema
Parsing user
Serializable aborts

The following context operations are available:

Flush SQL Area Flushes the contents of the SQL Area

Grid View For more information, see object window

The SQL window below the grid shows the full SQL statement.
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2.5.3 Sessions

2.5.3.1 Introduction

This page allows monitoring of the sessions in the database. It consists of
multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs lets you choose one of the sheets.

 

2.5.3.2 Overview Sessions

Overview Sessions is the default sheet. You see a list of all sessions in the
database, including:

SID
Aud SID, i.e. userenv(SESSIONID)
Oracle user
Operating system user
Program name
Status (ACTIVE, INACTIVE, KILLED)
Event being waited for
Number of locks being held
Number of locks being requested
Oracle process number
Operating system process id
Logon time
Client terminal
Client machine
Operating system client process id
Module (dbms_application_info)
Action (dbms_application_info)
Client info (dbms_application_info)

Inactive sessions are displayed in gray. 

A session that is holding a lock and is blocking another session is shown in red.
A session that is holding a lock, but is currently not blocking another session,
continues to be shown in black type.

 Click on the Overview tab to refresh the display or use the auto-refresh button in
the status bar for session monitoring.

The editor control at the bottom of the window displays the active (or last
executed) SQL statement from the current (active/inactive) session. It depends on
the server how long information about inactive sessions can be retrieved.

The following context operations are available:
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Kill session   Kills a session.

 Disconnect session   Disconnects a session from the server.

Switch Consumer
Group

Transfers the session to another consumer group

 SQL trace On Toggles SQL Trace for the session. You may then use Oracle's
TKPROF utility to view the trace file.

  Off

Grid View   For more information, see object window

The edit box to the right of the Overview sessions header shows the status of
login allowance. Use the ellipsis button to enable or disable a restricted session.

2.5.3.3 Locks

The grid shows the locks being held and requested within the current session:
Locked object
Owner
Requesting lock
Holding lock
Lock type
Object type

The following context operations are available:

Grid
View

For more information, see object window

 

 

2.5.3.4 Lock wait graph

The tree view shows dependencies between locks being held and requested.
Each root node holds a lock. Each child node requests a lock and waits for the
release of the lock by its parent.

 

Note that sessions may also wait for an event. This is displayed in the overview
sheet.

The following context operations are available:

 Expand Expands all items of the outline.

 Collapse Collapses all items of the outline.

Print Prints the contents of the outline.
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2.5.3.5 Access

The list contains all currently accessed objects for the session:
Object name
Object type

 

2.5.3.6 Latches

The list contains latches for the session:
Latch number
Level number
Name
Gets
Misses
Sleeps
Immediate Gets
Immediate Sleeps
Waiters Woken
Waits Holding Latch
Spin Gets
Sleep 1.. 10

The following context operations are available:

Grid
View

For more information, see object window

2.5.3.7 Statistics

The list displays statistics about the session:
Name
Value

Use the tabs below the grid to select between the following categories of
statistics:

User
Redo
Enqueue
Cache
OS
Parallel server
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SQL
Debug
Session i/o.

 

2.5.3.8 Open Cursors

The grid shows all cursors that the session currently has open:
Address
SQL Text (first characters)

The SQL editor below the grid shows the complete SQL statement for the
selected cursor.

2.5.3.9 Event waits

The grid shows statistics about events that the current session is waiting for:
Wait event name
Total waits
Total timeouts
Time waited
Average wait
Max wait.

2.5.3.10 Transactions

The grid shows running transactions of the selected session:
Transaction ID

Undo segment number
Slot number
Sequence number

Undo block address
Undo block address
Block number
Sequence number
Record number

Start
Time
SCN base
SCN wrap
Extent number
UBA file
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UBA block
UBA sequence
UBA record

Miscellaneous
Status
Flag
Space transaction
Recursive transaction
No undo transaction
Parallel transaction

Previous transaction
Rollback segment
Slot number
Sequence number

Parent XID
Rollback segment
Slot number
Sequence number

Dependent SCN
Base
Wrap

Number of undo
Blocks used
Records used

I/O
Logical
Physical

Consistent
Changes
Gets

2.5.3.11 Long Operations

This tab displays data from the V$SESSION_LONGOPS view, and contains
information about operations for the selected session that last for more than 6
seconds, arranged by the following categories:

Operation
Operation Name
Target Object
Target Description
Progress
Work Done
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Total Work
Units
Time Statistics
Starting Time
Last Updated
Elapsed Seconds
Application
Context
Summary Message

For more information, see the Dynamic Performance (V$) Views section of
the Reference manual for your Oracle server.

 

2.5.4 Database

2.5.4.1 Introduction

The page shows information about the Oracle Server.

2.5.4.2 Database

Several smaller grids show information about the database:
Database Versions (Server, PL/SQL, CORE, TNS, NLSRTL)
Installed options
License information: (max/warning/current/high-water sessions, max users)
Database name and creation time
Global database name and global names usage. Use the ellipsis buttons to
change the settings. The parameters are important for creating database links
pointing to the database.
Log mode, archive change number, checkpoint change number.
Port string, version, and compatibility (from the DBMS_UTILITY package)
NLS parameters
Resource costs.

2.5.4.3 Instance

The page shows the following information about the Instance:
Instance number
Instance name
Version
Instance role
Parallel (check box)
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Host name
Startup time
Instance status (Open, ...)
Database status (Active, ...)
Logins (Allowed, restricted, ...)
Shutdown pending (check box)
Redo thread number
Archiver (Started, stopped)
Log switch wait.

The following context operations are available:

 Enable restricted
session ...

Enables a restricted session, i.e. only users with the restricted session
privilege are allowed to log in.

 Disable restricted
session ...

Disables a restricted session, i.e. login is available for all users.

2.5.4.4 Rollback Segments

The upper grid displays the following information about rollback segments in the
database:

Rollback segment
Owner
Tablespace
Size
Status
Extents
Max extents
High-water mark of segment size
Writes
Transactions
Gets
Waits
Optimal
Shrinks
Wraps
Extends
Avg Shrink
Avg Active
Initial extent
Next extent
Percent increase
Instance Number
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The following context operations are available:

Create Creates a new rollback segment.

Shrink Shrinks rollback segment size.

Properties/Alter Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying rollback segment properties.

Drop Drops the rollback segments.

Online Switches rollback segment status.

Offline

Grid View For more information, see object window

The second grid shows open transactions that are using the current rollback
segment and information about the session that started the transaction:

Start SCNB
Start SCNW
Start time
Recursive
Space
Aud SID
SID
Status
Username
Terminal
Program client

 

2.5.4.5 Initialization Parameters

Database initialization parameters can be configured by changing the init.ora file
on the server. This page displays a complete list of these parameters and their
current settings:

Number
Name of the parameter
Value of the parameter
Not default, i.e. has the parameter been changed?
Type of parameter (integer/string/Boolean)
Can the parameter be changed by an alter system command?
Can the parameter be changed by an alter session command?
Update comments (Oracle 9i and later only)
Description of the parameter
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You may navigate to any initialization parameter simply by typing its name.

The following context operations are available:

 Alter system parameter Changes a parameter affecting the entire database.

 Alter session parameter Changes a parameter affecting the current session only.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.5.4.6 Control Files

The page gives an overview of the control files. The upper list shows
Name and
Status

for each control file. The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu
allow the following operation:

Backup to trace Backup control file to trace

The second list displays the following information about the control file's record
section:

Type
Record size
Records total
Records used
Space allocated
Space used
First index
Last index
Last rec ID

 

2.5.4.7 Roles

The page gives an overview of the roles and system privileges defined in the
database and how they have been granted.

The right side of the window shows detail information about the selected role ,
object privileges and system privileges. For roles, object privileges are shown
hierarchically in the the low grid and system privileges belonging to that role are
shown in the lower right grid. In the upper right grid, there is a list of users and roles
to whom the selected role or system privilege has been granted.
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Pictured below is an example showing the DBA role:

The following context operations are available:

In the upper left part:

Manage Role
Privileges ...

Opens a dialog to grant/remove privileges and roles to the selected user.

Default Roles ... Opens a dialog to alter the default role for the selected user.

    In the lower left part:

Grant object privilege ... Opens a dialog that lets you grant privileges on the current object to
another user or a role.

Revoke object
privilege ...

Revokes the selected privilege.

Grid View ... For more information, see object window

    In the lower right part:

Manage System
privileges ...

Opens a dialog to grant/remove privileges and roles to the selected user.

Grid View ... For more information, see object window
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2.5.4.8 Profiles

The page gives an overview about existing profiles.

An expandable list of profiles appears. Clicking on the plus sign produces the
following information about each profile:

Resource name
Resource type
Limit

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operations:

Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new profile.

Drop Drops the profile.

Properties/Alter Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties of the profile.

Grid View For more information, see object window

 

 

2.5.4.9 Resource Limits

The grid shows limits on database resources:
Resource name
Current utilization
Max utilization
Initial value
Upper limit.

2.5.4.10 Database Triggers

The upper part of the window contains a list of all database triggers in the
database—that is, those that are dependent on events rather than DML operations:

Trigger name
Trigger Type, i.e. when the trigger fires - BEFORE/AFTER
Event
Status (Enabled/Disabled)
Time stamps of creation and last DDL operation
Trigger Owner

The following context operations are available:
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Create Shows a modal dialog for creating a new trigger. You can specify when the trigger
should fire. The body will be empty (NULL); you can change it in the editor window.

Drop Drops the selected trigger.

Compile Compiles the trigger.

 Compile
debug

Compiles the trigger with debug options

Enable Enables the trigger.

Disable Disables the trigger.

There are two detail views below the list of triggers.
The first tab sheet contains the trigger body. You can modify and compile the
text. Syntax errors will be displayed below the editor.
The second tab sheet displays a list of objects that depend on the trigger.

2.5.4.11 Datafiles

The list displays all datafiles in the database:
ID of the datafile
Tablespace name
File name
Size in Kbytes
Free space in Kbytes
Usage (%)
Allocable (Kbytes)
File status: INVALID or AVAILABLE
Auto extensible indicator: YES or NO
Maximum size of the file in Kbytes
Next (Kbytes)
Number of fragments
Size of the largest free chunk
Size of the smallest free chunk
Backup file status: NOT ACTIVE, ACTIVE (backup in progress), OFFLINE
NORMAL, or description of an error
Backup change number: System change number when backup started
Backup time: Time the backup started

The following context operations are available:

Add data file   Shows a modal dialog for adding a new datafile to the tablespace.

Offline drop   Executes the ALTER TABLESPACE xxx OFFLINE DROP. 
Atte ntio n: This does not drop the datafile. You must run
media recovery after executing this command! See Oracle
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documentation for further details.

 Change status Online  Switches the data file online.

  Offlin
e

Switches the data file offline.

Rename   Renames the data file.

Properties/Resize   Shows a modal dialog for viewing and modifying properties of
the data file. You can also resize the datafile.

Grid View   For more information, see object window

2.5.4.12 ASM

2.5.4.13 Schema Dependencies

2.5.4.14 System Statistics

The System Statistics page shows dbms_stats system statistics. The context
menu allows you to update statistics by calling dbms_stats.gather_system_stats.

The following context operations are available:

Gather System Statistics Opens a dialog to gather statistics.

Delete System Statistics Deletes gathered System Statistics.

Grid View For more information, see object window.
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2.5.5 SGA

2.5.5.1 Introduction

The page consists of a set of tabs that provide information about the SGA:
SGA Statistics
Library cache
Row cache
Buffer cache
SQL area
System events
Wait statistics
System statistics

 

2.5.5.2 SGA Statistics

The page gives an overview of the size of the SGA and its components. It is
divided into three parts.

The upper left box shows the
Fixed Size
Variable Size
Database Buffers Size
Redo Buffers Size

The upper right box displays the following information about  the SGA
components:

Pool
SGA Component Name
Memory Size (Kbytes)
Size as a percentage of the entire SGA

A grid at the bottom of the page displays the values of some of the initialization
parameters that are relevant to the SGA. It also shows whether a parameter can be
dynamically altered through an ALTER SYSTEM or ALTER SESSION command,
and whether the current value is equal to the value in the init.ora file

2.5.5.3 Library Cache

The page shows statistics relating to the library cache, where recently used SQL
and PL/SQL statements, and Java classes are stored.

The main grid displays the following statistics for each library cache namespace:
Name of the namespace
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Pins
Requests (PINS in V$LIBRARYCACHE)
Number of reloads
Reloads as a  percentage of requests
Number of misses (PINS - PINHITS)
Misses as a percentage of requests (1 - PINHITRATIO)

Gets
Number of requests (GETS in v$LIBRARYCACHE)
Number of misses (GETS - GETHITS)
Misses as a percentage of Gets (1 - GETHITRATIO)

Invalidations
Sharable memory

Used
Kept

 

2.5.5.4 Row Cache

The page shows statistics relating to the row cache, also known as the Data
Dictionary cache.

For each initialization parameter in the row cache, the following statistics are
displayed:

Cache number and subcache number
Gets

Number of requests
Absolute number of misses
Misses as a percentage of Requests

Scans
Number of requests
Absolute number of misses
Misses as a percentage of requests
Completes

Number of entries
Total entries
Usage
Fixed

Other statistics
Flushes
Modifications
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2.5.5.5 Buffer Cache

The page shows the following buffer cache statistics:
Physical reads
Database block gets
Consistent Gets
Physical reads/Consistent Gets ratio

This ratio also appears on the Performance Monitor overview page as Buffer
cache misses.

 

 

 

2.5.5.6 SQL Area

This page allows monitoring of the SQL area. The grid at the top displays SQL
statements held in the SGA, with the following statistics:

SQL text (first characters, with additional text available as a tooltip)
Shareable Memory
Persistent Memory
Runtime Memory
Sorts
Version Count
Loaded Versions
Open Versions
Users Opening
Executions
Users Executing
Loads
First Load Time
Invalidations
Parse Calls
Disk reads
Buffer Gets
Action
Command Type
Kept Version
Module
Optimizer Mode
Parsing Schema
Parsing User
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Rows processed
Serializable Aborts

Along the bottom of the grid are five tabs:
Buffer gets (sum) orders the grid by the column BUFFER_GETS in
V$SQLAREA.
Buffer gets (average) orders the grid by the column Buffer Gets (Avg.) in the
grid. This, in turn, is derived from BUFFER_GETS divided by the number of
executions.
Memory usage orders the grid by the total of the columns SHARABLE_MEM,
PERSISTENT_MEM and RUNTIME_MEM in V$SQLAREA.
CPU Usage shows statements that are currently consuming CPU resources, as
shown by V$SESSTAT, where a non-zero value appears for the CPU used
statistic.
All displays all SQL statements currently in the SGA ordered by
BUFFER_GETS.

 

Double-clicking on a SQL statement in the grid will populate the lower window
with a scrollable and executable (Ctrl+E) version.

 

2.5.6 Redo Log Files

2.5.6.1 Introduction

This page provides an interface for viewing and managing the redo log
mechanism in the database. It consists of multiple tabbed sheets. A set of tabs lets
you choose between the following:

Overview Redo Threads and Initialization Parameters
Redo Log Groups
Redo Log Changes
Archived Logs
Log Miner
Flashback Database

 

2.5.6.2 Overview Redo Threads and Initialization Parameters

Overview Redo Threads is the default sheet. If you are running with the Parallel
Server option, there may be more than one instance per database, and therefore,
more than one redo thread. Otherwise, there will be only one redo thread. The
upper list shows properties of each redo thread in the database:

Thread number
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Status
Enabled
Groups
Instance
Open time
Current group number
Sequence number
Checkpoint change number
Checkpoint time
Enable change number
Enable time
Disable Change 

 

The center panel shows information about archive log mode:
Log Mode
Archive change number

The list at the bottom shows information about the initialization parameters that
are relevant to the redo log mechanism:

Parameter number
Parameter name
Value
Not default, i.e. has the parameter been changed?
Type of parameter
Can the parameter be changed by an alter system command?
Can the parameter be changed by an alter session command?
Description of the parameter.

The values of the parameters can be changed in the init.ora file on the server.
Additionally, some of the parameters may be modified by an ALTER SYSTEM
command.

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operation:

 Alter system parameter ...

 

Alters the value of the selected parameter for the whole
database.

 

 Alter session parameter... Alters the value of the selected parameter for the current
session.

 Grid View For more information, see object window
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2.5.6.3 Redo Log Groups

The grid shows all redo log groups for the current thread:
Redo log group number
Sequence number
Log size (Bytes)
Members
Archived
Status
First change number
First time

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operation:

 Switch ... Forces a logfile switch

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of the group number will produce a list of all
members of the current redo group:

File status
Member

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operations:

Copy logfile name to clipboard Allows the file name to be pasted into the Log Miner facility (or
anywhere else).

2.5.6.4 Redo Log Changes

The upper grid statistics on redo log changes for the current thread:
Time of first entry rounded to a full hour.
Lowest sequence number in this hour
Control file stamp
Lowest SCN
Highest SCN
Change count, i.e. number of switches in this hour

Clicking on the plus sign to the left of causes additional information to be
displayed about each entry.
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2.5.6.5 Archived Logs

This tab sheet supplies information from the V$ARCHIVED_LOG view, including
the following:

Name of the log file
Sequence number of the online redo log file from which the archived log was
created
First and last change number contained in the log
Number of blocks
Time when archiving was completed

2.5.6.6 Log Miner

The page provides an interface to the Redo Log Miner utility that comes with
Oracle 8i and later versions of the Oracle server.

The page shows two data grids and a SQL editor window. The second grid
remains empty until the Log Miner has been started.

The upper grid shows the logfiles that have been added to the Log Miner utility:
File name
Low time
High time
Database time
Reset SCN
Reset SCN time
Low SCN
Next SCN
Status
Info

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu permit the following
operations:

 Create Log Miner
Dictionary

Shows a modal dialog for creating a Log Miner dictionary file. This is
the first step that is needed to work with the Log Miner utility.

 Add Logfile Shows a modal dialog for adding an existing redo logfile to the Log
Miner

 Remove Logfile Removes a logfile that was previously added.

 Start Log Miner Starts the Log Miner utility.

End Log Miner Ends the Log Miner

Grid View For more information, see object window

After the Log Miner has started, the second grid shows the contents of the current
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redo log file. These are taken from V$LOGMNR_CONTENTS:
User Name
Timestamp
SCN (System change number)
LOG_ID
XIDUSN (Transaction ID undo segment number )
XIDSLT (Transaction ID slot number )
XIDSQN (Transaction ID sequence number )
RBASQN (RBA sequence number of the log)
RBABLK (RBA block number within the log file)
RBABYTE (RBA byte offset within the block)
UBAFIL (UBA file number of the file containing the undo block)
UBABLK (UBA block number for the undo block)
UBAREC (UBA record index within the undo block)
UBASQN (UBA undo block sequence number)
ABS_FILE number (Data block absolute file number)
REL_FILE number (Data block relative file number)
DATA_BLK number (Data block number)
DATA_OBJ number (Data block object number)
DATA_OBJD number (Data block data object number)
SEG_OWNER
SEG_NAME
SEG_TYPE
SEG_TYPE_NAME
TABLE_SPACE
ROW_ID
SESSION number
SERIAL number
SESSION_INFO
ROLLBACK
OPERATION
SQL_REDO
SQL_UNDO
RS_ID (Record set id)
SSN (SQL sequence number)
CSF (Continuation SQL flag)
INFO (Informational message)
STATUS

The SQL window below the grid shows either the full ReDo SQL or the UnDo
SQL statement, depending on which tab is activated below the edit window.
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2.5.6.7 Flashback Database

Oracle 10g and subsequent versions offer the ability to show the database as it
existed at a previous point in time, or as of a specific system change number
(SCN). Unlike Flashback Query, introduced with Oracle 9i, Flashback Database
requires a separate Flash Recovery Area, pointed to by the new initialization
parameter DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST.

In order for Flashback Database to be successful,
DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST_SIZE and
DB_FLASHBACK_RETENTION_TARGET also need to be set. The latter
indicates the maximum number of minutes' worth of data to be kept in the Recovery
Area.

Hora, on its Redo Logs page, now offers an additional tab sheet that supplies
information from some of the new Flashback Data Dictionary views.

 

The sheet shows a two-part grid, with the top part populated from
V$FLASHBACK_DATABASE_STAT, and the bottom from
V$FLASHBACK_DATABASE_LOG. In this example, an ALTER DATABASE
FLASHBACK ON has just been issued. The database has been open for two
minutes, and 1,622,016 bytes of flashback data and 154,112 bytes of redo data
have been written. The log shows that if a flashback is needed later, data will be
available beginning with SCN 1,636,504 beginning at 16:01:40.

Example for enabling flashback:
sqlplus sys as sysdba

SQL> shutdown immediate;

SQL> startup mount;

SQL> alter system set DB_FLASHBACK_RETENTION_TARGET=4320;

SQL> alter system set DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST_SIZE=536870912;

SQL> alter system set DB_RECOVERY_FILE_DEST='/u02/fra';
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SQL> alter database flashback on;

SQL> alter database open;

 

2.5.7 Auditing

2.5.7.1 Introduction

Oracle's Auditing features allow the database administrator to monitor selected
aspects of database activity. Auditing facilitates database tuning and may also
enhance database security.

The three types of auditing are:
Object Auditing
Statement Auditing
Privilege Auditing

Auditing is turned on or off by the AUDIT_TRAIL parameter in the initialization
file. Permissible values include:

DB enables auditing and stores audit trail in the database.
OS enable auditing and stores audit trail in the file system.
NONE disables auditing.

2.5.7.2 By Session and By Access Options

These terms are applicable to all three types of auditing: object, statement, and
privilege.

.The by session option indicates that one audit trail record should be created for
each time that one user's session performs an audited operation on a particular
schema object.

The by access option indicates that an audit trail record should be created each
time that a cursor executes an operation that may be audited.

2.5.7.3 Audited Objects

Object auditing allows the administrator to monitor the usage of a specific
statement applied to a specific database object. Object auditing automatically
applies to statements issued by all users.

Hora's Audited Objects page lists audited objects by owner and name. To the
right of the object name, it shows the status of auditing by session and by access
(indicated in the grid by S or A) for each type of statement (such as ALTER or
SELECT, etc.) that affects the object, for both successful and unsuccessful
attempts (indicated by + or -) at statement execution.

The Audit Object modal dialog allows you to start or stop the auditing of an
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object.

2.5.7.4 Audited Statements

Statement auditing allows auditing to be put into effect or discontinued for a
statement group. For example, the TABLE group includes statements such as
CREATE TABLE, DROP TABLE, and ALTER TABLE.

Hora displays the user name (or a blank cell for all users), the statement group,
and the by session or by access option for both successful and unsuccessful
executions of statements in the group.

The Audit Statement modal dialog is available from this page to start or stop an
occurrence of statement auditing.

 

2.5.7.5 Audited Privileges

Privilege auditing refers to the use of Oracle system privileges such as SELECT
ANY TABLE.

If a user can perform an action using owner or object privileges, the action is not
audited, even if the action is also permitted through a system privilege.

If both statement and privilege auditing settings refer to the same operation,
there is only one record created in the audit trail.

Hora displays the user name (or a blank cell for all users), the statement, and the 
by session or by access option for both successful and unsuccessful executions
of the system privilege action.

The Audit Privilege modal dialog is available from this page to create or delete
an occurrence of privilege auditing.

 

2.5.7.6 Default Audit Options

This feature automatically puts auditing into effect when one of the following
statements is executed against a schema object that is created in the future.

ALTER, AUDIT, COMMENT, DELETE, EXECUTE, GRANT, INDEX, INSERT,
LOCK, REFERENCES, RENAME, SELECT, UPDATE.

Auditing will also be in effect for users that are created in the future.

Hora displays the statement and the by session or by access option for both
successful and unsuccessful statement executions.

The  Audit Object modal dialog is used to place an auditing default option into
effect. The Owner and Object Name fields should be left at default.
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2.5.8 Performance

2.5.8.1 Introduction

Hora's Performance pages display dynamic line diagrams to monitor server
performance. You can use the tabs at the top of the chart to switch between
different types of analysis.

The context toolbar and the right main menu allow the following operations:

Monitoring   Switches monitoring On/Off

 Zoom In  Zooms into the chart.

  Out Zooms out of the chart

 Copy to
Clipboard

Metafil
e

Copies the chart to the Windows clipboard in metafile format.

  Bitmap Copies the chart to the Windows clipboard in bitmap format.

Export Metafile   Exports the chart in metafile format.

Print ...   Prints the contents of the chart.

Use the 'refresh rate' spin edit control to specify the monitoring refresh rate.

You may use the right mouse button for panning, i.e. you may move the entire
chart by dragging the chart background with the right mouse button.

The chart will zoom into any rectangle where you drag it with the left mouse
button. Drag in the opposite direction to undo zooming.

Each series of lines starts with an average value that is based on all available
database statistics. Each further value is a snapshot of the current load. A dotted
horizontal line indicates the average value during the entire time period.

2.5.8.2 Overview

The Performance Overview page highlights some major statistics from the other
Performance pages.

It also tracks the number of physical i/o operations for each of the datafiles.

The page refreshes automatically at regular intervals. The refresh rate can be set
using the box in the upper right corner of the page. After changing the refresh rate,
you must click on another tab, then come back, to see the change take effect.
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2.5.8.3 Memory Allocation

This chart shows normalized error rates in accessing memory:
Library Cache
Dictionary Cache
Buffer Cache

Each value will be displayed as average value (dotted line) and a dynamic value
(solid line).

 

The
Upper limit

should not be exceeded by any of these values. Each member of the series is
normalized by a constant factor to make the values comparable. It transforms the
values into the [0:1] interval.

2.5.8.4 Disk I/O

The chart shows proportionate variation in disk I/O activity for datafiles with the
most activity. Each data file is displayed in a different color.

Raw input for the graph is obtained from the data dictionary view V$FILESTAT. If
TIMED STATISTICS is on for the database, the values of READTIM and WRITETIM
are queried periodically. If TIMED STATISTICS is off, then PHYBLKRD and
PHYBLKWRT are used instead.

Since some datafiles see a lot more activity than others, there can be a huge
variation among the numbers in the above-mentioned columns, which increment
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during the entire time the database is open. A logarithmic formula is therefore
applied so that variations in activity for files with small totals can be shown on the
same scale as proportionate variations on larger files. This formula is shown along
the left side of the graph. All changes in the rate of activity are shown on a scale of
0 to 200.

A rise in the line would indicate the rate of i/o's is increasing; a drop shows that
the rate of increase is falling off. When the line falls to zero for a given file, there has
been no activity at all during the measured interval.

2.5.8.5 Recursive Calls

The chart shows the
Number of recursive calls.

The number should be as low as possible.

2.5.8.6 Rollback Segments

The curve shows statistics about rollback segment usage:
System Undo Header
System Undo Blocks
Undo Header
Undo Blocks

The solid lines show the current snapshots, while the dotted horizontal lines show
the database defaults.

The values should not exceed the
Upper limit

 

2.5.8.7 Redo Log Latches

The curve shows statistics about redo log latches:
Allocation Misses
Immediate Allocation Misses
Copy Misses
Immediate Copy Misses

While the solid lines show the current snapshots, while the dotted horizontal lines
show the database defaults.

The values should not exceed the
Upper limit
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2.5.8.8 Redo Log Space Requests

The chart shows the
Percentage of redo log space requests.

The number should be as low as possible.

 

2.5.8.9 Sort Disk Usage

The chart shows the
Percentage of sorts using disk space.

The number should not exceed the
Upper limit

2.5.8.10 Free Memory Lists

The chart shows the
Free memory list wait state rate (%).

The value should be as low as possible.

2.5.8.11 Table Scans

The page shows the number of
Table scans on long tables (in blue)
Table scans on short tables (in green)

The solid lines show the current snapshots, while the dotted horizontal lines show
the database defaults.

This data is taken from the table scans (long tables) and table scans (short
tables) rows in V$SYSSTAT.

The value for the large tables should be as low as possible.
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2.5.9 Data Dictionary

2.5.9.1 Introduction

The Data Dictionary browser gives you an interface to Oracle's Data Dictionary.
It consists of multiple overlapping sheets. A set of tabs controls the behavior of the
form by activating the selected sheet.

2.5.9.2 Overview Dictionary Views

Overview Dictionary Views is the default sheet. It presents a list of all dictionary
views as seen by the current schema:

Name of the dictionary view
Comments

Use the * / ALL_ / USER_ / DBA_ / V$ -/GV$- Tabs below the grid to show only
dictionary views that match the appropriate prefix.

The context toolbar and the right mouse button popup menu allow the following
operations:

Search Searches for a string within a member of the list of dictionary views.

 

SQL to
clipboard

Generates a SELECT column_name, ..., column_name FROM dict_view statement
with column information from the selected dictionary view and copies the statement
to the clipboard.

Grid View For more information, see object window

2.5.9.3 Dictionary Columns

The Columns page displays detailed information about the current dictionary
view.

The memo control shows the comment for the current dictionary view. The list
below it shows columns properties and comments for the current dictionary view.

The following context operation is available:

Grid
View

For more information, see object window

 

2.5.9.4 Data Contents

The Data Contents sheet presents the contents of the Data Dictionary view:
Grid view shows the data in a grid. You can change the order of the columns by
using the mouse to drag the column header to a new location. Each column can
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also be resized by dragging the column header divider.
You can also use the Arrange Columns context menu item to vary the order of
the columns or to hide or unhide them.

Record View shows all the columns of one particular row listed one under the
other.

2.5.10 Resource Manager

2.5.10.1 Introduction

The Resource Manager facility allocates resources in a structured way to
different groups of users of the database.

User sessions are assigned to resource consumer groups.

Resources are allocated to resource consumer groups through resource plans,
using resource allocation methods and resource plan directives.

Hora's Resource Manager page consists of the Resource Plans and Consumer
Groups tabs.

2.5.10.2 Resource Plans

The Resource Plans page, which is the default page for the Resource Manager,
shows Resource Plans and their associated Consumer Groups.

The leftmost window (Navigator) on the left lists all resource plans hierarchically.
Resource plans are also listed in the main grid, with clickable plus signs that open
up information about Plan Directives.

The System Plan is provided by Oracle.

Before creating resource plans, you must create a pending area, using the
Create Pending Area dialog. When modifying resource plans, you can use the
Validate Pending Area dialog to examine the proposed changes, or the Submit
Pending Area dialog to put the changes into effect.

You can create a new resource plan by selecting Create from the right mouse
button's context menu in the Resource Plan window. This brings up the Create Plan
dialog.

You can change which of several Resource Plans appears topmost in the
Navigator window, and becomes the active plan for the current instance, by right-
clicking in the Navigator to open the Top Plan dialog.

Finally, the Create Plan Directive dialog allows you create a new plan directive
by right-clicking in the Directives window.

You may also drop one or more selected resource plans.
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2.5.10.3 Consumer Groups

The Consumer Groups page allows you to create a new consumer group, using
the Create Consumer Group dialog. It also displays attributes of existing consumer
groups using two windows.

The main window lists all existing consumer groups; a popup window made
available by clicking on any of the plus signs lists the directives associated with the
highlighted consumer group.

Again, to create or modify Consumer Groups, you must have created a pending
area. The pending area dialogs are also available from the Consumer Groups
page.

Use the Grant Consumer Group dialog to make a user or a role a member of a
consumer group.

The Switch Consumer Group dialog is available from the Users and Sessions
Overview pages. It allows you to switch a running session to another Consumer
Group, or to assign a default Consumer Group to a user.

 

2.5.10.4 More Information

Hora's Resource Manager facility facilitates many of the operations described in
the Database Resource Manager chapter of the Administrator's Guide for Oracle
8i and 9i.

 These operations implement procedures of the DBMS_
RESOURCE_MANAGER package, described in the Supplied PL/SQL Packages
and Types Reference.

2.5.11 Data Pump

2.5.11.1 Introduction

Data Pump shows information about Oracle datapump export and import.



Part

III
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3 Modal Dialogs

3.1 Add Check Constraint

This dialog allows you to create a check constraint. Enter the name of the check
constraint to be created into the edit box.

Type the check condition in the memo field below. You can copy the selected
column name(s) from the list box on the right by clicking the arrow button.

Using a radio group, you can select the status the constraint should have after
creation:

Enabled
Enabled, but existing data will not be validated. (This requires an Oracle 8
Server, or higher)
Disabled.

You can also enter an exceptions table name that will store the rowids of all table
rows not matching the constraint.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. If you change an
existing constraint, Hora drops it and creates a new one with the changed syntax. If
doing this raises an exception, Hora re-creates the constraint with the old syntax.

The Cancel button closes the dialog without any action.

3.2 Add Column

This dialog lets you add a new column to an existing table. You are asked to
enter the following information:

Column name
Data type, length and scale
Default value (optional)
Nullable (yes/no)
Check constraint (optional)
Comment on the column (optional)

Press OK to perform the operation, or Cancel to back out.

 

3.3 Add Logminer Logfile

The dialog lets you add an existing redo logfile to the Log Miner utility.

You can enter the following information:
Colmap usage (check box)
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Skip corruption (check box)
Redo logfile name.

Pressing OK adds the logfile to the list of logs to be mined.

3.4 Adding or modifying a datafile

This modal dialog lets you add a new datafile to a tablespace or modify an
existing datafile.

The dialog shows the following information:
Tablespace name. The field is read-only.
Datafile name. The combo box contains the file names previously used. You
can start by selecting an item and make some minor changes to keep it unique.
The field is read-only while you are modifying an existing table space.
Size and unit of the data file.
Autoextend check box. If this option is active, some additional information is
available:

Next size and unit
Max size and unit.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.5 Allocate Extent

Executing this dialog forces a table or cluster to allocate a new extent. You can
specify the following information:

Size and unit of the extent.
Instance
Data file to which the extent should belong.

After you press the OK button, the operation will be performed. The Cancel
button closes the dialog without any action.

3.6 Arrange Columns

This dialog determines which columns of a table or view are displayed, and the
order in which they are displayed. It can be invoked either from the context menu on
the Tables | Data Contents sheet, or by clicking on the cell in the extreme upper left
of the grid, between the first column heading and the first row marker.
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All the columns are displayed with check boxes. Uncheck a box to make a
column invisible in the grid.

By default, the columns are displayed in the order in which they were defined in
the CREATE statement. By clicking on the Alphabetically button in the lower right
corner of the window, you can make the displayed columns appear in alphabetical
order.

You can also drag the column names to customize the order in which they
appear. It does not matter whether or not a dragged column is currently visible.

It is also possible to locate a column by typing its name on the keyboard.

The underlying grid immediately reflects each change that you make—even
before you close the dialog window. Once an item is selected, the grid
automatically scrolls to the appropriate column in the visible range.

 

The Select all and Unselect all buttons make it easy to subsequently check or
uncheck individual boxes.

3.7 Assigning Default Roles

This modal dialog lets you assign a user's default roles. It shows the following
information:

Granting to, i.e. user name that receives the grant. The field is read-only.
List box with system privileges and roles. You can select any subset with
Ctrl+Click.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.
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3.8 Audit Object

Use this dialog to start or stop the auditing of a schema object. The dialog may
appear with the title Audit Object or No-audit Object, depending on whether the
Audit or No-Audit icon was selected from the context menu.

Specify the object and statement to be audited (or no longer to be audited, as the
case may be), and whether auditing is to be by session or by access.

In the whenever box, specify whether auditing is to be started or stopped for
either successful or unsuccessful statement executions.

3.9 Audit Privilege

You can use this dialog to start or stop auditing for a specific system privilege.
The dialog may appear with the title Audit Privilege or No-audit Privilege,
depending on the icon selected from the context menu.

The System Privileges pulldown is used to select a privilege to be audited.

If the By user(s) box is checked, select one or more users. Uncheck the box to
specify all users.

Use the by box to specify by session or by access.

In the whenever box, specify whether auditing is to be started or stopped for
either successful or unsuccessful statement executions.

3.10 Audit Statement

Use this dialog to start or stop auditing for a statement group. The dialog may
appear with the title Audit Statement or No-audit Statement, depending on the
icon selected from the context menu.

The Auditing Options pulldown is used to select the group.

If the By user(s) box is checked, select one or more users. Uncheck the box to
specify all users.

Use the by box to specify by session or by access.

In the whenever box, specify whether auditing is to be started or stopped for
either successful or unsuccessful statement executions.

3.11 Cancel Query

Hora has the ability to cancel a long-running query in the SQL Scratchpad, 
Tables | Data Contents, or the Data Contents Browser. The following dialog will
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appear only if a query has been running for longer than 2 seconds in Windows XP,
or for all queries on earlier operating systems:

Pressing the button will cancel the query.

This is an option that is set on or off by a new check box in the Extras | Settings
menu item, on the Data Contents tab. It is available only when connected through
the Oracle Client, and not through a direct TCP/IP connection.

3.12 Changing a user's password

This modal dialog lets you change a user's password. It shows the following
information:

Password
Password confirmation
Identified externally check box

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.13 Changing Cluster Properties

This modal dialog lets you change properties of a cluster. It shows the following
information:

Cluster name
Size
Space percentages in a block

Minimum free
Minimum used

Number of transactions
Initial
Maximum

Default storage parameters for extents in the cluster
Initial size
Next size
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Percent increase
Min
Max

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.14 Changing the Top Level Resource Plan

The pull-down box lists all existing resource plans. Choose the one that will
become the active plan for the current database instance.

3.15 Code Completion

This facility is available in Hora's code windows and in the standalone SQL
Editor. Its availability is controlled by a check box setting, on the SQL Page tab of
the Settings dialog, available through the Extras menu.

 

Code completion provides a list from the Data Dictionary whose contents
depend on what you have typed in. After entering one of the following, you can
either type a period, and the list will be generated automatically, or type Ctrl+space
(without a following period) to generate the list only when you want it:

 

If you type: List provided:

schema name list of tables, views, sequences, functions, procedures, packages in the schema

table or view name or
alias

list of columns

package name list of functions and procedures

 

When you double-click on an item in the selection list, it is brought into the code
window. No syntax checking is performed.

Here is an example that works because a public synonym exists for the
DBMS_UTILITY package:
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(If the synonym didn't exist, we could have typed in SYS.DBMS_UTILITY.)

3.16 Code Snippets

This facility displays pieces of commonly used SQL and PL/SQL code, such as
functions and optimizer hints. It is available from Hora's code windows, and also
from the standalone SQL Editor. In Hora, it can be found on the Toolbar with the
symbol . Once you have loaded the Code Snippets facility, you can double-click
the caption bar to alternately maximize or minimize its window.

The upper part of the window contains an outline structure with categories and
code snippets in the leaf nodes. Categories are:

Functions
Number functions
Character functions returning character values
Character functions returning number values
Date functions
Conversion functions
Miscellaneous single row functions
Object reference functions
Aggregate functions

Optimizer hints
Hints for optimizing approaches and goals
Hints for access methods
Hints for join orders
Hints for join operations
Hints for parallel execution
Additional hints

Pragmas
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The bottom window shows a comment for each selected item.

You can drag and drop each SQL syntax item from the tree view into the editor
window.

Code snippets may be customized by editing the CodeSnip.txt file in the
"Templates" subdirectory of the KeepTool installation directory. The hierarchy of
items is shown by indenting each subitem by an additional tab character. Each
comment is separated from the item by a tab character. Each item resides on a
separate line.
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3.17 Column Properties

The dialog shows the following properties of the column:
Comments
Data type, length and data scale
Nullable (yes/no)
Default value.

You can change the properties displayed in these edit controls. To force the
default value for existing data you can activate the Empty column for existing data
check box .

After the OK button is pressed, the operation will be performed. The Cancel
button closes the dialog without any action.

3.18 Constraint Exceptions

This dialog displays all rows not conforming to a disabled or unvalidated
constraint.

The header panel contains the following information:
Owner
Constraint name
Constraint type

The data grid contains all rows that violate the constraint. The titles of the
constraint columns are highlighted in red. You have the option of deleting rows that
violate the constraint or editing and saving them from within the dialog.

3.19 Constraints Manager

This dialog can be invoked from Hora's Schema menu. It lets you select one or
more types of constraints in the current schema to be globally enabled or disabled.
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Note that if you disable primary or unique key constraints, you should check the 
Using index box and specify a tablespace when re-enabling them. For example,
you may wish to create the indexes in a different tablespace from the
corresponding tables.

3.20 Create Dimension

The dialog allows you to create a new dimension.
You must first enter the name of the dimension.
Check the force box if the server should create the dimension regardless of any
errors that may occur.
Use the first grid to define levels of the dimension:

Name of the level
Comma-separated list of table.column items.

Use the second grid to define hierarchies:
Name of the hierarchy
Comma-separated list of level names that are children of the level.
Join clause (optional)

Use the third grid to define attribute levels:
Name of the attribute level
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Comma-separated list of table column items that define dependent columns.

The dimension is created when the OK button is pressed.

3.21 Create Indextype

The dialog lets you create a new indextype.
You must first enter a name for the indextype to be created.
Next, you need to tell Hora the owner and the name of the implementation type.
You can also press the button on the right to have Hora create a new
implementation type. Hora will use a template that already contains functions
such as ODCIGetInterfaces, ODCIIndexCreate, ODCIIndexDrop, etc.
Finally, you can assign operators to the indextype. The data grid has two
columns

The columns on the left show the operator names. You can select them from a
combo box.
The other columns contain the parameter list. Be sure that the values that you
enter are separated by commas.

Press the OK button to create the indextype.

 

3.22 Create Java

This modal dialog lets you create a Java object. You need to enter the following
information:

Package name. Hora defaults to the Java package currently selected in the
tree view.
Class name. Enter the name of the Java class to be created.

After the OK button is pressed, Hora creates a Java class skeleton that may be
filled in using Hora's Java source page.

3.23 Create Log Miner Dictionary

The dialog allows you to create a new Log Miner dictionary file.

Enter the following information:
Directory location. The combo box's drop-down list contains each entry from the
utl_file_dir initialization parameter.
Dictionary file name within the directory.

After the OK button is pressed, the dictionary file will be created. Depending on
the size of your database, this could take some time. See the Oracle
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documentation on the procedure sys.dbms_logmnr_d.build for details.

3.24 Create Operator

This dialog allows you to create a new operator:
You must first enter the name of the operator.
A data grid lets you specify the bindings of the operator to functions. Enter the
following information for each binding:

Owner
Package/Type. (You can leave the column empty if the function does not
belong to a package.)
Function name

Parameter type
Return type
Implementation clause for binding (optional). (The combo box's drop-down list
suggests some clauses.)

3.25 Create Outline

This dialog allows you to create a new outline.
You must first enter the name of the outline to be created.
You should then specify a category to be associated with the outline. The
combo box displays the DEFAULT category and all other categories to which
you have assigned your outlines. You can enter any valid name to use a new
category.
Use the SQL editor window to enter the SQL text to be assigned to the outline.

To create an outline, you must have the CREATE ANY OUTLINE privilege. A
message at the bottom of the window will let you know if you do not have it.

The outline will be created when you press the OK button.

3.26 Create Table

This dialog lets you create a new table. The upper section asks for the following
information:

Table name to be created.
Index name for the primary key. Hora suggests the table name with the suffix
_PK.
Type of table

Not temporary
Global temporary table, on commit preserve rows
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Global temporary table, on commit delete rows

Below this section is a grid with three tabs. The grid opens with the columns tab
selected. This lets you describe the table's columns.

P. Key contains a check box to indicate that the column is part of the primary
key. By default, the first column is named ID, and is designated as a primary
key column. You can rename the column and/or uncheck the box.
Column name.
Data type. Various values can be selected from a combo box.
Data length of a (var)char or number column. For character fields, you may now
specify CHAR or BYTE along with the length to override the length semantics of
the database.
Not null.
Default value for the column
Nested table name
Is nested table. This defaults to N, unless you enter a nested table name in the
previous column.

For the current column, you can enter column comments in the next part of the
window. While entering columns, you can also select one of the tabs at the bottom.

Insert column inserts a new column before the current position.
Append column inserts a new column after the current position.
Delete column removes the column currently being defined.
Add stamps adds 4 columns which can be used to store the name of the user
creating or modifying a row, or the date when a row was created or modified.

The second tab, Table Comment, lets you enter a comment applicable to the
entire table.

The third tab, Table Storage/Partitioning, allows entry of the following:
Tablespace name for the table. Defaults to the user's default tablespace.
Percent free, i.e. the portion of the block to be kept free for updates to existing
rows.
Tablespace name for the primary key index. Defaults to the user's default
tablespace.
Index-organized. Check the box to create an index-organized table.
Partition by, sub-partition by. Use these columns to indicate partitioning by
range or by hash. To the right, enter the column to be used in range- or hash-
partitioning.

 

Press OK to start the operation. The Cancel button closes the dialog without any
action.
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3.27 Create Trigger

This modal dialog lets you create a new trigger on the current table or view. It
shows the following information:

Trigger name. The contents of the field are initialized with the table name and a
suffix as follows:

_B (before) or _A (after), _I (instead of)
I (insert), U (update), D (delete)
R (row level trigger)

Triggering type
Select one item from a radio group: before, after, instead of, compound.
You can check any or all of insert, delete and update.
Check for each row to create a row level trigger.

Trigger columns (update trigger only)
Check the box all columns
Alternatively, select any subset of the table columns from the list box on the
right side of the dialog.

Referencing old/new values as
WHEN condition.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed and the code for the
trigger is generated. The Cancel button closes the dialog without any action.

3.28 Create/Modify Foreign Key

This dialog lets you create or modify an existing foreign key. It is available from
both Hora and ER Diagrammer.
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The above illustration shows the dialog as it appears after the owner and master
table have been selected from the Owner and Table name boxes on the left side.
You can also enter a table name for the exceptions clause, i.e. rows that do not
match the foreign-key constraint.

You should first set the master columns for the foreign key:
Select the owner of the master table from the combo box. The drop-down list
contains all valid user names.
Select master table name from the second combo box.
Select primary key or unique constraint name from the third combo box.

The right side of the box contains information about the detail table:
The table name is set by the calling dialog and cannot be changed.
The Available Table Columns box initially contains all columns present in the
detail table. You can move them to the Foreign key columns box using the left
arrow, remove them using the right arrow, or change the order of columns in a
composite foreign key by using the up and down arrows.
Above that box is the Add matching FK columns box. If clicked, it will generate
an ALTER TABLE ADD COLUMN statement that will add a column
corresponding to the selected master table key if one does not already exist.

Finally, there are various options:
You must specify a delete rule: No action, cascade or set null.
The Deferrable box allows to you to choose when the constraint should take
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effect. Choices are Immediate, Deferrable (Initially Immediate) and Deferrable
(Initially Deferred).
The Status box determines whether or not the constraint is enabled when it is
created.
The Exceptions table will contain the rowid's of rows that violate the constraint.
It must have been previously defined according to Oracle's rules, using the 
utlexcpt.sql script.

Press OK to create the constraint. If you modify an existing constraint, Hora
drops it and creates a new one with the changed syntax. If doing this raises an
exception, Hora re-creates the constraint with the old syntax.

3.29 Create Type

This modal dialog lets you create a PL/SQL type. It shows the following
information:

Name of the type
Choose one of the following radio group items

Varying Array. Use the spin edit control to enter the array size.
Table
Object

Base data type. The ellipsis (..) button opens a second dialog to specify the PL/
SQL data type.

Data type dialog

You can select a data type by clicking on the corresponding tab sheet:
User defined type. Please enter the following information:

Ref check box. If checked, the object represents a reference to the object
type, not the type itself.
Owner of the type. Can be selected from a combo box.
Name of the type. Can be selected from a combo box.
Character types. You can select the type name from a radio group. Don't
forget to enter the type length.
Numeric types. You can select the type name from a radio group. Don't forget
to enter the precision and data scale.
Other types. You can select the type name from a radio group.

After the OK button is pressed, the data type definition is completed, and the
type is created. The cancel button closes the dialog without any action.
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3.30 Creating a Database Link

This modal dialog lets you create a database link. It shows the following
information:

Database link name
Net8 Service name. If you omit the service name, Oracle uses the database link
name. If the service name is not fully qualified, it is supplemented with the
current database domain.
Fixed user link (check box). Use this to log on to a remote database using a
user and password stored there.

User name
Password

Shared link (check box)
Authentication user name
Authentication password

You may check neither of the two boxes and create a connected user link. This
means that the current user must also exist on the remote database with the same
password.

If the  global_names initialization parameter is TRUE, the database link name
must be the same as the global database name of the remote database.

Press OK to create the database link, or CANCEL to back out.

3.31 Creating a New Consumer Group

Enter the name of the group and an optional comment.

Choose a resource allocation method from the pull-down box. Currently, there is
only one method available, the round-robin method.

Then press OK to proceed.

3.32 Creating a New Resource Plan

Enter the name of the new plan and an optional comment in the text box on the
right.

From the pull-down boxes, choose methods for allocating:
CPU Resources.
Currently, the only method for allocating CPU resources is the emphasis
method.

Limiting the maximum number of active sessions.
Only the absolute method is available.
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Limiting the degree of parallelism.
The only current method is the absolute method.

from the pull-down boxes. Then click OK.

3.33 Creating a New Resource Plan Directive

Choose an existing resource plan from the left pull-down box, and an existing
consumer group or subplan from the right box.

You can then fill in up to eight levels of CPU allocation percentages. The total
allocation percentages for each level must be no more than 100%. Each level's
resources are available only if the prior level has not used all of its resources.

You may then specify an absolute number for Maximum Active Sessions and the
Degree of Parallelism limit. The Maximum Active Sessions feature may not be
available on some versions of Oracle.

Press OK to proceed.

3.34 Creating a Snapshot

This modal dialog can be called from either the Materialized View or the
Database Links page, since a snapshot can be created either in the same
database as the base tables, or in a local database, where the base tables are
remote. It shows the following information:

Owner of the snapshot. You can select it from a combo box.
Snapshot name.
Tablespace. You can select it from a combo box.
Space percentages in a block

Percent free
Percent used

Extents in the segment
Initial size
Next size
Percent increase

Refresh mode:
Fast, Complete or Force

Options:
Enable Query Rewrite
On Prebuilt table
With reduced precision
Logging
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Refresh timing:
Immediate or On Demand
For Immediate Refreshes: 

Start with
Refresh next

Snapshot query

 

Press OK to create the snapshot, or CANCEL to back out.

3.35 Creating and Modifying Roles

This modal dialog lets you create a new role or alter an existing role. It shows the
following information:

Name of the role
Identification:

None
By password
Externally

Optionally, password and password confirmation

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.36 Creating and modifying Rollback segments

This modal dialog lets you create a new rollback segment or change an existing
one. It shows the following information:

Rollback segment name
Public check box
Tablespace name. You can select it from a combo box. The field is only visible
when creating a new rollback segment.
Status. The field is only visible when modifying an existing rollback segment.
Storage parameters

Initial size
Next size
Optimal size
Min
Max
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After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.37 Creating and modifying tablespaces

This modal dialog lets you create a new tablespace or modify an existing
tablespace. It now conforms to the SAFE (Simple Algorithm for Fragmentation
Elimination) specification. For more information, see Oracle paper #711 on 
technet.oracle.com 

The dialog shows the following information:
Table space name. The field is read-only if you are modifying an existing
tablespace.
Status (Online/Offline)
Contents: Permanent, Temporary or (Oracle9i) UnDo
check box Extent Management Local (Oracle 8i)
check box Segment Space Management Auto (Oracle 9i)
Default storage parameters for extents in a segment. See the Oracle
documentation and Oracle paper #711 on technet.oracle.com for more details.

Initial size (recommended: 128 K, 4 M or 128 M)
Next size (recommended equal to Initial Size)
Percent increase (recommended 0 %)
Min number
Max number (recommended 4096).

The following information is only visible while you are creating a new datafile.
Otherwise, this part of the dialog is invisible.

Name of the data file. The combo box contains the file names already used.
You can start by selecting an item and make some minor changes to force a
unique name.
Size and unit of the data file.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.38 Creating or changing a directory

This modal dialog lets you create a new directory or change an existing directory,
i.e. the server is notified of a directory path and assigns it a logical name.

The dialog shows the following information:
(Logical) Directory Name
Directory Path on the server. Please note that the file name on the server may
be case-sensitive.

http://technet.oracle.com/deploy/availability/pdf/defrag.pdf
http://technet.oracle.com/deploy/availability/pdf/defrag.pdf
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After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action. .

3.39 Creating or changing a library

This modal dialog lets you create a new library or change an existing one, i.e. the
server is told about a library and assigns it a logical name.

The dialog shows the following information:
(Logical) Library Name
Library Name on the server. Please note the file syntax on the server could be
case-sensitive.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.40 Creating or modifying a user

This modal dialog lets you create a new user or modify an existing user. It shows
the following information:

User information
User name
Password and password confirmation
Check the Identified external box  if you want to use operating system
security.

Default and temporary tablespace names. Select them from the combo box
drop-down list.
Profile name
Roles

The left list box shows all grantable roles.
The right list box contains the roles to be granted to the user.
Use the buttons to move roles from one list box to the other.

Tablespace quota
Enter tablespace quota into the grid cells to the right of the tablespace
names.
Enter a size in bytes, UNLIMITED, or clear the cell.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.
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3.41 Customizing Favorite Pages

The Sidebar of Hora's main window shows Hora's pages as members of
collections. The Standard, Additional and DBA collections are static, but the
Favorites collection is completely customizable. This is accomplished by right-
clicking on the Sidebar.

The tree view shows you the Sidebar buttons in the same order as they appear in
the Sidebar. Each tree node contains a check box that adds or removes it from the 
Favorites collection.

3.42 Data Export Wizard

The dialog allows you to export the data from the grid into various output formats.

Top and Bottom Section

The top section shows the following input controls:

Export file name

Open the file after export using ShellExecute.

Whether to print file after export.

The Start Export button starts the export.

1.1. Export type - Formats

Her you can select between various destination file formats such as MS Excel,
Text and PDF.

1.2. Export type - Options

The page allows you to set a couple of import file related options:

Start with the first or current record

Allow to export an empty data source

Export all rows or current row only

Skip a number of import rows

Restrict the number of rows to be exported
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2. Fields

You can select a subset of columns to be exported.

3. Formats

You can export define data formats for different types of data

Integer, Float, Currency

Date, Time, DateTime

Boolean True and False

Null 

and separators

Decimal separator

Thousand separator

Data separator

Time separator

Additionally, you can define individual date formats for each number column.

4. Header and Footer

You can define a multi-line header and footer text that will be copied into the output
file,

5. Caption and Align

For each export column you can define an individual caption and horizontal
alingment.

6. Output format related options

The last page contains options that depend on the selected output format.

3.43 Data Import Wizard

The dialog allows you to import data from various formats.
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At first you have to choose the import source.

Then you can use the range editor to add/edit ranges of the data source that you want
to import.
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In step 2 of 3 you can alter the way various formats are being handled during the
import.
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Eventually chose Commit Options and Import Mode and hit Execute to import your
data.
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3.44 DB Object Browser

The database object browser allows you to drag and drop information about
database objects into the editor. You can double-click the caption bar to alternately
maximize or minimize the dialog.

The two combo boxes at the top of the dialog allow you to select a database
schema and a database object type. The tree view below is filled with the object
names that match the criteria. Depending on the object type each node can be
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expanded to show table columns, procedure parameters, etc.

You can select an item by clicking the item name with the control key held down.
You can then drag and drop all selected item names into the editor window as a
comma-separated list.

3.45 DBMS_Profiler

The DBMS_Profiler package lets you analyze the efficiency of your PL/SQL code
by gathering statistics in dedicated tables. Hora automates the process of setting
up DBMS_Profiler, starting and stopping it, and viewing the statistics in a
meaningful way.

Hora's interface to DBMS_Profiler is available from the toolbar on most pages,
and from some context menus.

Setup

To enable DBMS_Profiler, a user with DBA privileges first needs to run the
profload.sql script found in $ORACLE_HOME/rdbms/admin to install the package.

Next, each schema that will be using the package should run the proftab.sql
script in the same directory to install the tables that will store the statistics. This will
allow each user to keep track of his own results, and to delete old rows from the
results tables when they are no longer needed.

These steps need to be performed only once. You will then be ready to use
Hora's interface.

 

Starting the Profiler

When you invoke the Profiler, you see a window with a Start Profiler button, a
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Stop Profiler button, and some information about previous runs. Press the Start
Profiler button and accept or change the default comment and the additional
comment. The DBMS_Profiler package will then monitor all PL/SQL code that you
execute. If you wish, you can close the Profiler window while you execute your code.

Stopping the Profiler

When you are finished executing the code that you wanted to monitor, just press
the Stop Profiler button, and you will see a new entry with your comment in the tree
that is described below.

Using Hora to interpret the results

Each time that you run DBMS_Profiler, a new run id is created through a
sequence. The run id is the primary key of the PLSQL_PROFILER_RUNS table.
Run id and unit number are the composite primary key for
PLSQL_PROFILER_UNITS. Finally, run id, unit number and line number are the
composite primary key for PLSQL_PROFILER_DATA.

A run is created each time that the START_PROFILER and STOP_PROFILER
functions are run successfully in sequence. Within the run, each anonymous block,
procedure, or function represents a new unit number. And within the unit, each new
line number represents a line of executable source code.

The left-hand area of Hora's interface shows all runs in the current schema's
PLSQL_PROFILER_RUNS table.

The upper-right area shows the comments associated with the
START_PROFILER procedure. They are stored in PLSQL_PROFILER_ RUNS.

The lower-right window lists information from the PLSQL_PROFILER_ UNITS
table for the stored procedures and functions of the highlighted run, including the
total time in nanoseconds.

Finally, you can expand the runs in the left-hand area and see the following detail
from  the PLSQL_PROFILER_DATA table for the highlighted program unit:

run id
unit number
line number
total time spent executing in nanoseconds
minimum execution time in nanoseconds
maximum execution time in nanoseconds

Cleaning up the tables

When you are no longer interested in the output for one or more run id's you can
delete the corresponding rows from the three tables. Because of the two levels of
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foreign-key constraints, they should be deleted in the following  order:
1. PLSQL_PROFILER_DATA
2. PLSQL_PROFILER_UNITS
3. PLSQL_PROFILER_RUNS

More information

Additional information about DBMS_Profiler is available from Oracle in the 
Oracle-Supplied Packages User Guide.

3.46 Drop column

The operation gives the database administrator support in dropping a column
from a table:

Oracle server version 8.1.5 or later (Oracle 8i) supports dropping columns.
After displaying a confirmation message box, Hora executes the SQL
statement ALTER TABLE DROP COLUMN.
However, Oracle does not provide support in dropping columns for server
version 7 and 8.0. You must create a new table structure without the
appropriate column and copy the data manually. All constraints, comments and
triggers should be re-created on the new structure. Hora automates this
procedure.

This modal dialog provides for the following options:
Data from the original table is saved in a temporary table. You can change the
default table name HORA_TEMPORARY to any other valid identifier.
Perform the operation (yes/no). If this option is not checked, Hora allows you to
create a script only.
Commit each insert option. When copying significant amounts of data, you can
prevent rollback segment problems by adding a commit after each insert
operation.
Disable constraints. If checked, Hora does not enable constraints after the
column has been dropped. You need to do this manually.
Save script to file. You can enter a valid file name. Hora lets you create a script
only if the perform option is not checked.

The combination of these checkable options lets you choose between
Performing the operation immediately on your database (this is irreversible, but
you can watch the procedure if the Extras | SQL Preview menu item has been
checked.),
Generating a SQL script file only or
Doing both.
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First, all constraints, indexes, triggers and privileges owned or referenced by the
table are dropped. These will be re-created later if possible. The table's rows are
saved in the temporary table that you have specified in this dialog. Finally, the rows
are copied back from the temporary table.

PL/SQL objects and views will not be updated by the procedure. Please check
them manually for errors after the procedure has completed.

Although the process is very safe, we recommend that you back up your
database completely before performing the operation in order to avoid loss of data
in the event of a system crash or other unexpected circumstances.

3.47 Estimate the space required by an index

This dialog lets you estimate the disk space requirements of an index. You can
use the results to define storage parameters or to estimate storage space.

The first row of combo boxes shows the owner, table and index name of the
index currently selected by the calling dialog. You can change them to any other
index without closing the dialog.

The database block size is a server constant. It cannot be changed once the
database has been created.

The average size of an index entry can be estimated by two different methods:
The size is determined by the average row size of existing data. Assuming the
table contains typical data, this method gives the best approximation. However,
it may take some time, especially for large tables.
The size is determined by the maximum size of the table structure. The method
returns the maximum space required; however, the real data will not completely
fill the structure.

You can increase the number of entries and press the Calculate button. The
result will be the estimated total size of the index data.

3.48 Estimate the space required by table

This dialog allows you to estimate the table's disk space requirements. You can
use the results to define storage parameters or to estimate storage space.

The combo boxes in the first line show owner and table name of the currently
selected table in the calling dialog. You can change them to any other table without
closing the dialog.

The database block size is a server constant. It cannot be changed once the
database has been created.

The average size of a row can be estimated by three different methods:
The size is determined by the average row size of existing data. Assuming the
table contains typical data, this method gives the best approximation. However,
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it might take some time, especially for large tables.
The size is determined from the maximum size of the table structure. The
estimate returns the upper limit of the space requirement, since the actual data
will not completely fill the structure to the limit.
The row size is determined from the table statistics. This method is much faster
than scanning the data.

You can increase the number of rows and press the Calculate button.
Consequently, you will see the estimated total size of the table data. Please note
that this estimate does not include any index space requirements.

3.49 Evaluating and modifying variable values

The dialog, used by PL/SQL Debugger,  lets you evaluate a variable's value or to
modify it, providing that you have compiled the object with the DEBUG option. For
packages, procedures, functions and trigger, this can be done on the Overview
Packages, Procedures,Functions and Trigger page. For triggers, use also the
Triggers tab of the Tables page, or for database triggers, the Triggers tab of the
Database page.

You can right-click on the variable name in Debugger's code window, or enter
the variable name in a combo box.
The Value box shows the current value of the variable. Use the Evaluate button
to refresh the display if you have modified the value.
The New Value box lets you assign a new value to the variable. Use the Modify
button to put the change in effect.

Use the Close button to exit the dialog.

 

3.50 Explain plan

This modal dialog shows the execution plan for a select statement in an outline
structure.

The dialog is based on the EXPLAIN PLAN SQL statement that requires the
Data Dictionary table PLAN_TABLE. It can be created with the UTLXPLAN.SQL
script that resides in the $ORACLE_HOME\rdbms\admin directory on the server. If
you run the dialog without having a PLAN_TABLE, Hora will ask you to create the
table. Because the structure of PLAN_TABLE may have changed from the previous
Oracle version, we would recommend using the script on the server rather than
creating it with Hora.

At the bottom of the window, you will see the optimizer mode of the current
session. You can change it on the Database | Initialization parameters page.

The Close button closes the dialog without any action.
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3.51 File Comparison

This facility is accessible from both Hora and the SQL Editor.

In Hora, it can be accessed from the SQL Scratchpad by using the context menu,

and selecting File | Compare. It also appears on the Toolbar, with the icon .

In the SQL Editor, it is reached from File | Compare on the menu bar, or from the
context menu.

Selecting the files to be compared

There are several different ways to select the files to select the files to be
compared. Here are some examples:

Comparing two files in the Scratchpad

With an item open in Hora's SQL Scratchpad that you would like to compare to
another item (remember that items are logical equivalents of actual files):

Click the Compare icon on the Toolbar
An open dialog will start. Use this to select the second file to be compared.
Remember that each item corresponds to both a folder and a file in Windows.
Be sure to choose the file.
As soon as you do this, the comparison is executed.

Comparing two files in the File Explorer

The File Explorer tab of Hora's SQL Scratchpad lets you select files with a .sql
extension anywhere in the file system. Typically, you would use the File Explorer
for .sql files that are not in the Scratchpad.

Select the first file to be compared from the lower left window.
Click the Compare icon on the Toolbar
An open dialog will start. Choose any other file anywhere in the Windows file
system.
As soon as you do this, the comparison is executed.

Comparing the current file in the SQL Editor with another file

In the SQL Editor, you can start a new file or an edit an existing file. In the first
case, you will be prompted to save it when invoking File Comparison.

Start the comparison by using File | Compare.
Save the file if it is new. Otherwise, it will be saved automatically when you start
the compare.
An open dialog will start. Choose any other file in the Windows file system.
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As soon as you do this, the comparison is executed.

Comparing any two files

You can also use this tool to compare any two text files. However, you must use
either Hora or the SQL Editor to start the tool. Consider this to be an added bonus
for having bought a KeepTool product!

Use any of the scenarios described above to select the second file to be
compared.
As soon as you do this, the comparison is executed.
Use the Open First File icon on the toolbar (first icon) to open a different "first"
file.
Press the Compare button to compare these two files.

From this point on, you can continue to open different first and second files. You
can also use the program as a text editor, make changes to either file, and save
those changes by pressing the Save First File or Save Second File icon.

Understanding the results
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The two files are shown next to each other vertically, with matching lines opposite
each other in white. Colors are use to indicate non-matching lines. See the key in
the status line:

Blue represents lines that have been added in the second file.
Pink represents lines that have been dropped in the second file.
Green represents changed lines.

Options

Note the following rather self-explanatory options on the Options menu:
Ignore blanks
Ignore case
Show differences only

If you change one of these options, you will need to re-execute the comparison by
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pressing the Compare button (white arrow on a green background).

3.52 Find and Replace

This is one of the principal functions available from the SQL Editor component
that appears on many of Hora's windows that allow editing of code.

Both of the dialogs share several groups of options:

In the Options group, you may choose whether your search should be case
sensitive, matches should be performed on whole words only, or whether the
specified string is a regular expression, rather than a text string.

The other three boxes govern whether searching should proceed in a forward or
backward direction (Direction), the entire window should be searched, or just text
that has been selected with the mouse (Scope), and whether searching should
begin at the current cursor position, or the top (or bottom) of the window (Origin).
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The Replace dialog differs from the Find dialog only in a few respects:
There is a field to entire the string to be used for replacing found text.
The Prompt on Replace option allows...
The Replace All option will automatically replace all occurrences of the found string
with the replacement string.

Regular Expressions

Instead of specifying a text string to be searched for, you can specify a regular
expression. Here are the principal symbols that may be used and their meanings:

 

^ Start of line

$ End of line

. Any character

* Zero or more occurrences of the preceding character or expression bounded by {}

+ One or more occurrences of the preceding character or expression bounded by {}

[ ] Any one, and only one, of the characters within brackets

[^ ] (Where the caret is followed by a string:) any character not equal to one of the characters
following the caret

[-] A hyphen within brackets means any one character within the range

{ } Braces group characters or expressions

\^ A backslash preceding a character used to form a regular expression denotes that the following
character should be interpreted literally
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3.53 Gather System Statistics

3.54 Granting system privileges or roles

This modal dialog lets you grant system privileges or roles to a user. It shows the
following information:

Granting to, i.e. user name that receives the grant. The field is read-only.
List box with system privileges and roles. You can select any subset with
Ctrl+Click.
With Admin Option Check box

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.55 Index Properties

This dialog allows you to view or change storage parameters of an index, or to
rebuild the index in another tablespace. It shows the following information:

Index name
Table name
Tablespace name (combo box)
% Free, Percentage of free space in a block
Initial and maximum number of transactions
Uniqueness status
Direct load status
Storage of extents in the segment: Initial, next, min extents, max extents, %
increase, free lists, freelist groups
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Statistics: B-tree level, leaf blocks, distinct keys, average leafs per key,
average data per key, clustering factor. Use the Analyze button to analyze the
table and to compute, estimate or delete the statistics.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.56 Load Java

The dialog encapsulates the dbms_Java.loadjava procedure. See the Oracle
supplied packages documentation for special information on the use of the
package.

You must first enter the file name of the Java object. Ensure that the path is
accessible to the database server, since the package will be executed on the
server.

You can choose among several options. Each of them can be activated by a
check box. Some options require additional information that could be entered in the
edit box right from the check box. The Load Java dialog appears with some
suggested options.

load and resolve
debug
definer
encoding. (You can enter the encoding schema.)
force
grant. (You can enter a comma-separated list of users. Do not use blanks in
the list.)
order
noverify
oracleresolver
resolve
resolver. (You can enter the resolver specification.)
schema. (You can enter the schema name.)
synonym

3.57 Managing Profiles

This modal dialog lets you create or alter a profile. It shows the following
information:

Profile name.
Resources grid with columns:

Resource name
Limit
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Empty grid cells are interpreted as unlimited resources.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.58 Managing tablespace quota

This modal dialog lets you manage quota on a tablespace. It shows the following
information:

Tablespace name. You can select one from the combo box. The field is read-
only if you are changing existing quota.
User name. You can select it from a combo box.
Select one radio group item:

None, i.e. the user cannot use the tablespace.
Unlimited usage.
Restricted usage. Enter the limit and unit.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.59 Modifying Initialization Parameters

This modal dialog lets you change the value of some initialization parameters in
the init.ora file. Depending on the parameter, either an alter system or alter
session command is generated. The Initialization Parameters tab on the Database
page shows you what type of alteration is allowed for each parameter. This
information is obtained from the V$PARAMETER dictionary view. Hora does not
let you call the dialog for parameters that cannot be changed.

The dialog shows the following information:
Initialization parameter name (read-only)
Current value of the initialization parameter (you can update this field).
Beginning with Oracle 9i, you can also add a comment at the time of update,
which will later be displayed on the Initialization Parameters tab of the
Database page.

You then press OK to perform the operation, or Cancel to back out.

3.60 Moving to another tablespace

The dialog lets you move a table to another tablespace. This feature is available
beginning with Oracle 8i. You can also change the storage parameters.
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The left side of the page shows the owner, table name, and current tablespace.

You can choose which tablespace to move the table to from a combo box.

 You can enter the following storage parameters for the moved table:
Percent Free and Percent Used
Initial Number of Transactions and Maximum Number of Transactions
Initial Extent Size and Next Extent Size
Percent Increase
Minimum Number of Extents
Maximum Number of Extents

The right side of the page lists all current indexes, and gives you the option of
rebuilding each index within its current tablespace.

3.61 Object Privileges

This modal dialog lets you grant privileges on the current object to another user
or a role. It shows the following information:

Object privileges. The list box contains grantable object privileges (i.e. ALTER,
DELETE, SELECT, UPDATE, ...) corresponding to the object type (i.e.
TABLE). You can select multiple privileges from the list box. Or you can activate
the All Privileges check box.
Owner and object name are read-only.
Grantee. Select a user name or role from the combo box. Activate the Grant
Option check box to allow the grantee to forward the privilege to other users.
The Columns list box is only available if the current object type is TABLE. You
can select a subset of table columns after the All Columns check box has been
unchecked. By default, the privilege is granted at table level.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.62 Role Privileges

This modal dialog lets you grant or remove privileges to the current user. It shows
the following information:

Available privileges. The list box contains grantable privileges. 
Granted privileges. The list box contains granted privileges

You can add or remove privileges from the list box by using the arrows.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.
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3.63 PL/SQL Object Properties

This modal dialog shows the following properties of the selected PL/SQL object:
Owner and name
Status
Size information

Source
Parsed
Code
Error

Because each field is read-only, both OK and cancel buttons close the dialog
without any action.

3.64 Primary Key, Unique, Index

This dialog allows you to create a primary key, unique constraint or an index on
the table. It is also used to change an existing constraint or index. In this case, Hora
drops and re-creates it.

The dialog contains the following information
Create/Add Primary key, Unique constraint or index
Constraint/index name
Tablespace name. You can select an entry from the combo box.
Column list. You can select any subset of the table columns
Disable constraint (yes/no)
Using index clause (yes/no)
Exceptions table name.

After the OK button is pressed, the operation will be performed. The cancel
button closes the dialog without any action.

3.65 Print Options

This dialog allows you to change some options before printing a diagram in ER
Diagrammer.

First, you can enter a title to be printed at the top of the diagram.

You can select any available printer from the combo box. At first, the default
printer is selected. You can also change the printer orientation.

ER Diagrammer allows you to print the diagram across multiple pages. You can
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select any size between 1x1 and 10x10 pages from the combo box.

3.66 Rename Column

While Oracle Server Version 8.1.5 or later (Oracle 8i) supports dropping
columns, there is still no support for renaming a column. You must create a new
table structure with the new column name, and copy the data manually. All
constraints, comments and triggers should be re-created on the new structure. Hora
automates this procedure in Oracle 7 and 8.0.

The dialog requests the following options:
New column name.
The data from the original table is saved in a temporary table. You can change
the default HORA_TEMPORARY to any other valid identifier.
Perform the operation (yes/no). If this option is checked, Hora lets you create a
script only.
Commit each insert option. When copying significant amounts of data, you can
prevent rollback segment problems by adding a commit after each insert
operation.
Disable constraints. If checked, Hora does not enable constraints after the
column has been dropped. You will then need to do this manually.
Save script to file. You can enter a valid file name. Hora lets you create a script
only if the perform option is not checked.

The combination of these checkable options allow you to choose between
Performing the operation immediately on your database (this is irreversible, but
you can watch the procedure if the Extras | SQL Preview menu item has been
checked.),
Generating a SQL script file only or
Doing both.

First all constraints, indexes, triggers and privileges owned or referenced by the
table are dropped. These will be re-created later if possible. The table's rows are
saved in the temporary table that you have specified in this dialog. Then the rows
are copied back from the temporary table.

PL/SQL objects and views will not be updated by the procedure. Please check
them manually for errors after the procedure has been completed.

Although the process is very safe, we recommend that you back up your
database completely before performing the operation in order to avoid loss of data
in the even of a system crash or other unexpected circumstances.
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3.67 Reporting

The Reporting dialog is available from both the SQL Results Grid and the Tables
| Data Contents sheet. In either place, it can be invoked by pressing the Report

icon: , or by right-clicking on the grid and choosing Report from the context
menu. This causes the following dialog to appear:

To create a basic report, you can set three options at this point. Number of Lines
in Header refers to the number of lines to be allocated for each column heading.
By default, the column heading takes on the name of the column or alias, and
extends as far horizontally as necessary.

In the following example, only the orientation and the report title have been
changed from the default values.

The facility then executes, and presents a preview window that will look
something like this:
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Across the top of the page are a number of icons that tell what you can do with
the preview window: for example, save, print, page setup, find, and close the
preview window.

One glaring problem with the default report is that some job names are truncated.
To correct this, we need to use the Report Designer, by exiting the Preview
window, and checking the Show Designer box the next time. The Designer
interface should seem familiar to anyone who has ever worked with any kind of
object-oriented report design program. Here, the JOB column has been increased
in width and a popup has been used to rename the report:

 

The SAL and COMM columns have also been formatted with two decimal
places, producing the following result:
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For anyone who has ever worked with a report designer, these changes are
rather intuitive to make.

When you have tailored the report format as you want it, you can use Save As
from the File menu to save the report format as an .frf file. The next time you want to
create a report based on this format, choose the Report Designer, and click the
Open icon on the toolbar to apply the saved format.

Click the preview icon to view your design and content. Note that you can not only
print your finished report, but also save it in a variety of formats, such as .pdf,
HTML, .rtf, and several image formats.

Here we cannot describe all the various possibilities for formatting a report in the
KeepTool help file. This information is available, however, from FR-Software, the
maker of the report component, at

http://www.fast-report.com/en/documentation/frx3user/index.htm.

 

3.68 Result set editor

The result set editor puts the entire result set of a query that is currently displayed
in a grid into an edit window. This enables you to select any contiguous part with the
mouse and transfer it to another application via the Windows clipboard.

After you press the OK button, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

http://www.fast-report.com/en/documentation/frx3user/index.htm
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3.69 Search PL/SQL Text

This modal dialog lets you search all PL/SQL objects, or just all those of the
current type in the schema for a specified string. It shows the following information:

Text to find combo box. Type in any string.
Find button. It searches all PL/SQL objects (optionally, of the current type) for
the combo box string. It adds the combo box text to the drop-down list.
Case sensitive check box.
Find Package and Find Global buttons. Find Package may be replaced by
Find Procedure, etc., depending on the currently selected bottom tab.
The data grid displays all matches.

Pressing the OK button will close the dialog and open up the source code
window for the highlighted object.

The Cancel button closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.70 Search Table Columns

This modal dialog lets you search all table columns of the schema for a string. It
shows the following information:

Text to find combo box. Type in any string.
Find Button. It searches all schema column names and their comments for the
combo box string without regard to case. It adds the combo box text to the
drop-down list.
The data grid displays all matches.

When you press the OK button, the dialog closes. The selected table name will
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appear in the tables overview page. If the columns detail view is active, the
selected column name will also be found in the columns list.

The Cancel button closes the dialog without any action.

 

3.71 Searching Oracle Online Documentation

At the top of the Search section of the context menu in any Hora code window, or
in the standalone SQL Editor, the Oracle Help menu item performs a search in the
current release of the Oracle documentation on the Oracle website. It is similar to
going to otn.oracle.com and choosing a release for which to view the
documentation, then entering search criteria. It requires an active Internet
connection.

For example, if you select any string, such as ALTER TABLE, that is indexed in
the Oracle documentation, you are shown a list of books in which the string occurs.
Clicking on a link underneath the book title brings you directly to the reference.
From there, you can follow other hyperlinks that you encounter, view the Table of
Contents of the current book, or proceed to the Documentation Home Page, from
where you can access the HTML or PDF version of any book.

This feature is provided by Oracle for Server Releases 9.0.1 (9i Release 1) and
up. If you are connected to an earlier version of the database, you will see the
Version 9.0.1 documentation.

 

3.72 Select Current Schema

This ER Diagrammer dialog allows you to set some options before scanning the
schema.

The upper box shows the username that is connected to Oracle. You can select
any other schema in the Current Schema combo box. Without the required Oracle
privileges, you will not be able to see some or all of the objects in other schemas.
An edit box shows the number of tables in the table that you are allowed to see.
That gives you an idea of whether select privileges on the current schema are
generally available.
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The bottom part of the dialog offers you the option of including or excluding tables
in advance:

You can exclude tables whose names match a LIKE expression. The default
setting '%$_%' excludes snapshot, snapshot log and other system tables.
However, tables with foreign keys will not be excluded.
ER Diagrammer can include tables from other schemas that contain foreign
keys to any other schema, and foreign tables that are referenced from foreign
keys in the current schema. You can uncheck the box to restrict the diagram to
the current schema's tables.

3.73 Sending messages to pipes and receiving messages from
pipes

This modal dialog lets you send a string message to a pipe or receive a
message from a pipe. The operation depends on the context from which the dialog
is called.

The top panel shows the following information:
Name of the pipe (read-only)
Message item count. You can change the spin edit control for sending a
message. Otherwise, the box is read-only.
Time-out for the operation in seconds.

The string grid at the bottom contains the messages. The number of lines
depends on the message item count setting in the top panel. Each line
corresponds to one message item.

Use the Send or Receive button to perform the pipe operation. It returns with an
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exception if it cannot be performed within the given time period.

The Close button closes the dialog.

3.74 Sequence Properties

This dialog lets you create a new sequence, or change the properties of an
existing sequence.

It shows the following information:
Sequence name. The drop down list of the combo box suggests a name based
on the table name plus the string _SEQ.
Minimum value (Default 1)
Maximum Value
Increment by (Default 1)
Cache size
Order (yes/no)
Cycle (yes/no)

After the OK button is pressed, the operation will be performed. The Cancel
button closes the dialog without any action.

3.75 Settings

This dialog can be invoked from Extras on Hora's main menu. It allows you to
change global settings. It is divided into several pages that can be reached through
the tabs across the top.

Connection

You may change the Oracle call interface DLL. It is the same setting that you may
change in the advanced options of the connect dialog.

All KeepTool products connect to the database server using Oracle's Call
Interface (OCI). Therefore an oci.dll file from the $ORACLE_HOME\bin folder must
be loaded into memory. The name of this DLL varies depending on the version of
the installed Oracle client software. The first time it starts, KeepTool examines your
Oracle client software installation and registers the oldest oci.dll file found. You may
change this setting here, or by using the Advanced button in the Connection dialog.
If you have multiple ORACLE_HOMEs on your computer, make sure that you are
pointing to the oci.dll in the correct ORACLE_HOME. KeepTool will use this
ORACLE_HOME for connecting to the server.

Startup Window
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You may select which window you want Hora to bring up automatically when it
starts. You may specify that MDI child windows (those to the right of the Sidebar,
and underneath the Toolbar, appear in normal size or maximized. You may also
specify the font and background colors of the Sidebar, or set them back to their
default values. The default value for the font color has been darkened.

SQL Page

You may set both DBMS_OUTPUT and Java server output on or off, and set the
buffer size for both of these outputs.

You may also change the statement id and plan table name that Hora uses for
the explain plan command.

You may enable or disable the Automatic Code Completion feature.

You may choose whether a warning message should be displayed when you try
to update a table row that has been updated by another user.

You may choose whether code that you create in the SQL Scratchpad or the
standalone SQL Editor is automatically saved before execution.

You may choose whether the execution time for Execute Query should appear in
the DBMS_OUTPUT window.

A list of extensions determines which file names will be shown in File Explorer's
file window. You may modify this list. All entries must be separated by semicolons.

Session

For Oracle8 and later databases, You may select an optimizer mode. This will
generate an ALTER SESSION command with the chosen value. If you have the
SQL Preview feature active, you will be asked to confirm the setting for any
additional sessions that you start.

Behavior

You may define a color that will be used to alternate with the white rows in all data
grids.

You may choose whether Windows XP Ghosting should be disabled in Hora. By
default, it is disabled in order prevent problems with closing windows in Windows
XP SP1. This option has no effect for other operating systems.

Directories

You may change the location of the Templates directory for generating new PL/
SQL objects, for example, to point to a shared network directory instead of using
Hora's default templates.
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Data Contents

There are three options here:
Initially order by PK columns: If this option is set, primary key columns will
always appear first, even when they are not the first columns that were defined
when the table was originally created.
AutoCommit: This option affects whether changes posted to the server in
Tables | Data Contents  or the Data Contents Browser will automatically be
committed.
Query Execution Breakable: For queries that take more than 2 seconds in
Windows XP, this option enables a dialog that allows the query to be cancelled.
(In earlier versions of Windows, it appears for all queries if the option is in
effect.) It is available in Tables | Data Contents, the Data Contents Browser,
and the SQL Scratchpad.

Other

You may change the auto-refresh interval. This is applicable to the graphs on the
Performance page.

 

3.76 Shrinking a rollback segment

This modal dialog lets you shrink a rollback segment to a smaller size. It shows
the following information:

New Size

After the OK button is pressed, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.77 Materialized View Log

This dialog is shown to create a snapshot log for an existing table. It contains the
following information:

Owner and name of the base table. Both properties are set by the current table
selection, and cannot be changed here.
Tablespace name of the snapshot log
% Free and % used storage parameters
Initial, next and % increase storage parameters.

After you press the OK button, the operation will be performed. The Cancel
button closes the dialog without any action.
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3.78 SQL History

This modal dialog shows the history of SQL statements run from the SQL
Workbench. Use the list box on the left to navigate between the SQL statements.
The editor on the right shows the full statement.

After the OK button is pressed, the SQL statement is called back into the editor.
The Cancel button closes the dialog without any action.

3.79 SQL Query Builder

This facility is provided from the SQL Scratchpad and the following dialogs that
permit editing of source code:

Create/Modify View
Create/ Modify Materialized View
Packages, Procedures, Functions Source Code
Tables |Triggers code window
Database | Database Triggers code window
Java | Source Code window

It can be used for creating SELECT, INSERT, and UPDATE  statements, as well
as for generating cursor for loops. It can be started from Query on the context menu

or from the Toolbar, and is represented by the icon  . When the dialog opens, all
tables in the current schema are listed, and the workarea to the right of the table list
is empty.

SELECT statement and General Observations

By default, SQL Query Builder opens expecting a SELECT statement (see the
DML Generation box in the lower left corner). You can choose one or more tables
or views from the list at the left, either by highlighting the table, and pressing Include
; or by dragging the table name into the workarea at the right, or by double-clicking
the table name. If you choose more than one table, foreign-key relationships
between tables are automatically drawn. You may want to change the relative
position of the tables by dragging them so that they appear in a logical order.

Next, choose the columns that you want to display.  In this example, we have
selected three related tables, and several columns from each table:
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Any column that is selected in one of the selected tables will automatically be
placed in the SELECT statement. If you just want to use it to formulate a WHERE
condition, you can clear the Select check box. Each selected table is automatically
placed in the bottom window.

At the bottom of the lower window are three optional settings:
Automatic Table Aliasing generates a unique alias for each table
Select Distinct inserts the DISTINCT keyword in a SELECT statement
Expand select list places each selected column on a separate line.

Note that there is a context menu made available by right-clicking on any table or
view, below the table or view name:

Add related table Presents a list of any tables related by foreign key, from which you may select
one.

Alias Allows you to specify an alias for the table/view that will be used in the
generated SQL.

Select All Checks all column names.

Unselect All Unchecks all column names.

Sort Alphabetically Sorts the columns in alphabetical order.

Default Order Sorts the columns in DDL Order.

Remove Table Removes the table from the workarea.
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The Select and Sort options will stay in effect for each table or view each time
that you re-enter the Query Builder.

In the above example, a Where clause has been specified for Company Name,
and an ascending sort for Company ID and Customer last name.

When we press OK, this dialog closes, and the resulting code is placed at the
current insertion point in the code window. Remember that building a statement
with Query Builder can be an iterative process. If the statement turns out not to be
quite correct, the next time that we enter Query Builder, the dialog appears just as
we left it.

Once the statement is built, it can be executed by pressing Ctrl + E or the 
Execute Query button.

Notice that an outer join was created between C.ID and CR.COMPANY. In this
example, a foreign key constraint is defined between CUSTOMER and
COMPANY, but CUSTOMER COMPANY is not a required column. This results in
the automatic creation of an outer join in the query.

Cursor "for" loop

You can also build a cursor "for" loop with the Query Builder. This is useful for
processing all results produced by a SELECT statement in a PL/SQL block or
stored PL/SQL object. Going back to the previous example, let's suppose we
wanted to review every FIRSTNAME and LASTNAME in the CUSTOMER table
where the where the customer's COMPANY ID was less than or equal to 3: we
would then drag the two tables into main window, select the two columns from the
CUSTOMER table, and let Hora generate the WHERE clause by checking the ID
column of the COMPANY table. Then, since we don't want to include
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COMPANY_ID in the for loop, we deselect it. Here is the result

And here is the resulting PL/SQL code:
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INSERT Statement

The INSERT statement in Query Builder works only with a single table. You
choose the table into which you want to insert data and the columns that you want to
populate. Most of the columns in the lower window are not used with INSERT.

After selecting the columns to be populated, press OK, and an INSERT like the
following one will be generated in the Scratchpad's code window:

When you execute the statement using Execute Query, a dialog that prompts you
for the value of each of the bind variables will be shown.

 

UPDATE Statement

Query Builder can also construct an UPDATE statement. Here is an example of
when this might be useful: Many rows in a COMPANY table contain several different
variations of a province abbreviation that now needs to be updated to "QC" to
conform to new standards. These rows are scattered all over the table; so a one-by-
one update would not be effective. The country code for Canada in our tables is 22.
We need some WHERE clauses in the UPDATE statement; so we use Query
Builder as follows:
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This produces the following result:

When we execute the query, we are prompted for a replacement string for the
bind variable :STATE_PROV, and we then enter the new value "QC".

 

 

3.80 Start Log Miner

The dialog allows you to start the Log Miner. You can enter the following
information:

Start and end SCN
Start and end time
Dictionary file name. Be sure you have created the file using the Create
Dictionary dialog, unless you are using the Dict from online catalog or Dict
from Redo Logs option.
Options: the various options seen in the dialog are described in detail in the
Oracle documentation, as well as in the comments for the DBMS_LOGMNR
package. They are represented as BINARY_INTEGERs when the Start Log
Miner procedure is called.

We strongly urge you to keep the filter values for SCN and time as restrictive as
possible.

After the OK button is pressed, the Log Miner will be started. See the description
on the sys.dbms_logmnr.start_logmnr procedure in the Oracle documentation for
further details.

3.81 Submit a new job or change an existing job

This modal dialog lets you submit a new job or change an existing database job.

To run jobs in an Oracle database, the JOB_QUEUE_PROCESSES init.ora
parameter must be set to a value greater than 0. Hora displays a warning if this has
not been done.

The dialog shows the following information:
Job number: (select one of the following two options)
Let Oracle choose a new value from sys.jobseq sequence
Enter your own job number into the edit box
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"What", i.e. PL/SQL procedure to call. It must be terminated with a semicolon!
Next time the procedure will be called. Enter an expression that can be equated
by PL/SQL to an Oracle DATE type. The combo box gives some valid
examples. Remember that the appropriate syntax of this parameter depends
on your NLS settings.
Interval, i.e. expression to compute a new value for "Next date" after the job has
been executed. Enter a VARCHAR expression that can be equated to an
Oracle DATE type. The combo box gives some valid examples. Again, the
appropriate syntax for this parameter depends on the server's NLS settings.
The no parse check box  allows creating a job without parsing. In this case, the
procedure call is not checked for validity when creating the job.

Press OK to perform the operation, or Cancel to quit.

3.82 Synonym Properties

This dialog is displayed for
Creating a new synonym
Modifying (dropping and re-creating) an existing synonym

If you wish to create a new synonym, enter the owner and name of the synonym to
be created. The referenced object will default to the current object in the overview, if
you invoke the dialog from the Synonyms tab sheet of many of Hora's pages.

The DB link field is activated only from the Synonyms tab of the Database Links
page.

If you want to rename a synonym, just change the synonym name field.

If you invoke the dialog from the Synonyms page, you will be able to specify the
referenced object's owner and name, in addition to the synonym's owner and name.

Press OK to perform the operation, or Cancel to abort.

 

3.83 Table Properties

This dialog lets you view and change table properties, storage parameters, and
table comments, and to rename the table. The following information is displayed:

Table name. Changing it renames the table.
Tablespace and cluster name (read-only)
Boolean states:

Has table been backed up since last modification
Is the table cached in the buffer cache
Is table locking enabled?

Space percentages in a block (Minimum free; minimum used)
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Extents in the segment (Initial size, next size, % increase, minimum number,
maximum number)
Table scanning (Instances; Instances per thread)
Number of Transactions (Initial, Maximum)
Number of freelists allocated in the segment (Process freelists, Freelist groups)
Statistics (Number rows, Used blocks, Empty blocks, Average free space,
Empty blocks, Average row length). You can use the "Analyze.." button to
analyze the table and actualize this information.
Table comments.

After you press the OK button, the operation will be performed. The cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.

3.84 Trigger Manager

This dialog can be invoked from Hora's Schema menu. It lets you enable or
disable all the triggers in the current schema. You can also recompile all triggers by
checking the box.

 

 

3.85 View Properties

This dialog is displayed to both
Create a new view and to
Modify (replace) an existing view.

If you wish to create a new view, you must enter the name of the view to be
created. The edit box is read only if you are modifying an existing view.

You must check the corresponding box if you want to create the view with the
check option. In this case, you may also specify a name for the constraint.
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Comments on the view can be entered in the multi-line input box below.

You can define an alias for each column of the view. To do this, enter a comma-
separated list of identifiers in the multi-line control if it has been enabled by the
check box to the left of the caption.

Enter the select statement that defines the view in the editor window.

The SQL Query Builder is very useful for generating an initial select statement
across multiple joined tables.

You can check the force creation box to force the creation of the view in case of
an error.

After you press the OK button, the operation is performed. The Cancel button
closes the dialog without any action.
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4 ER Diagrammer

4.1 About ER Diagrammer

The KeepTool ER Diagrammer is not a replacement for high-end CASE tools
such as Oracle Designer or ErWin.

However, it is a fast and economical solution that can help you accomplish the
following tasks:

Understanding the structure of any existing database within minutes.
Fast reverse-engineering of any existing database
Ready-to-use automatic diagramming

Online data modeling of small systems
The CASE repository is the database itself, i.e. Oracle's Data Dictionary.
Thus,  there is no need to re-create the database with a CASE tool.
Data modeling without the risk of losing existing data.

 

4.2 Graphical Representation

4.2.1 Representation of Tables

The Entity Relationship Diagrammer shows the tables and their relationships to
each other in strict conformance with the IDEF1X standard.

We can distinguish between two types of tables:
Tables that do not have any foreign-key relationships with another table are
called Independent tables. In the diagram, they are represented as straight-
cornered rectangles.
Tables containing a foreign key referencing another table are called 
Dependent tables. They are represented as rectangles with rounded corners.

http://www.idef.com
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The name of the table is placed above the rectangle, and column information is
located inside it. A horizontal line divides this area into two parts:

Primary key columns
All other columns.

Each line contains the following information about a single column:
An icon that represents the data type of the column. It can be disabled through
the auto-layout dialog.
the column name
the letters (FK) representing foreign key columns.

Also, through the auto-layout option, the display of columns can be limited to just
those columns that form part of a key.

 

4.2.2 Representation of Relations

Each relationship between two tables is represented by a line connecting the
parent table shape with the child table shape. Depending on the auto-layout
options, the foreign key's name is optionally displayed next to the line.

The child side of the connection is pictured by a solid dot.
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The parent side of the connection line leads directly into the parent shape when
the relation is mandatory. That happens only if all foreign-key columns in the child
table have the not null attribute.

A box shape is used to indicate the parent side of an optional connection.

 

Relationships based on a foreign key with the cascading delete option use a
red line (as in the first illustration above).

 

4.2.3 Structured ER Diagrams

Normally, there is no specific order of presentation of the entities in an ER
diagram. Each entity can be placed anywhere in the diagram.

The KeepTool ER Diagrammer produces Structured E/R Diagrams (SER):
All independent entities are placed on the left-hand side of the diagram.
Each dependent entity is placed to the right of its parent entity (except in the
case of circular dependencies).

That means that you can read Structured Entity/Relationship diagrams from left to
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right. In any given situation, you will find
Master entities on the left and
Subordinate entities on the right.

 

4.2.4 Grouping Entities

Normally, the entities within an ER diagram appear alike. Even though tables
may have defined relationships to each other, they are not shown by logical
groupings.

You can define several logical entity groupings and assign each entity to one of
them.

Example (logical groupings):
Customer-related entities
Product-related entities
Other entities

We suggest that you indicate logical groupings by using different colors in the
diagram. You can assign a particular color to each logical group.

ER Diagrammer uses a special algorithm to ascertain logical dependencies
between entities. It assigns each table to one of the following groups:

Foreign schema tables (gray)
Most significant tables (5 groups, 5 pastel colors)
Other tables (white).

This color assignment may be changed manually.
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4.3 Working with ER Diagrammer

4.3.1 Running ER Diagrammer

On startup, you will be prompted to select the source of the database information.

 

The first time that you use the tool, you must scan an existing schema..

Once you have saved your work in a *.dgr file you can subsequently start by
loading the saved file.

The .dgr file format has been changed between version 4.1 and 4.2. ER Diagrammer 4.2
can read both 4.1 and 4.2 file formats. It recognizes the version automatically. Saved diagrams
will always be stored in the new 4.2 file format. You will not be able to open them with prior
versions of ER Diagrammer.

You can print any diagram using the File | print menu item.

4.3.2 Scanning an existing Schema

You should start working with ER Diagrammer by scanning an existing database
schema. There are two ways to begin:

Choose the Scan an existing schema option from the startup dialog or
Select the File | Scan schema menu item.

You are prompted to enter login information if you are not connected to the
database. Next, a modal dialog allows you to select the database schema to be
scanned:

Next, ER Diagrammer scans the Data Dictionary for table definitions and
foreign-key relations. Depending on the size of the database this may take up to
one minute or even more for a very large schema. Then the Diagrammer shows a
diagram of the entire schema. The example below shows a portion of the entire
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schema in reduced-size window:

 

 

The automatic layout function arranges the table shapes in such a way as to
create a structured ER diagram. You can repeat this algorithm with changed
parameters (i.e. horizontal or vertical distance between shapes) using the Subset |
Autolayout menu item. You can also move shapes manually to another position by
dragging them with the left mouse button. Multiple shapes can be dragged at the
same time by holding down the shift button when selecting them.

4.3.3 Automatic layout functions

The automatic layout function will be called
After scanning a database schema to produce the initial layout
After defining a subset of tables and
After selecting the Subset | autolayout menu item.

Autolayout applies only to the active diagram (which could be the entire schema).

There are several options available for controlling the algorithm. In some cases,
you will be prompted to confirm these options; otherwise you can change them
using the Extras | Options menu item.
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The Autolayout tab contains the following options:
The space and shape let you specify the number of pixels when setting:

Minimum horizontal space between two shapes
Minimum vertical space between two shapes
Shape width
Maximum shape height

Options controlled by check boxes
Show primary-key columns only instead of showing all columns. This will
decrease the size of the entire diagram.
Show an icon beside each table column indicating the data type.
Ignore HORA_TEMPORARY. Do not include in the diagram any existing
temporary tables used by Hora for dropping columns
Ignore PLAN_TABLE. Do not include any personal explain-plan tables.
Show foreign-key names next to the relation.
Automatically zoom the entire diagram after automatic layout completes. You
may also enter a default zoom factor.
Red coloring of shape connections belonging to relationships defined with a
cascading delete rule. Relationships are shown in gray if the corresponding
foreign-key constraint has been disabled.
Automatic coloring of shapes. ER Diagrammer divides tables into eight
groups and uses a different color for the shapes in each group.
 Tables belonging to another schema may optionally be shown in gray.
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4.3.4 Working with diagram subsets

After scanning a complete database schema, you will be shown a large entity/
relationship diagram with many tables and relationships. A very small zoom factor
is required to see all the tables at once. The screen resolution will probably be
insufficient to make that view readable. You can print it on poster-size sheets and
wallpaper your office. Or you can define workable subsets of the entire diagram.

There are two predefined subsets:
Entire diagram
Remaining tables, i.e. collection of all tables that are not member of any other
true subset.

Click the Subset | New menu item to define a new subset. You will then be
prompted to enter a unique name for the new subset.

 

The box on the left shows all available tables that could be included in the
diagram. The box on the right lists all tables that have already been selected to
become members of the subset. Use the buttons between the list boxes to move
table names between them:

Include Selection moves all selected tables to the list of tables in the subset.
Include Subtree selects the current table including all parent and child tables up
to the specified levels.
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Exclude Selection removes all selected tables from the list of tables in the
subset.

Although you can move tables between the two list boxes as described above,
the buttons below the boxes also allow you to:

Select all tables having a foreign-key reference to any other table or referenced
by a foreign key.
Select all tables without foreign-key relationships
Select all independent tables, i.e. tables not pointed to by foreign keys.
Invert selection, i.e. select unselected and unselect selected tables.
Select all tables
Unselect all tables

 

4.3.5 Data Modeling

Normally, data modeling requires the use of a CASE tool. These huge software
products are come with many features and full functionality. Consider the following
most important components:

A data dictionary stores information about entities and relations. Because the
dictionary is independent of the application database, it can be termed an
offline dictionary.
A diagramming tool shows both logical and physical ER models. You can
change properties using object context menus (right-click-menu, object
inspector, ...) or use the drag and drop mechanism. In the same manner, the
tool can create or delete entity definitions.
A DDL script generator produces the complete SQL script for creating a new
database schema or modifying an existing one. Most systems support multiple
target databases.
A reporting component generates printable documentation about the data
model.

The use of a CASE tool has always proved useful
If a CASE tool is already available.
As a part of database design, i.e. the phase before the first creation of the
physical database.
For very large database applications with hundreds of tables and many
programmers sharing the work.
Oracle Developer supports the generation of Oracle Forms front ends, Oracle
Reports and Oracle Web Applications from Oracle Designer information.

Sometimes you might catch yourself thinking that using a CASE tool is too
cumbersome

In the process of application development your development database should
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already contain some stock or sample data. If the CASE tool does not support
the automatic replication of the database structure in the CASE dictionary, you
must decide between
o Performing structure changes twice, i.e. applying all modifications to both the

CASE tool and the physical database or
oRecreating the physical database with empty tables. Existing stock or sample

data will be lost.
Having to modify both the CASE information and the database itself means
doubling the effort needed. The model must always be kept in synch with the
database structure.
Purchasing a CASE tool is an expensive investment.

KeepTool offers a lean alternative to bulky CASE tools. Our concept is to
associate the CASE data dictionary with the physical database dictionary. Data
model changes are directly produced from changes to the database structure.
There is no need for a separate design tool, because you have easy-to-use tools to
survey the state of the existing database.

KeepTool ER Diagrammer scans the existing database tables and relationships.
In a few moments, you have a ready-to-use E/R diagram.

Database schema modifications can be done using Hora. ER Diagrammer
allows many of these operations by letting you right-click on the table
representations.

The following context operations are available:

Table Creates a new table

Add column ... Adds column to table

Add Foreign Key Adds foreign key relation to another table

Add Primary Key,
Unique, Index ...

Creates primary key, unique constraint or index

Drop Foreign Key Drops a foreign-key relationship

 Shape Color ... Changes the color of the table shape

4.3.6 New functionality in Version 7

Version 7 of ER Diagrammer is built on all new software components, including
the zoom factor slider control on the right side of the screen. When you first open a
schema with the default settings, the Diagrammer will, by default, show all tables in
one window. If the schema contains hundreds of tables, you can then use the slider
to immediately bring the tables up to a viewable size. You can then drag on a table
shape to increase it to any size. By hovering over a table with the mouse, you can
also quickly orient yourself. Here are two examples from the SH sample schema.
First the original view:
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Next, a close-up of the same schema.
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As in the past, you can drag tables into new positions, and the foreign key lines
that connect them to other tables will follow. As you can see above, these lines can
now consist of several segments, and you can modify them as you wish by clicking
on them and turning the segments in any direction.
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5 PL/SQL Debugger

5.1 About PL/SQL Debugger

PL/SQL Debugger gives PL/SQL  programmers an interface for testing their
programs. You can control the execution of code on the server by creating an
anonymous PL/SQL block, which can then call procedures and functions to be
tested.  You can run PL/SQL code until a breakpoint is reached. You can then step
through single statements, and into and out of procedures, functions, and triggers.

When debugging within several levels of nesting, you should always keep an eye
on the call stack window, which shows the name and current source code line
number of each procedure call that the program execution has not finished with.

When the program execution pauses, you can see and modify the values of
variables that are currently in scope. You can also add variables to the watch list
window. The Debugger will automatically show their values each time that program
execution stops.

5.2 Before starting the Debugger

First, select one of the following PL/SQL objects to run in debug mode:
A stored procedure or function
A packaged procedure or function
A trigger

You then need a simple anonymous PL/SQL block to call the procedure and
provide input parameters. You can generate a call interface framework with Hora.
Copy the anonymous PL/SQL block into the Debugger and assign a meaningful
value to the input parameters.

To debug a trigger, you must define an INSERT, DELETE or UPDATE
statement. The SQL query generator from Hora's SQL page lets you generate the
correct syntax. You can also debug triggers that are fired by INSERT, DELETE or
UPDATE statements within procedures or functions that are being debugged.

In the process of debugging, you can evaluate and modify local variables of
stored objects, but this requires compiling them with the debug option. Use the
right-click menu of the Hora Overview Packages, Procedures,Functions and
Trigger and choose Compile debug or use SQL (ALTER .... COMPILE DEBUG).
For triggers, the COMPILE DEBUG option can be accessed from the Triggers tab
of the Tables page, or for database triggers, from the Triggers tab of the Database
page.

However, you do not need to compile with the debug option in order to step
through code.
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5.3 Debugging PL/SQL

On startup, the PL/SQL Debugger displays the connect dialog. When you press
the OK button, two database sessions are established:

The target session runs your PL/SQL code in debugging mode.
The debug session controls the target session.

The session id's can be seen in the status line when you start the Debugger. The
image below shows debugging stopped at a breakpoint on Line 21:

 

 

The following debug operations are available:

Trace into Executes one statement. Traces into procedure calls.

Run Runs to the end of the invoking block.

Step over Executes one statement. Steps over procedure calls.

Trace out Runs until the end of the program unit.

Abort Aborts execution.

In all cases, program execution will stop at any breakpoint.
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5.4 Watching variables

You can watch variables under the following conditions:
You have paused within a stored program unit. The variable watch is not
available inside anonymous PL/SQL blocks.
You have compiled the stored object with the DEBUG option. You can do this
by using the right-click context menu from the PL/SQL objects overview to
compile them, or by using the ALTER...COMPILE DEBUG SQL command. You
can compile both packages and package bodies with the debug option. You
can compile triggers by right-clicking on the trigger list shown under the
Triggers tab of the Tables page, or, for database triggers, under the Triggers
tab on the Database page..

From PL/SQL Debugger's Variables menu item, as well as from the toolbar
below it, the following operations are available:

Evaluate/Modify Shows or modifies the value of a variable.

Add Watch Prompts you to enter a variable name and adds it to the watch window.
The Debugger updates its value each time that it stops

Remove Watch Removes a variable from the watch window.

 

Watches can also be added or removed by right-clicking the Variable Watch
window.

5.5 Setting Breakpoints

You can set breakpoints on any line of a stored PL/SQL object. When a
statement continues over multiple lines, Oracle automatically moves the breakpoint
to the beginning of the statement.

Program execution will pause when a breakpoint is reached. You can then use
the Trace Out or Run buttons to continue until the program flow reaches the next
breakpoint or the end of program, or you can step through single statements.

The following breakpoint operations are available from the menu bar and the
toolbar, or by right-clicking in the Breakpoints window:

Add Breakpoint Adds a new breakpoint on the line.

Toggle Breakpoint Toggles breakpoint on the current line.

Remove Breakpoint Removes breakpoint from the current line.
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5.6 Displaying Output

The dbms_output package allows you to display output from within a PL/SQL
object in the dbms_output window at the bottom of the Debugger application. Note
that you must pause somewhere beyond the line containing the dbms_output
command in order to see the output.

This feature became available beginning with Oracle version 8.1.5.

The output window remains filled when execution ends unless you clear it by
right-clicking within it.
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6 SQL Editor

6.1 About SQL Editor

KeepTool contains uses a powerful, customizable SQL editor that can be
accessed as a standalone tool. It is also embedded in certain dialogs within Hora
and HoraLight.

If you have installed the full version of Hora, the standalone version is accessible
through the HEdit.exe file in your KeepTool install folder. You can double-click on
this file in Windows Explorer, or reach it through Start | Programs | KeepTool10  |
SQL Editor. SQL Editor is also available from Hora's Tools menu.

You may wish to associate it with files having a *.sql extension.

The editor features PL/SQL syntax highlighting that gives you a complete
overview of your source code. The right-click context menu supports execution of
single statements, graphical explain plans, and importation of code snippets for
functions and hints. You can use bookmarks for rapid navigation within your code.
Also available are various formatting operations, such as the ability to indent and
comment out blocks.

 

6.2 Standalone SQL editor

The following main menu structure is available only in the standalone SQL editor:

File New Clears editor window for editing a new file.

 Open Opens a file

  Reopen Lists the most recently viewed files

 Save Saves the contents as a file

  Save as Saves editor contents to another file

 Print Prints a file

 Compare Invoke the File Comparison tool

  Exit Exits the standalone editor

View  Status bar Toggles visibility of the status bar.

  DBMS output
window

Toggles visibility of the DBMS output window (when
connected to the database).

Databas
e

Connect Displays the connect dialog for establishing a database
connection. This is required for running SQL scripts or
retrieving information from the Data Dictionary. However, you
can edit files without connecting to a database server.

  Disconnect Disconnects the SQL editor from the database.
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 Execute script Executes selection of the entire editor contents.

Edit Undo Undoes the last action

 Redo Redoes last action

 Cut Cuts out the selected text and puts it to the Windows
clipboard.

 Copy Copies the selected text to the Windows clipboard.

 Paste Pastes clipboard contents to the selected location.

  Select all Selects entire editor contents.

Search Find Finds text

  Search Again Repeats last search

 Replace Replaces text

 Goto Line number Goes to line number

 Clear all bookmarks Clears all bookmarks.

Format Indent Indents selected block by inserting a tab as first character of
each selected line.

 Unindent Removes tab indent from current selection

 Quote block Comments selected block by inserting '--' as first characters of
each line.

 Unquote block Removes '--' at the beginning of each line from selected block.

  Comment out
selected text

Inserts /* at the beginning of the selected text, and */ at the
end.

 Upper Case Converts selected characters to upper case.

 Initial Capitals Converts selected characters to lower case except the first
character of each word, which will be converted to upper case.

 Lower Case Converts selected characters to lower case.

Extras  Properties Displays the properties dialog for customizing the editor.

Help  Contents Displays online help

  Registration Lets you register KeepTool or view the License Agreement

  System
Environment
Information

Gives particulars about the current version of KeepTool, the
client software,  and the Oracle Server.

  About Displays the About dialog

The standalone SQL Editor supports syntax highlighting for
SQL and PL/SQL files
Oracle configuration files (tnsames.ora, etc.)
Java files
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and plain text files.

Optional saving of files

The standalone editor will prompt you to save a new file before executing the
code if the Save Editor before Execution box on the SQL Page tab of the Extras |
Settings menu item is checked. Leaving it unchecked will enable the Edit | Undo
and Edit | Redo features on the context menu until you actually save the file.

 

6.3 SQL editor component

In the full version of Hora, the SQL Editor component is present in both the
standalone SQL Editor and various Hora forms, such as the code window of the
SQL Scratchpad and the Source Code tab of the PL/SQL Objects page.

In HoraLight, the SQL Editor is available on the SQL Scratchpad's code window.

The following menu is always available to the SQL editor component, i.e. in both
the embedded and standalone file editor:

Edit in new
window

Opens a new window, where the code window is expanded into the space
normally occupied by the SQL Scratchpad and the File Explorer

File New Clears editor window to create a new file (Separate SQL editor only)

 Open Opens a file

 Save Saves the contents as a file

  Save as Saves editor contents to another file

 Compare Opens the File Comparison tool

 Send
Email

Opens the email client and attaches the file

  Close Only visible in the standalone editor-closes the window 

 Print Prints the contents of the editor

Query Execute
Query

Executes selection as a single SQL statement or anonymous PL/SQL
block. You can browse (and under some circumstances modify) the result
set.

 Execute
script

Executes multiple SQL statements or PL/SQL blocks.

 Execute
with
SQL*Plus

Sends the contents of the code window to SQL*Plus for execution

 Explain
Plan

Shows execution plan for the selected statement
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  Reset
backgroun
d colors

Removes the shaded background used to highlight code that
encountered errors.

 SQL
Query
Builder

Runs the SQL query builder, which generates insert, update or delete
statements. Column information is retrieved from the Oracle Data
Dictionary.

 Profiler Runs the DBMS_PROFILER modal dialog.

 DB Object
Browser

Shows a tool window that allows you to drag/drop information about
database objects into the editor.

 Code
Snippets

Shows a tool window with SQL code snippets. You can drag the syntax
into the code window.

 Describe
selected
object

Shows structure information about the selected table, procedure or
function in the result set window. Please select both the owner and
package name prefix if they are used in code (For example SCOTT.EMP,
MYPACKAGE.MYFUNCTION).

 Code
completio
n

Displays the columns of the selected table or the procedures or functions
of a package in a combo box. If the object comes from another schema, it
must be preceded by the schema name and a period. An example for a
table follows:

You can double-click on an item to add it, or select multiple items and
drag them as a comma-separated list to the editor window.

Code completion is an optional feature that can be set on or off from  the
Extras menu item.

Note: this feature is also made available by placing the insertion pointer
on the object name and pressing ctrl + space.

 Recall
command
from SQL
history

Displays previously issued SQL in the left pane. Any statement may then
be selected, bringing it into the SQL Editor in the right pane.

  Show SQL
result

 

Edit Undo Undoes the last action

 Redo Repeats the last action

 Cut Cuts the selected text and moves it to the Windows clipboard.
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 Copy Copies the selected text to the Windows clipboard.

 Paste Replaces the current selection with the contents of the Windows
clipboard.

  Select all Selects the entire contents of the editor.

Search  Oracle
Help

Sends selected string to Oracle' search facility.

 Find Finds text

  Search
Again

Repeats the last search

 Replace Replaces text

 Goto Line
number

Goto line number

 Toggle
bookmark
0

Toggle bookmark 0 at current line

  Toggle
bookmark
s 1..9

Opens additional menu to toggle a bookmark between 1 and 9

 Goto
bookmark
0

Go to bookmark 0

  Goto
bookmark
1..9

Opens additional menu to toggle a bookmark between 1 and 9

 Clear all
bookmark
s

Clears all bookmarks.

Format Pretty-
Print

Shows a modal dialog with several options for code formatting.

Indent Indents selected block by inserting a tab as first character of each
selected line.

 Unindent Removes tab indent from current selection

 Quote
block

Comments selected block by inserting '--' as first characters of each line.

 Unquote
block

Removes '--' at the beginning of each line from the selected block

  Comment
out
selected
text

Inserts /* at the beginning of selected text, and */ at the end.

 Upper
case

Converts selected characters to upper case.

 Capitalize Converts selected characters to lower case, except that the first character
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of each word will be converted to upper case.

 Lower
Case

Converts selected characters to lower case.

Extras  Properties Displays a properties dialog for customizing the editor.

6.4 Customizing the editor

The SQL editor is fully customizable. Customization options may be reached
from any code window, by right-clicking on Options. The following four menus then
become available:

Editor options
Syntax highlighting
Lexer properties
Key mapping.

Editor Options
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You will find that certain options are selected by default. Some of the more useful
options are explained below:

Insert Mode Causes new text to be inserted inside existing text. If insert mode is off, and you type
within existing text, characters will be overlaid. You can use the Insert key on the
keyboard to override the setting.

Auto indent mode After text is positioned using multiple tabs, tabbing at the beginning of the following
line will align the insertion point below the first visible character of the line above it.

Backspace
Unindents

Backspacing before a character at a tab stop moves the text one tab stop to the left. If
off, backspacing moves the text one character to the left.

Persistent Blocks Keeps a block selected, even if you move the cursor out of it

Overwrite Blocks Replaces a selected block with what is typed next

Copy to clipboard
as RTF

Allows copying of selected text with formatting applied

Group undo When you press Alt + Backspace, undoes all previous editing changes of the same
type
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Disable Selection Prevents selecting text with the mouse (should normally be off)

Gutter visible This option must be selected for line numbers to appear. Gutter width should be at
least 20.

Double Click Line Causes a line that is double-clicked to be selected. Useful for executing a single
command.

 

Syntax highlighting

When you click a syntax item from the list at the left, you can then customize the
attributes of that syntax element. Default values are illustrated in the dialog's code
window.
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Lexer Properties

A lexer scans text with the intent of identifying tokens that will be manipulated
according to preset rules. KeepTool's editor makes available different lexers for
PL/SQL and Java. The Common tab below shows the file extensions that will
treated with the PL/SQL lexer. This lexer will be selected by default in most code
windows.

When you click the Styles tab, you will see the default treatment of text by the
currently selected lexer. You can then modify the appearance of text elements. In the
example below, the Java Builder lexer has been selected from the code window in
Hora's Java Source Code tab. In the dialog's code window you can see the effect
of selecting red for Java reserved words. (This is the same type of modification that
is made available through Syntax Highlighting.):
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Key mapping

This dialog lets you map keystroke combinations to specific actions in the Editor.
Some options are selected by default. These are often the same as in most
Windows applications:
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6.5 Capturing server output

Oracle is shipped with the DBMS_OUTPUT package. This provides an easy way
to generate text output from your PL/SQL code. Although this output is normally
disabled in production, you can display it within development systems. For
example, Oracle SQL*Plus displays these outputs after you SET
SERVEROUTPUT ON.

KeepTool captures this information, too. You can check the View | DbmsOutput
window main menu item to toggle visibility of the DBMS_OUTPUT window. You can
capture server output from any PL/SQL code that you run within Hora, for example:

From an anonymous PL/SQL block or stored procedure that you run in the SQL
Scratchpad. For HoraLight, this is the only way to send output to the window.
From the automatically generated PL/SQL call interface (Hora only).
From the standalone SQL Editor (Hora only).
From any trigger that fires after inserting, updating or deleting data. (Hora only).
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In addition, this window is used to display result sets from SELECT statements
executed when using the Execute Script command or button. The results will then
be in the form of text that you can copy and paste elsewhere.

You can drag the DBMS_OUTPUT window away from the main form if you want
to make it a "flying window," as in the above illustration. When you drag it over the
bottom of the main window, it will dock to the bottom of the window.

There are six buttons at the top of the window:
The Get dbms_output button fetches the server output and appends it to
existing lines in the window.
The Discard dbms_output button clears the output buffer on the server without
fetching the output.
The Clear window button removes all lines from the window.
The Save to file.. button lets you save the contents of the window to a file.
The Copy to clipboard button saves selected text to the clipboard.
The Select all button selects the entire contents of the window for a subsequent
copy.

You can change the size of the server output buffer using the SQL Page tab of
the Extras | Settings menu item.
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7 HTML Documentation Generator

7.1 About HTML Documentation Generator

Although Hora lets you retrieve almost any kind of information about an Oracle
database, sometimes you might want to refer to a complete document that
describes an entire database schema. If you are using a CASE tool, you can use
its report functionality. These tools make it easy to produce a lot of printed paper.
Nevertheless, documents based on data originating in a design-tool repository may
differ from the reality of the database. The KeepTool database documentation utility
generates a document that describes the real database structure, because it works
directly with the database contents.

The use of the HTML format makes it easy to use the database documentation:
The HTML file format is not dependent on the operating system. You can
distribute it to everybody interested in learning about the database structure.
Hyperlinks connect database objects with each other. You can easily browse
through the relational database structure by following hyperlinks.
You can integrate the database documentation into the complete system
specification. You can use target hyperlinks to view documentation about other
database objects referred to by foreign keys, for example.
You can generate database documentation through a batch process. This
makes it easy to keep the document up-to-date at all times.
If you need a printable document, simply import the HTML file into your text
processor.

7.2 Generating database documentation

After starting the database documentation utility, you will see a dialog similar to
the following one:
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Enter a user name, password and connect string (or for a direct TCP/IP
connection, enter the TCP/IP address, port number, and service name) to establish
a database connection.

The utility suggests defaults for the output file name and the title of the HTML
document. You can change them as you wish.

The default title contains symbolic references to both the current date (#d) and
the schema (#o). These can also be incorporated into custom titles.

The report can be produced in either English or German. This means that titles
and column headings, for example, can appear in either language.

There are three check boxes that affect the HTML generation process:
Views may or may not be included.
PL/SQL objects may or may not be included.
HTML tables used to display data may or may not have visible borders.

The facility also includes filters that will specify which tables or objects should be
included.
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You can filter tables by either TABLESPACE_NAME or TABLE_NAME.
PL/SQL objects may be filtered by OBJECT_NAME or OBJECT_TYPE.

After checking your preferences, press the Start HTML generation button. Then
turn on your electric teapot and see which tool finishes first.

7.3 Batch processing

HTML Documentation Generator may also be invoked from the command line.
Your command prompt must be pointed to the \Program Files\Keeptool\Keeptool
Version\ directory (assuming the default installation path was chosen) that contains
ohyper.exe, or you must have it declared in your path.

 

A command may specify all of the same options as the logon dialog. You can
specify that the Generator should automatically be started and produce its output
without any further intervention (batch=y), or you can simply use the command line
to specify options and bring up the connect dialog, and start it yourself (batch=n).
This will give you a chance to review the options and modify them if you wish.

All options are specified by keyword parameters, as outlined in the table below.
You must invoke ohyper.exe at the command prompt, followed by the parameters,
as in this example:

ohyper.exe userid=demo/demo@db9i batch=y output=c:\temp\ohyper.html

tabfilter="TABLESPACE_NAME LIKE '%USER%'" plsqlfilter="OBJECT_TYPE = 'PROCEDURE'"

lang=g

 

Note that all parameters, other than userid, have a default value, and that if a
value string contains a space, you must surround the string with double quotes. You
may list the parameters in any order.

Also, if you enclose the command in a script, be sure to use double percent signs
(%%) with the LIKE operand. These will be translated into single percent signs
when the command executes.

The following tables shows the parameters that can be set, and the default values
that will be applied if they are not specified:

Parameter
keyword

Permitted Values (with default marked by
a diamond ( )

Meaning

userid= user/password[@connect_string] user and password, and optionally, connect
string

output=

 

any file location, defaults to
 Current User/Local Settings/temp/

HTML file that will hold the documentation

lang=

 

e (English)

g (German)

language in which documentation will be
generated

views= y (yes) whether views should be included in the
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 n (no) Tables section of the report

plsql=

 

y (yes)

n (no)

whether stored PL/SQL objects should be
included in the generated documentation

border=

 

y (yes)

n (no)

whether HTML tables should have visible
borders

title= any desired title, default to
"Data Model of #o as of #d" (English)

or

"Datenmodell #o , Stand #d" (German)

title of the report

tabfilter= TABLE_NAME LIKE '  '

or

TABLESPACE_NAME LIKE '  '

enclose the string to be matched in single
quotes

plsqlfilter= OBJECT_NAME LIKE '  '

or

OBJECT_TYPE =

enclose the string to be matched in single
quotes

or specify

FUNCTION,  PROCEDURE or PACKAGE

batch= y (yes)

n (no)

y indicates that the job should be run
automatically

n produces a connect dialog with the options
set
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8 Reverse DDL Engineer

8.1 About Reverse DDL Engineer

If you perform database design using a CASE tool, it will provide you with a DDL
script to create the complete database structure. Even if you decide to design a
small database without a CASE tool, you might want to have a DDL script too.
There could be many other reasons to reverse-engineer DDL statements from an
existing database, such as:

A DDL script can easily be checked into a version control system. That makes
it easy to keep track of structure changes. The version management of software
is then no longer independent of changes of the database structure.
You can compare the structure of two databases with each other. Create DDL
scripts from both development and production database and compare them
using a source code version control system or a text processing system.
If you plan to move a database from one server to another, it might be a good
idea to create an empty database structure on the target machine using a DDL
script generated from the source database. You can then import the data into
the target database with Oracle's import utility (Parameter IGNORE=YES).

8.2 Generating a DDL Script

Reverse DDL Engineer prompts you for a user name and password. Once the
database connection is established, you will see the main form, which is divided
into two parts:

A series of check boxes on the left displays DDL categories. Each checked
item will be included in the generation.
On the right, multiple overlapping pages, where a sheet represents one
category. You can activate a page by clicking its tab or the corresponding item
in the check list box.

 

The topmost Schema page contains the schema and database names and
some general options:

Should the scripts include statements to create the roles granted to the schema
owner?
Should the scripts define the system privileges granted to the schema owner?
Should the scripts define grants the schema owner received from other users?
Should the scripts contain a SPOOL SQL*Plus command?
Should the scripts contain empty COMMENT statements if no comment exists?
Should the scripts contain a tablespace clause? You should disable this option
if you want to compare two database structures by comparing their DDL
scripts.
Should the scripts contain a storage parameter clause? You should disable this
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option if you want to compare two database structures by comparing their DDL
scripts.
Should the scripts define grants that the schema owner has made to other
users?
Should the scripts contain a dbms_utility.compile_schema command?
Should sequences be set to start with the original start value, the last number
used, or 1?

All other tab sheets also contain check list boxes. The selectable options vary
according to the category of object.. You can enable/disable all items of a category
using the left side's (category) check list box. You can then use the check list boxes
of the corresponding tab on the right side to select individual objects within that
category, or use a filter dialog to specify which objects should be included.

There are some dependencies between different categories of objects. The
utility takes this into account and automatically selects objects depending on the
current object. For example, when you select a table, the utility automatically selects
the indexes, constraints, comments and triggers belonging to the table.

At the bottom of the form, you can specify the output file name. Once you press
the Generate button, the reverse-engineering process starts. Before you know it, it
has finished its work, and you can see the results by opening the DDL script in the 
SQL Editor.
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You can also generate SQL scripts in batch mode. Therefore, you have to run a
command like

RevDDL.exe  <filename>  <connectstring>

or

RevDDL.exe  C:\Temp\Scott.SQL  SCOTT/TIGER.

Please don't forget to "quote" file names including white space.

If the program runs with at least 2 parameters, error messages are redirected to
a file defined by the first parameter.
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9 Contacting KeepTool

9.1 About KeepTool

The KeepTool story began in 1996 with three programmers from the German
software company PSI AG. The first version of Hora employed a Borland Delphi
interface that provided a graphical user interface for all SQL scripts residing in the
user's private home directories. Continuous improvement resulted from the
implementation of the ideas of a large team of database developers. It soon
became a popular tool.

KeepTool GbR was founded in April 1997. The first commercial version, Hora 2,
gave the developer a graphical interface for understanding the database structure.
It also added a simple interface for manipulating database objects. All PSI
programmers were given free use of Hora-2.

With the release of Hora 3 in 1998, the software entered a new dimension. Its
user interface enabled the developer to view and change nearly everything in the
database with a few mouse clicks.

Version 4 was released in 1999, when additional tools joined the KeepTool
product family. No longer reliant on the Borland Database Engine, it became more
compact. This version also improved performance and introduced Oracle 8
compatibility.

As a result of ever-increasing success, KeepTool GmbH was founded in 2000.

Version 5 was released in 2001, and introduced support for Oracle8i and
Oracle9i.

Version 6, released in 2003, and now includes support for Oracle10g, and
added the Reporting and Import/Export tools, as well as the Data Contents
Browser.

Version 7 was released in January, 2006, with major changes to Hora's grids,
addition of the Scheduler and XML pages, and a new face for the SQL Editor and
ER Diagrammer.

Version 8 was released in February 2008 and adds support for Oracle 11g and
Windows Vista.

Version 9 was released in November 2009, adds Unicode support and is
compliant with Windows 7.

Contacting KeepTool:

Addres
s

KeepTool GmbH
Schützallee 118
14169 Berlin 
GERMANY

Phone +49-700-53378665 or +49-700-
KEEPTOOL

http://www.psi.de
http://www.borland.com/delphi
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Fax +49-30-88629133

E-mail support@keeptool.com

 

9.2 Sales

Refer to the KeepTool web site, www.keeptool.com,  for current sales and pricing
information.

 

9.3 Technical Support

KeepTool software has been carefully developed and tested by several
application development teams. However, this can not totally prevent the
occurrence of an occasional error.

If you encounter problems, please refer first to this help file and other online
resources for a solution. All Oracle professionals qualify for a free membership in
the Oracle Technology Network, at http://otn.oracle.com. This will allow you to
access all of the Oracle documentation online in either PDF or HTML format. Also,
there are many bulletin boards (including our own) and other online resources that
you can find simply by entering a few keywords into a search engine.

If you cannot resolve your problem in this way, you may address your support
request to KeepTool by filling out the form on our website, www.keeptool.com.  Just
click on the Technical Support link in the navigation bar.

To help us, please send us the detailed information about your client and server
environments that is available from the Help | System Environment Information
menu item. You can copy this information to the clipboard by clicking a button, then
paste it into the support form.

Once you have submitted the form, you can expect an answer from us within two
business days.

 

9.4 Feedback

Do you like KeepTool?

KeepTool is always looking for ways to improve our products; so we need to
know what we are doing well, and what we need to improve. Please  e-mail us to
share your ideas. We welcome any suggestions that you may have.

mailto:support@keeptool.com
http://www.keeptool.com
http://otn.oracle.com
http://www.keeptool.com/cgi-bin/ultimatebb.cgi
http://www.keeptool.com
mailto:support@keeptool.com
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9.5 Keeping in Touch

keeping in touch is our new quarterly newsletter, started in June, 2003. We will
be using it to notify subscribers of new versions, major new features, and special
events that we will be participating in. We will also include some suggestions for
using our products—especially some of the lesser-known facilities.

The newsletter is also accessible through a link on our website, www.keeptool.
com.

Subscribing to keeping in touch is easy. Just send an email to
subscribe@keeptool.com. We have both an English and a German edition.
Normally, subscribers from Germany, Switzerland and Austria would receive the
German edition, and all others the English edition. If this is not appropriate for you,
just mention which version you would like to receive in the body of your email.

We would like to emphasize that, as a matter of policy, we do not share
subscriber email addresses with anyone outside of KeepTool.

 

http://www.keeptool.com
http://www.keeptool.com
mailto:subscribe@keeptool.com
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